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Sebree Solar
May 5, 2021

We had the best time supporting our friends in
Henderson at the annual Henderson KY Chamber of
Commerce Golf Tournament.

Facebook Post Engagements

Facebook Post Impressions

Facebook Post Paid Impressions

Engagement Rate

Facebook Post Reach

Facebook Post Stream Comments

Facebook Post Consumptions Link Click

Sebree Solar
Oct 20, 2021

Who else loves Rockhouse Pizza in Robards? Our team
stopped in for lunch recently and while the pizza was
delicious, the real star of the show was the corn
nuggets! Thanks for the great experience, we can’t wait
to come back!

Facebook Post Engagements

Facebook Post Impressions

Facebook Post Paid Impressions

Engagement Rate

Facebook Post Reach

Facebook Post Stream Comments

Facebook Post Consumptions Link Click

Sebree Solar
Jan 19, 2021

We love seeing the beautiful sites in Henderson like the
iconic railroad bridge crossing the Ohio river in
downtown.

Facebook Post Engagements

Facebook Post Impressions

Facebook Post Paid Impressions

Engagement Rate

Facebook Post Reach

Facebook Post Stream Comments

Facebook Post Consumptions Link Click

Sebree Solar
Jun 22, 2021

We had so much fun attending the The W.C. Handy
Blues & Barbecue Festival in Henderson, KY over the
weekend! The music and performances were amazing,
and the food was absolutely delicious. Congratulations
on a great 30th year!

Facebook Post Engagements

Facebook Post Impressions

Facebook Post Paid Impressions

Engagement Rate

Facebook Post Reach

Facebook Post Stream Comments

Facebook Post Consumptions Link Click

Sebree Solar
Nov 10, 2021

As a company that proudly employs veterans, we
celebrate Josh a United States Marine Corps veteran,
and new member of our Kentucky development team.
He served for 4 years as a special operations'
communication specialist and sergeant. Please join us
in thanking and honoring Josh, along with all who
served this Veterans Day.

Facebook Post Engagements

Facebook Post Impressions

Facebook Post Paid Impressions

Engagement Rate

Facebook Post Reach

Facebook Post Stream Comments

Facebook Post Consumptions Link Click

Sebree Solar
Nov 29, 2021

Our Sebree Solar team loved checking out the
Henderson County Public Library. What a beautiful
building, filled with history. Share what you love most
about our library in the comments below.

Facebook Post Engagements

Facebook Post Impressions

Facebook Post Paid Impressions

Engagement Rate

Facebook Post Reach

Facebook Post Stream Comments

Facebook Post Consumptions Link Click

Sebree Solar
Jul 7, 2021

Great meeting and catching up with our wonderful
landowners! Our land agent Matt, even got a high paw
from their pup Duke!

Facebook Post Engagements

Facebook Post Impressions

Facebook Post Paid Impressions

Engagement Rate

Facebook Post Reach

Facebook Post Stream Comments

Facebook Post Consumptions Link Click

Sebree Solar
Jan 4, 2021

Solar fact: PV modules are usually mounted close to
the ground, making the visual impact of solar energy
quite low. Learn more about it here:
https://www.nexteraenergyresources.com/sebree-
solar/faq.html?cid=2020NEERSocial01365
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Facebook Post Impressions

Facebook Post Paid Impressions

Engagement Rate

Facebook Post Reach

Facebook Post Stream Comments

Facebook Post Consumptions Link Click
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Sebree Solar
Apr 20, 2021

Enjoying the beautiful spring blooms of Henderson
County!

Facebook Post Engagements

Facebook Post Impressions

Facebook Post Paid Impressions

Engagement Rate

Facebook Post Reach

Facebook Post Stream Comments

Facebook Post Consumptions Link Click

Sebree Solar
Aug 3, 2021

Sunset over the Ohio River, doesn’t get much better
than this! Love enjoying all the beautiful views in
downtown Henderson! What’s your favorite spot to
watch the sunset?

Facebook Post Engagements

Facebook Post Impressions

Facebook Post Paid Impressions

Engagement Rate

Facebook Post Reach

Facebook Post Stream Comments

Facebook Post Consumptions Link Click

Sebree Solar
Mar 4, 2021

We’re happy to be part of a terrific community that
values heritage and preserving history. Looking forward
to working in Henderson County for many years to
come. 

Facebook Post Engagements

Facebook Post Impressions

Facebook Post Paid Impressions

Engagement Rate

Facebook Post Reach

Facebook Post Stream Comments

Facebook Post Consumptions Link Click

Sebree Solar
Jul 20, 2021

Brian and his son, Phil, work together to manage their
farm in White County, Indiana. For years, they’ve raised
crops from tiny seeds into ten-foot-tall corn plants.
Now, they’re looking at a new sustainable crop: clean,
renewable solar energy to help their farm profit and
bring revenue to their community while helping power
America.  

“This brings stability to our operation. It’s
diversification. In the world, every industry has to…

Facebook Post Engagements

Facebook Post Impressions

Facebook Post Paid Impressions

Engagement Rate

Facebook Post Reach

Facebook Post Stream Comments

Facebook Post Consumptions Link Click

Sebree Solar
Feb 3, 2021

A fun fact we learned in town today: Henderson was
once home to the late John Audubon.

Facebook Post Engagements

Facebook Post Impressions

Facebook Post Paid Impressions

Engagement Rate

Facebook Post Reach

Facebook Post Stream Comments

Facebook Post Consumptions Link Click

Sebree Solar
Jan 19, 2021

What’s next for the Sebree Solar project? Like our page
to stay informed and find answers to your questions.

Facebook Post Engagements

Facebook Post Impressions

Facebook Post Paid Impressions

Engagement Rate

Facebook Post Reach

Facebook Post Stream Comments

Facebook Post Consumptions Link Click

Sebree Solar
Nov 4, 2021

#ThrowbackThursday to the Kentucky State Fair. From
the corn dogs to the ice cream, our team had a great
time sampling all the delicious food at the fair! What is
your must get food item when you go?

Facebook Post Engagements

Facebook Post Impressions

Facebook Post Paid Impressions

Engagement Rate

Facebook Post Reach

Facebook Post Stream Comments

Facebook Post Consumptions Link Click

Sebree Solar
Oct 5, 2021

Check out the latest news from our Sebree Solar project
and learn more about Lina, the project developer, by
watching this video update.

Facebook Post Engagements

Facebook Post Impressions

Facebook Post Paid Impressions

Engagement Rate

Facebook Post Reach

Facebook Post Stream Comments

Facebook Post Consumptions Link Click

Sebree Solar
Jan 5, 2021

Want to stay updated on Sebree Solar? Like our page
to learn the latest and find answers to your questions.

Facebook Post Engagements

Facebook Post Impressions

Facebook Post Paid Impressions

Engagement Rate

Facebook Post Reach

Facebook Post Stream Comments

Facebook Post Consumptions Link Click

Sebree Solar
Aug 17, 2021

We’re so excited to sponsor and see everyone at the
upcoming Henderson Kentucky Chamber of
Commerce Annual Dinner! Who else is planning to
attend?

Facebook Post Engagements

Facebook Post Impressions

Facebook Post Paid Impressions

Engagement Rate

Facebook Post Reach

Facebook Post Stream Comments

Facebook Post Consumptions Link Click

Sebree Solar
Nov 29, 2021

Facebook Post Engagements

Facebook Post Impressions

Facebook Post Paid Impressions

Engagement Rate

Facebook Post Reach

Facebook Post Stream Comments

Facebook Post Consumptions Link Click

Sebree Solar
Nov 29, 2021

Facebook Post Engagements
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Sebree Solar
Sep 28, 2021

What’s next for the Sebree Solar project? Like our page
to stay informed and find answers to your questions.

Facebook Post Engagements

Facebook Post Impressions

Facebook Post Paid Impressions

Engagement Rate

Facebook Post Reach

Facebook Post Stream Comments

Facebook Post Consumptions Link Click

Sebree Solar
Feb 3, 2021

Facebook Post Engagements

Facebook Post Impressions

Facebook Post Paid Impressions

Engagement Rate

Facebook Post Reach

Facebook Post Stream Comments

Facebook Post Consumptions Link Click

Sebree Solar
Feb 3, 2021

Facebook Post Engagements

Facebook Post Impressions

Facebook Post Paid Impressions

Engagement Rate

Facebook Post Reach

Facebook Post Stream Comments

Facebook Post Consumptions Link Click

Sebree Solar
Feb 9, 2021

Photovoltaic panels are made with non-reflective
coatings and/or glass to reduce glare and absorb as
much energy as possible from the sun. See how it
works:
https://www.nexteraenergyresources.com/sebree-
solar/faq.html?cid=2020NEERSocial01890

Facebook Post Engagements

Facebook Post Impressions

Facebook Post Paid Impressions

Engagement Rate

Facebook Post Reach

Facebook Post Stream Comments

Facebook Post Consumptions Link Click

Sebree Solar
Mar 8, 2021

Get your information straight from the source. Like our
page to stay informed about the Sebree Solar project
and find the answers your need.

Facebook Post Engagements

Facebook Post Impressions

Facebook Post Paid Impressions

Engagement Rate

Facebook Post Reach

Facebook Post Stream Comments

Facebook Post Consumptions Link Click

Sebree Solar
Nov 4, 2021

Facebook Post Engagements

Facebook Post Impressions

Facebook Post Paid Impressions

Engagement Rate

Facebook Post Reach

Facebook Post Stream Comments

Facebook Post Consumptions Link Click

Sebree Solar
Nov 4, 2021

Facebook Post Engagements

Facebook Post Impressions

Facebook Post Paid Impressions

Engagement Rate

Facebook Post Reach

Facebook Post Stream Comments

Facebook Post Consumptions Link Click

Sebree Solar
Sep 14, 2021

Did you know? Studies show homes near solar farms
actually match or increase their value. Get the details:
https://www.nexteraenergyresources.com/sebree-
solar/get-informed.html?cid=2021NEERSocial00199 

Source: “Solar and Property Value,” Solar Energy
Industries Association, 2019.
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Sebree Solar
Nov 22, 2021

Our Sebree Solar team wishes you and your family, a
happy and healthy Thanksgiving.

Facebook Post Engagements

Facebook Post Impressions

Facebook Post Paid Impressions

Engagement Rate

Facebook Post Reach

Facebook Post Stream Comments

Facebook Post Consumptions Link Click

Sebree Solar
Sep 10, 2021

Have you signed up for our Sebree Solar eNewsletter
yet? Register now to get the latest project updates.

Facebook Post Engagements

Facebook Post Impressions

Facebook Post Paid Impressions

Engagement Rate

Facebook Post Reach

Facebook Post Stream Comments

Facebook Post Consumptions Link Click

Sebree Solar
Mar 12, 2021

We are often asked, "Do solar panels produce glare?"
Panels are designed specifically to absorb as much
sunlight as possible, rather than reflect sunlight. Here’s
why: https://www.nexteraenergyresources.com/sebree-
solar/faq.html?cid=2020NEERSocial02097

Facebook Post Engagements

Facebook Post Impressions

Facebook Post Paid Impressions

Engagement Rate

Facebook Post Reach

Facebook Post Stream Comments

Facebook Post Consumptions Link Click

Sebree Solar
May 19, 2021

Ever wonder how a universal-scale solar project creates
energy? Check out this graphic for the details.

Facebook Post Engagements

Facebook Post Impressions

Facebook Post Paid Impressions

Engagement Rate

Facebook Post Reach

Facebook Post Stream Comments

Facebook Post Consumptions Link Click

Sebree Solar
Apr 2, 2021

Solar energy is a clean, renewable and reliable source
of energy powered by the sun. Find out how this
community is playing a key role:
https://www.nexteraenergyresources.com/sebree-
solar.html?cid=2020NEERSocial02102

Facebook Post Engagements

Facebook Post Impressions

Facebook Post Paid Impressions

Engagement Rate

Facebook Post Reach

Facebook Post Stream Comments

Facebook Post Consumptions Link Click

Sebree Solar
Apr 19, 2021

Get your information straight from the source. Like our
page to stay informed about the Sebree Solar project
and find the answers your need.

Facebook Post Engagements

Facebook Post Impressions

Facebook Post Paid Impressions

Engagement Rate

Facebook Post Reach

Facebook Post Stream Comments

Facebook Post Consumptions Link Click

Sebree Solar
May 19, 2021

Want to stay updated on Sebree Solar? Like our page
to learn the latest and find answers to your questions.

Sebree Solar
The Sebree Solar Project is an innovative…

facebook.com

Facebook Post Engagements

Facebook Post Impressions

Facebook Post Paid Impressions

Engagement Rate

Facebook Post Reach

Facebook Post Stream Comments

Facebook Post Consumptions Link Click

Sebree Solar
Oct 12, 2021

Today and every day we recognize the impact that
farmers have on our lives. We are honored to partner
with farmers across the nation to produce homegrown
solar energy. Thank you for your tireless work every day
to power and feed America. #NationalFarmersDay

Facebook Post Engagements

Facebook Post Impressions

Facebook Post Paid Impressions

Engagement Rate

Facebook Post Reach

Facebook Post Stream Comments

Facebook Post Consumptions Link Click

Sebree Solar
Dec 13, 2021

Our hearts go out to all who are affected by the
devastating tornadoes. Thank you to all the first
responders who continue to work hard to help our
friends and neighbors. #KentuckyStrong

Facebook Post Engagements

Facebook Post Impressions

Facebook Post Paid Impressions

Engagement Rate

Facebook Post Reach

Facebook Post Stream Comments

Facebook Post Consumptions Link Click

Sebree Solar
Jul 21, 2021

It’s always a good day when we get to eat at
Hometown Roots! It’s one of our team’s favorite spots
to grab dinner in Henderson. Thanks for always
providing a great experience and delicious food!

Facebook Post Engagements

Facebook Post Impressions

Facebook Post Paid Impressions

Engagement Rate

Facebook Post Reach

Facebook Post Stream Comments

Facebook Post Consumptions Link Click

Sebree Solar
Nov 12, 2021

The North South Cafe in Robards is a local gem! From
the good food to friendly service, we can see why it’s
been part of the community for over 50 years. Anyone
else love their fried apples as much as we did?

Facebook Post Engagements

Facebook Post Impressions

Facebook Post Paid Impressions

Engagement Rate

Facebook Post Reach

Facebook Post Stream Comments

Facebook Post Consumptions Link Click

Sebree Solar
Nov 8, 2021

Register for our Sebree Solar eNewsletter and get the
latest news delivered straight to your inbox. 

https://www.nexteraenergyresources.com/sebree-
solar/get-involved.html?
cid=2021NEERSocial00207#webform
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Sebree Solar
Jan 1, 2021

Happy New Year from project director John O'hair and
the rest of the Sebree Solar team!

Facebook Post Engagements

Facebook Post Impressions

Facebook Post Paid Impressions

Engagement Rate

Facebook Post Reach

Facebook Post Stream Comments

Facebook Post Consumptions Link Click

Sebree Solar
Aug 2, 2021

We were thrilled to attend and sponsor last month's
Henderson KY Chamber of Commerce Agriculture
Appreciation Breakfast! What a great way to start the
day, look forward to future events!

Facebook Post Engagements

Facebook Post Impressions

Facebook Post Paid Impressions

Engagement Rate

Facebook Post Reach

Facebook Post Stream Comments

Facebook Post Consumptions Link Click

Sebree Solar
Feb 18, 2021

Much of Henderson’s history is tied to its location on
the Ohio river. Great to stumble across signs like this
and learn more about the local history.

Facebook Post Engagements

Facebook Post Impressions

Facebook Post Paid Impressions

Engagement Rate

Facebook Post Reach

Facebook Post Stream Comments

Facebook Post Consumptions Link Click

Sebree Solar
Mar 16, 2021

You might be wondering, "Is living near a solar farm a
good thing?" Studies show homes near solar farms
actually match or increase their value. Get the details:
https://www.nexteraenergyresources.com/sebree-
solar/get-informed.html?
cid=2020NEERSocial02099&q=#prop  

[“Solar and Property Value,” Solar Energy Industries
Association, 2019.]
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Sebree Solar
May 27, 2021

We've made it easy for you to receive updates on the
Sebree Solar project! Register for our eNewsletter and
get the latest news delivered straight to your inbox.
https://www.nexteraenergyresources.com/sebree-
solar/get-involved.html?
cid=2021NEERSocial00198#webform
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Facebook Post Consumptions Link Click

Sebree Solar
Sep 10, 2021

Serving as the “Voice of Kentucky Agriculture” since
1919, we’re proud to partner with the Kentucky Farm
Bureau. We had a great time attending the recent Ham
Breakfast. Fun fact! This year’s ham auction was the
highest in event history!
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Sebree Solar
Nov 12, 2021
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Sebree Solar
Nov 12, 2021
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Sebree Solar
Aug 2, 2021
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Sebree Solar
Aug 2, 2021

Facebook Post Engagements

Facebook Post Impressions

Facebook Post Paid Impressions

Engagement Rate

Facebook Post Reach

Facebook Post Stream Comments

Facebook Post Consumptions Link Click

Sebree Solar
Nov 19, 2021

Happy fall, y’all! Enjoying all the beautiful fall colors in
Henderson County!
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Engagement Rate

Facebook Post Reach

Facebook Post Stream Comments
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Sebree Solar
Jan 21, 2021

All across the country, Americans are using the sun to
fuel the next era of energy for our nation. Learn more
about the plans for solar energy in Henderson County.
https://www.nexteraenergyresources.com/sebree-
solar/project-overview.html?
cid=2020NEERSocial01600
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Sebree Solar
Jan 26, 2021

Homes near solar farms tend to increase in property
value. See why solar is casting a positive light on home
values. Get more:
[https://www.seia.org/sites/default/files/2019-
09/Solar%20Property%20Value%20FactSheet%20201
9-PRINT_1.pdf]  

[Source: "Richard C. Grandy Solar Impact Study."…
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Sebree Solar
Mar 17, 2021

The Sebree Solar team is hosting office hours next
Tuesday and Wednesday, we would love the
opportunity to share more information with you about
the project. To make an appointment, please email
Matthew.Kiehlmeier@NEE.com.
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Sebree Solar
Jun 17, 2021

Have you signed up for our eNewsletter yet? Register
here to get the latest project updates:
https://www.nexteraenergyresources.com/sebree-
solar/get-involved.html?
cid=2021NEERSocial00198#webform
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Sebree Solar
Jul 16, 2021

American jobs in solar energy are surging thanks to
investments in projects like our Sebree Solar project in
Henderson County. Learn more of the project’s benefits
here: https://www.nexteraenergyresources.com/sebree-
solar/project-overview.html?
cid=2021NEERSocial00197 

“The National Job Census Report, The Solar
Foundation, 2019.”
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Sebree Solar
Sep 3, 2021

Want to receive regular updates on the Sebree Solar
project right in your inbox? Just sign-up for our
eNewsletter here:
https://www.nexteraenergyresources.com/sebree-
solar/get-involved.html?
cid=2021NEERSocial00198#webform
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Sebree Solar
Sep 8, 2021

A clean energy future creates local employment
opportunities. Find out how Sebree Solar will bring jobs
to Henderson County.
https://www.nexteraenergyresources.com/storey-
solar/project-overview.html?
cid=2021NEERSocial00212
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Sebree Solar
Dec 8, 2021

David has lived in Jasper County, Indiana, his entire life.
He and his wife, Becky, have raised corn, soybeans,
alfalfa and grandchildren here. Now, they’re adding a
new crop: clean, renewable solar energy. 

“This project will continue our farming, but with a
different commodity. With solar, the energy is already
there. You just need to harvest it. It seems like a very
good idea. We’re kind of excited to be part of a project
that brings clean, renewable energy to the area. We lik…
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Sebree Solar
Jan 29, 2021

Eager to learn more about Sebree Solar? Sign up for
our eNewsletter for the latest project news:
https://www.nexteraenergyresources.com/sebree-
solar/get-informed.html?cid=2020NEERSocial01601
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Sebree Solar
Feb 16, 2021

Stay informed with the latest on Sebree Solar. Like our
page and we’ll bring you updates from Henderson
County:
https://www.nexteraenergyresources.com/sebree-
solar/project-overview.html?
cid=2020NEERSocial01892
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Sebree Solar
Feb 24, 2021

Eager for more information on Sebree Solar? Sign up
for our newsletter for the latest updates.
https://www.nexteraenergyresources.com/sebree-
solar/get-involved.html?
cid=2020NEERSocial01893#webform
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Sebree Solar
Jul 9, 2021

Did you know? The proposed Sebree Solar project
would provide approximately $12 million in tax
revenue to Henderson County over the first 30 years of
the project. Imagine how that could benefit things like
schools, roads and essential services!  
https://www.nexteraenergyresources.com/sebree-
solar/project-overview.html?
cid=2021NEERSocial00197
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Sebree Solar
Nov 19, 2021
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Sebree Solar
Nov 19, 2021
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Sebree Solar
Mar 8, 2021

Did you know? Solar projects are designed to
withstand the weather, including snow and ice, in the
location they are sited. The angular mounting of a
panel allows most snow and ice to slide off the panels
and onto the ground once the sun rises and begins to
warm the panels.
https://www.nexteraenergyresources.com/sebree-
solar/project-overview.html?
cid=2020NEERSocial02199
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Sebree Solar
Mar 24, 2021

If you'd like to receive regular updates on the project,
sign-up for the Sebree Solar eNewsletter here:
https://www.nexteraenergyresources.com/sebree-
solar/get-involved.html?
cid=2020NEERSocial02100#webform
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Sebree Solar
Mar 10, 2021

The Sebree Solar team is pleased to be part of the
NextEra Energy family as it’s once again recognized as
one of the World’s Most Ethical Companies by
Ethisphere Institute. Our project team is committed to
excellence, doing the right thing, and treating people
with respect, and we’re thankful to be part of this
community so together, we can continue advancing a
sustainable energy era.  
https://www.worldsmostethicalcompanies.com/honor
ees/

Honorees 2021
The 2021 World's Most Ethical Companie…

worldsmostethicalcompanies.com
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Sebree Solar
Apr 8, 2021

Today’s solar power is shining bright. Modern solar
panels are made with durable and efficient materials,
making sustainable energy a reality.
https://www.nexteraenergyresources.com/sebree-
solar/get-informed.html?
cid=2020NEERSocial02388&q=#env
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Sebree Solar
Apr 19, 2021

We’re so excited to sponsor and participate in this
week’s Henderson Chamber of Commerce Golf
Tournament. Will you be there?22
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Sebree Solar
Apr 20, 2021

Now it's easier to sign up for Sebree Sola
r's updates.
facebook.com
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Sebree Solar
May 11, 2021

Solar energy projects are growing America's energy
future and boosting economic development, job
growth and tax revenue. See how:
https://www.nexteraenergyresources.com/sebree-
solar/project-overview.html?
cid=2021NEERSocial00197
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Sebree Solar
Jun 1, 2021

With billions of dollars already invested in renewable
energy infrastructure, our commitment to solar energy
is helping to create a cleaner environment for future
generations:
https://www.nexteraenergyresources.com/sebree-
solar/project-overview.html?
cid=2021NEERSocial00197
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Sebree Solar
Jul 26, 2021

Stay informed! Our eNewsletter will give you the latest
details on Sebree Solar project, use this link to sign up:
https://www.nexteraenergyresources.com/sebree-
solar/get-involved.html?
cid=2021NEERSocial00198#webform
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Sebree Solar
Sep 24, 2021

Did you know solar is a cost-effective way to generate
energy? Find out what other benefits it provides:
https://www.nexteraenergyresources.com/sebree-
solar/project-overview.html?
cid=2021NEERSocial00197
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Sebree Solar
Oct 21, 2021

Junior has been farming for most of his life. He and his
family raise cattle, soybeans, hay and corn on their
Michigan farm. Most of his corn is sold for ethanol
production. Now Junior’s family will be producing
clean, renewable solar energy. It’s good for the
environment and his farm, by giving them options for
how they can use their land in the future.  

“We’re going to farm from the sun. We’ll still be makin…
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Sebree Solar
Jan 15, 2021

Did you know solar panels do not produce glare? In
fact, panels are designed to specifically absorb as
much sunlight as possible, rather than reflect sunlight.
Learn more about the advantages of solar energy:
https://www.nexteraenergyresources.com/sebree-
solar/faq.html?cid=2020NEERSocial01599
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Sebree Solar
Feb 5, 2021

Solar energy can offset emissions from other forms of
power generation and the overall impact of solar
energy on human health is overwhelmingly positive.
See how it works:
https://www.nexteraenergyresources.com/sebree-
solar/faq.html?cid=2020NEERSocial01602
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Sebree Solar
Apr 28, 2021

Did you know you can learn even more about the
Sebree Solar project, when you sign up for our
eNewsletter? Subscribe here:
https://www.nexteraenergyresources.com/sebree-
solar/get-involved.html?
cid=2020NEERSocial02389#webform
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Sebree Solar
Apr 13, 2021

We’re here to share information and keep you updated
on the Sebree Solar project. Looking to get our project
updates in real-time? Adjust your page notifications by
clicking on the dotted icon next to the Like button and
update your notification preferences.
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Sebree Solar
Jun 7, 2021

We’re here to share information and keep you updated
on the Sebree Solar project. Looking to get our project
updates in real-time? Adjust your page notifications by
clicking on the dotted icon next to the Like button and
update your notification preferences.
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Sebree Solar
Aug 16, 2021

Help make a difference in Henderson County and share
your passion for solar energy by writing a letter of
support. Here’s how to get started:
https://www.nexteraenergyresources.com/sebree-
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Sebree Solar
Oct 1, 2021

Keeping our environment clean is important for future
generations. Solar energy helps contribute because it
doesn’t emit air or water pollution and creates no
hazardous waste. Discover how:
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Sebree Solar
Sep 11, 2021

As we mark two decades since 9/11 – a day that
changed America – we remember the innocent lives
lost and how our country came together in unity. We
also recognize the courage of our nation’s first
responders, who make sacrifices in times of need.
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Sebree Solar
Oct 6, 2021

Learn more about how renewable energy is helping
bring jobs to Henderson County:
https://www.nexteraenergyresources.com/sebree-
solar/project-overview.html?
cid=2021NEERSocial00206
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Sebree Solar
Mar 2, 2021

Solar energy has a positive impact on human health
and offsets pollution from fossil fuels. See how it
works:
https://www.nexteraenergyresources.com/sebree-
solar/get-informed.html?
cid=2020NEERSocial01891&q=#health
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Sebree Solar
May 3, 2021

Curious how long it takes to construct a solar project?
Depending on the size, solar farms take about 6-12
months to build. Learn more about this and other
topics here:
https://www.nexteraenergyresources.com/sebree-
solar/faq.html?cid=2020NEERSocial02390
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Sebree Solar
Apr 22, 2021

Happy Earth Day! We believe our natural resources are
our greatest resources and are committed to the
protection and stewardship of our environment for this
and the next generation.
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Sebree Solar
Jul 2, 2021

Solar energy is a reliable source of renewable energy.
Learn how the Sebree Solar project can benefit this
community:
https://www.nexteraenergyresources.com/sebree-
solar/project-overview.html?
cid=2021NEERSocial00197
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Sebree Solar
Jun 25, 2021

Solar energy has a positive impact on human health
and offsets pollution from fossil fuels. See how it
works:
https://www.nexteraenergyresources.com/sebree-
solar/get-informed.html?cid=2021NEERSocial00199
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Sebree Solar
Jul 4, 2021

American ingenuity. Energy independence. Good jobs.
Local investments.
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Sebree Solar
Aug 4, 2021

Solar energy projects like the proposed Sebree Solar
project are growing America's energy future and
boosting economic development, job growth and tax
revenue. See how:
https://www.nexteraenergyresources.com/sebree-
solar/project-overview.html?
cid=2021NEERSocial00197
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Sebree Solar
Aug 13, 2021

With solar energy, the tax benefits and job
opportunities stay local. Find out how Sebree Solar will
benefit Henderson County:
https://www.nexteraenergyresources.com/sebree-
solar/project-overview.html?
cid=2021NEERSocial00197
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Sebree Solar
Sep 20, 2021

Get project updates straight to your inbox. Visit
https://www.nexteraenergyresources.com/sebree-
solar/get-involved.html?
cid=2021NEERSocial00198#webform to get started.
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Sebree Solar
Sep 10, 2021
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Sebree Solar
Oct 25, 2021

The clean power industry creates good-paying
American jobs in a thriving industry. Over 415,000
Americans are employed in the clean energy workforce-
-and growing! We’re proud to celebrate them with
American Clean Power Association during
#AmericanCleanPowerWeek!
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Sebree Solar
Nov 16, 2021

By ensuring solar projects have minimal environmental
impact, and help preserve clean air and water, we can
protect the land and wildlife in Henderson County for
generations to come. Join us:
https://www.nexteraenergyresources.com/sebree-
solar/get-informed.html?
cid=2021NEERSocial00208#environment
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Sebree Solar
Dec 3, 2021

The clean energy industry is an important job creator in
the United States. In the coming years, over 1 million
Americans will have direct clean energy jobs.  

Read more here: https://cleanpower.org/blog/new-
report-what-does-a-million-worker-clean-energy-
workforce-look-like/

Report: What does a million-worker cl…
As the country looks to restart the econo…

cleanpower.org
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Sebree Solar
Apr 12, 2022

Our Sebree Solar team recently discovered this local
gem while shopping in downtown Henderson. Radiant
Sun Boutique is such a cute shop, and our team picked
up some fabulous earrings and candles. What's your
favorite find?
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Sebree Solar
Mar 1, 2022

Who else loves walking on the waterfront? Chelsey and
Lina, part of our Sebree Solar team, recently enjoyed the
paths and loved taking in some Henderson County
history along the way.
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Sebree Solar
Mar 28, 2022

The Henderson Juice Co & Kitchen is a must-visit! Our
Sebree Solar team recently stopped in for lunch, and
they also got to enjoy local music and take part in a
delicious juice tasting. What is your favorite juice?
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Sebree Solar
Sep 29, 2022

Meet Marlene, a participating landowner with the
proposed Cass County Solar project in Nebraska.
Marlene and her husband have lived on their farm for
over 50 years. Solar energy is helping them keep their
land in the family and produce something wonderful
for future generations. Hear more:
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Sebree Solar
Jan 18, 2022

Our Kentucky Development team met with leaders of
Elizabethtown Community & Technical College to
discuss pathways for career development in solar and
renewable energy. Look forward to collaborating in the
months ahead!
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Sebree Solar
Feb 21, 2022

Meet Sisana! She recently joined our Kentucky
Development team. While she's not a Kentucky native,
she's an honorary Wildcats fan, as many of her close
friends are from the Bluegrass State. Before joining
NextEra Energy Resources, she received her master's
degree from Columbia and worked on renewable
energy projects internationally.  

Sisana loves visiting local coffee shops, so if you see
her in the neighborhood soon, be sure to say hello! 
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Sebree Solar
Nov 8, 2022

Mark is a U.S. Army veteran and director of
development for Iowa and Minnesota. At a recent
conference, he shared how renewable energy projects
help veterans like himself continue their service and
bring powerful benefits to local communities. Hear
more about what it means to him personally:
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Sebree Solar
Mar 17, 2022

March is Red Cross Month, a national tradition that
began nearly 80 years ago. We’re proud to support the
Kentucky Red Cross and bring awareness to their
lifesaving mission.  

We believe in being there for our communities from
contributions to volunteering time. Thank you to the
Kentucky Red Cross for your immediate response to
recent disasters and to the countless people you help
every day. #KentuckyStrong
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Sebree Solar
Oct 18, 2022

Scott and Jennifer’s family have raised livestock and
grown crops in Henderson County, Kentucky for years.
Now, they’ve found another way to generate income
from the land by harvesting a new crop: homegrown
solar energy. The added income will help keep their
farm in the family and bring in new tax revenue to the
community.
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Sebree Solar
Mar 1, 2022
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Sebree Solar
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Sebree Solar
May 17, 2022

Our Sebree Solar team loved grabbing lunch at Drane’s
Kurve Inn. Our team can't wait to go back for the tasty
food and wonderful experience. What menu item do
you recommend we try next?
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Sebree Solar
Mar 14, 2022

Meet the team Monday! We want to introduce you to
Chelsey, one of our new Sebree Solar team members.
Before joining the team, she spent several years in the
healthcare industry working with hospitals in Western
Kentucky. On a day-to-day basis, she communicates
with local leaders and community members and
manages project development activities.  

She enjoys hiking and trying new BBQ places in her free
time, so please share any recommendations in the…
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Sebree Solar
Jan 24, 2022

Did you know January is National Soup Month? Our
Sebree Solar team warmed up with a delicious cup of
chicken soup from The Famous Bistro. Share your
favorite soup in the comments below!
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Sebree Solar
Nov 10, 2022

It's the season of giving thanks and giving back, and
we're happy to support our friends at the Henderson
Radio Control Model Airplane Club. Our Sebree Solar
team recently stopped by their new Sandy Lee Watkins
Park location and presented the group with a donation
to help further their mission.
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Sebree Solar
Sep 30, 2022

We held office hours in Robards earlier this month to
discuss the proposed second phase of our Sebree Solar
project. We enjoyed meeting neighbors, sharing
information, and answering questions about the
Project. Thanks to everyone who stopped by!
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Sebree Solar
Mar 17, 2022
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Sebree Solar
Feb 18, 2022

J. and Mary are happy to make their home in
Henderson County, Kentucky and manage their family
farm. In addition to cattle and crops, they’ve also
produced energy from the land. Now, as participating
landowners in the Sebree Solar Energy project, they’ll be
generating a new homegrown, clean energy source. 

“Last century, we had oil pumping off that land. Now in
the next century, the solar is going to be the energy off
that land. I’ve always been intrigued with solar. It will…
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Sebree Solar
Jun 22, 2022

You might be wondering, “Is living near a solar farm a
good thing?” A recent study shows they don’t impact
the property values of nearby homes. Get the details:
https://www.nexteraenergyresources.com/sebree-
solar/get-informed.html#property
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Sebree Solar
Aug 2, 2022

Around the country, solar energy is giving farms like
Greg’s a new life. As a participating landowner for the
Cool Springs Solar project in Georgia, Greg sees solar
energy as a win-win. Watch to learn why:
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Sebree Solar
Jun 16, 2022

Meet Rick, economic development director for a town in
Georgia that hosts the Cool Springs Solar project. Rick
explains how beneficial solar is to his community, not
only for the environment but also for the economy.
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Sebree Solar
May 24, 2022

Our solar development team enjoyed attending the
Kentucky Energy Management Conference last week.
Our project developer, Lina, introduced the Future of
Energy panel and shared our commitment to support
the Bluegrass State for generations to come.  

Thanks to the Kentucky Chamber of Commerce
Foundation for all your effort in putting on a great
event. We already have our calendars marked for next
year!
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Sebree Solar
Jan 27, 2022

We are honored that NextEra Energy was recognized
on Fortune’s 2021 list of companies that “Change the
World.” Delivering value to our communities is at the
core of how we do business, and we thank you for
being a part of changing the world with us.
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Sebree Solar
Sep 30, 2022
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Sebree Solar
Sep 30, 2022
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Sebree Solar
Dec 7, 2022

Have you signed up to receive the latest news from
Sebree Solar? Register now to get the latest project
updates.

Keep me updated!
nexteraenergyresources.com
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Sebree Solar
Nov 10, 2022
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Sebree Solar
Nov 10, 2022
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Sebree Solar
Apr 28, 2022

With billions of dollars already invested in renewable
energy infrastructure, our commitment to solar energy
is helping to create a cleaner environment for future
generations:
https://www.nexteraenergyresources.com/sebree-
solar/project-overview.html
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Sebree Solar
Feb 18, 2022
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Sebree Solar
Feb 18, 2022
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Sebree Solar
Jul 7, 2022

Helping the environment and creating economic
opportunities go hand-in-hand when it comes to solar
energy. Learn how it will help Henderson County:
https://www.nexteraenergyresources.com/sebree-
solar/project-overview.html
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Sebree Solar
Jun 17, 2022

To all the wonderful fathers in our community and on
our NextEra Energy Resources team, we wish you a
Happy Father’s Day!
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Sebree Solar
May 24, 2022
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Sebree Solar
Dec 14, 2022

Did you know? Once a solar project’s lifecycle has
ended, the equipment is then reconditioned, resourced
elsewhere and recycled where possible. The project
land is also tilled to break the vegetative growth,
enhancing the topsoil and helping return the land to its
original condition.
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Sebree Solar
May 12, 2022

Worried solar panels will negatively affect your
property’s value? According to market database
research, there is no negative impact on properties
adjacent to or in proximity to a solar farm. Read the full
study here:
https://www.mcleancountyil.gov/DocumentCenter/Vie
w/13192/Patricia-L-McGarr--Property-Value-Impact-
Study?bidId=
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Sebree Solar
Jul 27, 2022

Our Sebree Solar team had a wonderful time attending
the Henderson KY Chamber of Commerce Farm to
Table Dinner last week. The dinner showcased the
importance of agriculture and entrepreneurship in our
community, as farmers and restaurants came together
to highlight local produce. 

We can’t stop talking about how delicious all the food
was. Thanks to everyone for all your effort in bringing
this event to life!
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Sebree Solar
Jul 21, 2022

We are grateful to the Brain Injury Adventure Camp and
its Director, Tim, for sharing more about their mission
and giving us a tour of their fantastic facility. BIAC
specializes in helping everyone achieve their goals and
customizes outdoor adventure camps for individuals
with all abilities. 

We look forward to opportunities to partner in the
future!
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Sebree Solar
Feb 16, 2022

Ever wonder how a universal-scale solar project creates
energy? Check out this graphic for the details!
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Sebree Solar
Jul 27, 2022
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Sebree Solar
Dec 8, 2022

There is more to a solar farm than just putting up
panels. There are other aspects put in place to ensure

safety. We have a state-of-the-art diagnostic center that
monitors solar operations 24/7 and can identify and
address issues before they become an operational
problem
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Sebree Solar
Feb 25, 2022

Help bring clean, renewable energy to Henderson
County. Solar power is an emissions-free renewable

fuel supply. Learn why that matters:
https://www.nexteraenergyresources.com/sebree-
solar/get-informed html#environment
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Sebree Solar
Mar 10, 2022

Solar energy does much more than provide clean, safe
and reliable energy—it creates jobs and adds to the

local tax base. Learn more about what's possible for
Sebree Solar:
https://www.nexteraenergyresources.com/sebree-
solar/project-overview html
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Sebree Solar
Oct 25, 2022

Our developers recently spent an afternoon visiting the
unofficial birthplace of bird watching at John James
Audubon State Park. There is a museum on the
grounds and this park also features a lush nature
preserve with hiking, camping, golfing and fishing.
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Sebree Solar
May 5, 2022

Curious how solar energy is created? There are several
key parts including the panels that collect the sunlight,
a racking system, and power inverters that make the
energy useful for residents like you. Learn more here:
https://www.nexteraenergyresources.com/sebree-
solar/faq.html#solar
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Sebree Solar
Jul 21, 2022
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Sebree Solar
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Sebree Solar
Jul 21, 2022
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Sebree Solar
Nov 30, 2022

You may wonder what happens to a solar site once a
project reaches its end of life. In some cases, we
replace panels with newer technology. In others, we
begin the decommissioning process to return the land
to its original condition, which includes removing
above-ground infrastructure, like solar arrays and
inverters.
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Sebree Solar
Apr 7, 2022

Solar energy has a positive impact on human health
and can offset emissions from other forms of power
generation. Learn how here:
https://www.nexteraenergyresources.com/sebree-
solar/get-informed.html#health
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Sebree Solar
Nov 24, 2022

Wishing everyone a happy and healthy Thanksgiving!
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Sebree Solar
Feb 3, 2022

Want to be more involved with Sebree Solar? Sign up
for our email newsletter and get the latest news
delivered straight to your inbox!
https://www.nexteraenergyresources.com/sebree-
solar/get-involved.html
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Sebree Solar
Dec 21, 2022

Best wishes this holiday season and in the coming year
from Chelsey and the rest of the Sebree Solar team!
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Sebree Solar
Jan 12, 2022

Energy that's affordable, efficient and clean isn’t just
nice to have—it’s a must-have. Agree? See how
investments in solar power are helping to make
sustainable energy a reality in our community:
https://www.nexteraenergyresources.com/sebree-
solar/project-overview.html
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Sebree Solar
Feb 7, 2022

Our team loved grabbing lunch at the Sidewalk Cafe
who else loves this local gem?
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Sebree Solar
Aug 29, 2022

Meet Pete, a leader in the community that hosts the
Cool Springs Solar Energy Center in Georgia. Learn why
he feels solar brings a beneficial outcome for everyone
in the county, from the school systems to the hospitals
and beyond:
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Sebree Solar
Oct 20, 2022

My favorite color is October. What’s yours?
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Sebree Solar
Sep 22, 2022

#ThrowbackThursday to the 58th Annual Country
Ham Breakfast hosted by the Kentucky Farm Bureau.
The event raised a record-breaking $5 million for
charities across the state. Our team had a great time
seeing so many new and familiar faces!
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Sebree Solar
Mar 24, 2022

We've made it easy for you to receive updates on
Sebree Solar. Register for our email newsletter and get
the latest news delivered straight to your inbox:
https://www.nexteraenergyresources.com/sebree-
solar/get-involved.html
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Sebree Solar
Mar 31, 2022

Across the country, communities are using the sun to
fuel the next era of energy. Learn more about the plans
for solar energy in Henderson County:
https://www.nexteraenergyresources.com/sebree-
solar/project-overview.html
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Sebree Solar
Oct 25, 2022
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Sebree Solar
Oct 25, 2022
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Sebree Solar
Oct 25, 2022
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Sebree Solar
Nov 14, 2022

Thanks to the Henderson Radio Control Model Airplane
Club for putting on a flight demonstration. Check out
this plane in action!

Sebree Solar
Jul 1, 2022

Sebree Solar updated their info in the abo
ut section.
facebook.com

Sebree Solar
Feb 9, 2022

Do you think a clean energy future is important for
Henderson County? Learn more about how renewable
energy can make a positive impact on our community:
https://www.nexteraenergyresources.com/sebree-
solar/project-overview.html

Sebree Solar
Apr 14, 2022

Did you know solar panels do not produce glare? In
fact, panels are designed specifically to absorb as
much sunlight as possible, rather than reflect sunlight.
Here's how:
https://www.nexteraenergyresources.com/sebree-
solar/get-informed.html#environment
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Sebree Solar
Jun 7, 2022

To all the wonderful mothers in our community, and on
our NextEra Energy Resources team, we wish you a
happy Mother’s Day! Thank you for making every day a
little brighter.
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Sebree Solar
Jun 13, 2022

We were humbled and inspired to see this incredible
sight as Henderson County honored the fallen on
Memorial Day weekend. Thanks for your service!
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Sebree Solar
Oct 27, 2022

Americans are already using solar to fuel the next era
of energy for our nation. Learn how solar can help your
community:
https://www.nexteraenergyresources.com/sebree-
solar/project-overview.html
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Sebree Solar
Dec 30, 2022

Happy New Year! Looking forward to seeing what 2023
brings!
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Sebree Solar
Jan 21, 2022

Curious how solar energy is created? There are several
key parts including the panels that collect the sunlight,
a racking system, and power inverters that make the
energy useful for residents like you. Learn more here:
https://www.nexteraenergyresources.com/sebree-
solar/faq.html#solar
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Sebree Solar
Feb 11, 2022

Thanks to the Henderson KY Chamber of Commerce
for bringing together State Representative Jonathan
Dixon, State Senator Robby Mills, and State
Representative Suzanne Miles for an informative
legislative preview. Great to hear more about what’s
ahead and how we're continuing to move the needle at
the local and state level.
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Sebree Solar
Jul 14, 2022

Renewable energy is rapidly becoming a more crucial
part of our economy, and is helping our environment.
Find out why here:
https://www.ucsusa.org/resources/benefits-renewable-
energy-use

Benefits of Renewable Energy Use
Renewable energy-wind, solar, geotherma…
ucsusa.org
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Sebree Solar
Jul 29, 2022

Did you know that the potential to harness solar power
was discovered back in 1839? It was discovered by the
French physicist Edmond Becquerel. #FunFactFriday
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Sebree SolarAug 1, 2022

We’re committed to investing in the future of
Henderson. Thank you to Henderson Economic
Development (HED) for recognizing Sebree Solar and
its positive impact at the first Annual Investor Dinner.
The future of our community looks bright!
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Sebree SolarAug 26, 2022

Happy #NationalDogDay! Meet Ellie, the furry friend of
our Sebree Solar team member Chelsey. A big high paw
to all the pups out there. How are you celebrating?
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Sebree SolarAug 26, 2022
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Sebree SolarAug 26, 2022
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Sebree Solar
Oct 6, 2022

A clean energy future creates new American jobs. Find
out how the Sebree Solar project will bring jobs to
Henderson County:
https://www.nexteraenergyresources.com/sebree-
solar/project-overview.html
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Sebree Solar
Feb 11, 2022
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Sebree Solar
Feb 11, 2022
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Sebree Solar
Apr 19, 2022

The amount of power harnessed from the sun is
growing every year. Find out what this means for you:
https://www.nexteraenergyresources.com/sebree-
solar/project-overview.html
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Sebree Solar
May 10, 2022

Thanks to the Kentucky Chamber of Commerce
Foundation for the opportunity to participate in the
recent Bus to Business #WorkforceWednesday
program. Our Sebree Solar team had a great time
connecting with students and sharing more about
potential renewable energy career pathways, and
Kentucky’s energy future. We’re excited for what their
futures hold!
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Sebree Solar
Jun 2, 2022

Did you know solar farms benefit our community in
more ways than just by providing clean energy? The
state and local taxes we pay to the community can
help support police and fire departments, and help
improve roads and other local services.
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Sebree Solar
May 19, 2022

Want to learn more about Sebree Solar? Get the latest
email newsletters delivered straight to your inbox. Sign
up here:
https://www.nexteraenergyresources.com/sebree-
solar/get-involved.html
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Sebree Solar
Jun 13, 2022
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Sebree Solar
Jun 13, 2022

Facebook Post Engagements
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Facebook Post Stream Comments
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Sebree Solar
Jun 13, 2022

Facebook Post Engagements
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Engagement Rate

Facebook Post Reach

Facebook Post Stream Comments

Facebook Post Consumptions Link Click

Sebree Solar
Jul 4, 2022

Wishing everyone a safe and happy 4th of July!

Facebook Post Engagements
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Engagement Rate
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Facebook Post Stream Comments

Facebook Post Consumptions Link Click

Sebree Solar
Jul 22, 2022

Looking for something that brings high value at a low
impact to the environment? That’s solar energy! Solar

energy is affordable, and it doesn’t cause the release of
greenhouse gases. Here’s how:
https://www.nexteraenergyresources.com/sebree-
solar/faq html#solar

Facebook Post Engagements

Facebook Post Impressions

Facebook Post Paid Impressions

Engagement Rate

Facebook Post Reach

Facebook Post Stream Comments

Facebook Post Consumptions Link Click

Sebree Solar
Jul 26, 2022

Join us tomorrow to learn more about the second
phase of our Sebree Solar project. We hope to see you
there!

Facebook Post Engagements

Facebook Post Impressions

Facebook Post Paid Impressions

Engagement Rate

Facebook Post Reach

Facebook Post Stream Comments

Facebook Post Consumptions Link Click

Sebree Solar
Aug 12, 2022

Did you know solar panels were first used in outer
space? Some of the earliest forms of solar technology
were used to power satellites. Talk about being solar!
#FunFactFriday 
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Engagement Rate

Facebook Post Reach

Facebook Post Stream Comments

Facebook Post Consumptions Link Click

Sebree Solar
Sep 7, 2022

Did you know? Solar energy can offset emissions from
other forms of power generation, which positively
impacts your health. Learn more here:
https://www.nexteraenergyresources.com/sebree-
solar/get-informed.html#health
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Sebree Solar
Aug 15, 2022

Happy American Clean Power Week! We are
celebrating with the American Clean Power
Association, taking notice of the nationwide
celebration of clean energy and the good-paying jobs
the industry creates for all Americans across the
country. #ACPW22
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Sebree Solar
Jan 5, 2023

For David and Becky in Jasper County, Indiana, taking
part in the Dunns Bridge Solar project is meaningful to
them as it will help produce clean, renewable energy for
the future of America while providing for the future of
their family and their farm. Hear what they have to say
on solar on their property: 

“We’ve been happy with the company, and we’re glad to
provide renewable energy. We decided to take part in
this project because farming is kind of an up-and-dow…

Facebook Post Engagements

Facebook Post Impressions

Facebook Post Paid Impressions

Engagement Rate

Facebook Post Reach

Facebook Post Stream Comments

Facebook Post Consumptions Link Click

Sebree Solar
Mar 2, 2023

It is essential to advance education and learning
opportunities for students in our community! We were
proud to present the Henderson Kentucky Education
Foundation with a donation to support its vision of
ensuring every student in the Henderson County
Schools reaches their full potential. 🙌
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Facebook Post Paid Impressions

Engagement Rate

Facebook Post Reach

Facebook Post Stream Comments

Facebook Post Consumptions Link Click

Sebree Solar
Feb 2, 2023

“In the world, every industry has to diversify to evolve
and meet with changing times. In agriculture, it’s easy
to keep doing what you’ve been doing. We enjoy
farming the land. We enjoy improving. We enjoy seeing
those changes over the years, slight changes in the
way we operate, but we came to the conclusion that we
needed to diversify to bring financial stability to the
operation. This is a different way of diversifying. For us,
it made sense. It was just the right decision for us.” 
…
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Sebree Solar
Jan 5, 2023
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Sebree Solar
Jan 5, 2023
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Sebree Solar
Jan 11, 2023

At Sebree Solar, we work to avoid and minimize
impacts to wildlife and habitats. In addition, we are
part of a collaborative group of environmental
organizations, academics and solar companies that
work on wildlife conservation measures.
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Facebook Post Reach
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Sebree Solar
Feb 16, 2023

Solar projects in the U.S. contribute an estimated $609
million in state and local taxes and land-lease
payments annually. This provides farmers and
landowners with a stable form of income and benefits
communities who host projects by helping to fund their
schools, roads, parks and more. Learn more:
https://cleanpower.org/facts/solar-power/
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Sebree Solar
Feb 2, 2023
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Sebree Solar
Mar 1, 2023

The local impact of renewable energy goes beyond
providing a cleaner form of electricity. The project will
benefit Henderson County via an influx of workers who
shop, eat and reside in our community during
construction. This economic impact, plus additional
tax revenue, can help enhance local schools, roads,
parks and more.
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Sebree Solar
Jan 19, 2023

Winter is here! Believe it or not, colder weather improves
solar panel efficiency!
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Sebree Solar
Mar 6, 2023

Being a part of the Kentucky Chamber of Commerce
means having the opportunity to support the dynamic
business climate across the state. As new members of
the KY Chamber, we look forward to uniting with over
3,800 member businesses to advocate for economic
growth and advance the business community in the
Commonwealth of Kentucky.
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Sebree Solar
Feb 23, 2023

Did you know? While recent inflation has caused costs
to increase, over the last decade wind and solar costs
have fallen making them two of the most affordable
new electricity sources in the country. Learn more:
https://cleanpower.org/facts/
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Sebree Solar
Jan 25, 2023

There are many ways solar panels positively impact
our community that you may not realize. Thanks to
additional tax revenue, solar projects can help fund
local schools, roads and other services.
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Sebree Solar
Feb 8, 2023

Do you know how solar panels work? 

When sunlight hits a photovoltaic panel, it is converted
into electricity, which then flows through cables into
power inverters, landing in a central substation. From
there, electricity is connected through a transformer.
Transformers increase the voltage and connect the
electricity to transmission lines, so local electric utilities
can distribute it to homes and businesses.
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Date User Name 

8/1/2021 Sebree Solar 
8/1/2021 Sebree Solar 
8/1/2021 Carol Fouse 
8/1/2021 David Michael Bjoralt 
8/1/2021 SmokeyandVicki Stone 
8/1/2021 Jean Campbell 
8/1/2021 Vickie Sutton 
8/1/2021 Carolyn Glenn 
8/1/2021 James Sisk 
8/1/2021 Pam Horn 
8/1/2021 Lonewolf Hemi 
8/1/2021 Tonya Compton-Miller 

8/1/2021 Betty Shoemaker 

Lewis Nick 

8/1/2021 
8/1/2021 Teresa Smedley 
8/1/2021 Deniece Masters 
8/1/2021 Edna Elizabeth Wall 
8/1/2021 Doreen Foe 
8/1/2021 David Coe 
8/1/2021 Julie Alexander 
8/1/2021 SmokeyandVicki Stone 
8/1/2021 Kathy Berry 
8/1/2021 Roxanne Padilla Hankins 
8/1/2021 Terri Austin 
8/1/2021 Lavana Kay Duncan 
8/1/2021 Larry McMlndes 

8/1/2021 James Morgan 
8/1/2021 Carolyn Johnson 
8/1/2021 Sue Kuerzi 
8/1/2021 Jan-Janice Carmon Kitchens 
8/1/2021 Laura Amore 
8/1/2021 Sebree Solar 
8/1/2021 Cheryl Webb 
8/1/2021 Vickie Sutton 
8/1/2021 Mollakim Mollaking 

Inbound Message 
Solar energy projects like the proposed Sebree Solar project are growing 
America's energy future and boosting economic development, Job growth 
and tax revenue, See how: http://spr.ly/6182yVcui 

Beautiful 
That's a great spot right where you are I 
Beautiful 
What a beautiful sunset! I love seeing it from multiple places. 
Henderson is beautiful and the best little city I Love it!~ 
Beautiful 
l love watching the sun come and go down 
I love Henderson! Because it is my Nature! The photo is AWESOME! 
River front in Owensboro, Kentucky love getting pies down there 
good morning 

Absolutely Beautiful® 
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CHRIST## 

I know Jehovah witnesses have been taught a lie that heaven is meant for a 
144,000 people ... but the only place that there&#39;s a specific number 
mentioned of those who go to heaven is in Revelation and it gives a number 
of 144000 to go to heaven for specific purpose to be Kings and priests for a 
1000 years(but notice 1st Corinthians comes before revelation we read the 
Bible from front to back not Back to front) ... 

JW&#39;s have been taught 1st Corinthians is only addressed to the 
144,000(or the annointed) but notice in 1st Corinthians 1 who Paul is 
directing this letter to 

1st Corinthians 1:2 
to the congregation of God that is in Corinth, to you who have been sanctified 
in union with Christ Jesus, called to be holy ones, together with all those 

everywhere who are calling on the name of our Lord Jesus Chrlst .. (we know 
the holy ones are the annoited but he also added in, &quot;together with all 
those everywhere who are ca!llng on the name of the Lord Jesus Christ&quot; 
so this is for everybody who calls on the name of the Lord Jesus Christ, this is 
who this letter is addressed to 

skip to 
1st Corinthians 6:10 
thieves, greedy people, drunkards, revilers, and extortioners WILL NOT 
INHERIT GOD'S KINGDOM{all servants of Jehovah will inherit God&#39;s 
Kingdom, that&#39;s our goal to get into that Kingdom) 

skip ahead to 
1st Corinthians 15:44 
It Is sown a physical body; it is raised up a spiritual body, If there is a physical 
Beautiful 
I do love the beautiful sunsets in Henderson ~ 
Beautiful 
At the ocean nothing like it it1s beautiful 
We are blessed by our waterfront. 
Great picture 
Beautiful 
Beautiful 
Beautiful 
Sunrise, sunset always beautiful to witness! 
Beautiful 
Orange beach Alabamad) Q d)h 
The riverfront for sure watch it may times go down back years ago when I 
was a young man beautiful sunset always. 
Love living in Henderson ky 
d) 
Pretty 
Yes beautiful!! 

Vickie Sutton, I love Henderson too 
Cheryl Webb Q d) 
Vickie Sutton Ditto!~ 
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Positive 
Positive 
Positive 
Positive 
Positive 
Positive 
Positive 
Positive 
Positive 
Positive 
Positive 

Positive 

Positive 
Positive 
Positive 
Positive 
Positive 
Positive 
Positive 
Positive 
Positive 
Positive 
Positive 
Positive 
Positive 

Positive 
Positive 
Positive 
Positive 
Positive 
Positive 
Positive 
Positive 
Positive 



8/1/2021 Lewis Nick 
8/1/2021 Sebree Solar 
9/1/2021 Juanita Osborne 
9/1/2021 Sebree Solar 
9/1/2021 Sebree Solar 
9/1/2021 Sebree Solar 
9/1/2021 Sebree Solar 

10/1/2021 Janie Miller Givens 

10/1/2021 Lewis Nick 
10/1/2021 Sebree Solar 

10/1/2021 Cynthia Pugh 

10/1/2021 Cynthia Pugh 

10/1/2021 Cynthia Pugh 
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CHRIST _dr _dr 

I know Jehovah witnesses have been taught a lie that heaven is meant for a 
144,000 people ... but the only place that there&#39;s a specific number 
mentioned of those who go to heaven is in Revelation and it gives a number 
of 144000 to go to heaven for specific purpose to be Kings and priests for a 
1000 years(but notice 1st Corinthians comes before revelation we read the 
Bible from front to back not Back to front) ... 

JW&#39;s have been taught 1st Corinthians is only addressed to the 
144,000{or the annointed) but notice in 1st Corinthians 1 who Paul is 
directing this letter to 

1st Corinthians 1:2 
to the congregation of God that is in Corinth, to you who have been sanctified 
In union with Christ Jesus, called to be holy ones, together with all those 

everywhere who are call!ng on the name of our Lord Jesus Christ .. (we know 
the holy ones are the annoited but he also added in, &quot;together with all 
those everywhere who are calling on the name of the Lord Jesus Christ&quot; 
so this is for everybody who calls on the name of the Lord Jesus Christ, this Is 
who this letter is addressed to 

skip to 
1st Corinthians 6:10 
thieves, greedy people, drunkards, revilers, and extortioners WILL NOT 
INHERIT GOD'S KINGDOM(all servants of Jehovah will inherit God&#39;s 
Kingdom, that&#39;s our goal to get into that Kingdom) 

skip ahead to 
1st Corinthians 15:44 
It is sown a physical body; it is raised up a spiritual body. If there is a physical Positive 

Positive 
Thank you! Positive 

Always thank a farmer! 

Positive 
Positive 
Positive 
Positive 

Forever honored to be a Farmers daughterQ Positive 
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CH RIST _dr _dr 

I know Jehovah witnesses have been taught a lie that heaven is meant for a 
1441000 people ... but the only place that there&#39;s a specific number 
mentioned of those who go to heaven is in Revelation and It gives a number 
of 144000 to go to heaven for specific purpose to be Kings and priests for a 
1000 years(but notice 1st Corinthians comes before revelation we read the 
Bible from front to back not Back to front) ... 

JW&#39;s have been taught 1st Corinthians is only addressed to the 
144,000{or the annointed) but notice in 1st Corinthians 1 who Paul Is 
directing this letter to 

1st Corinthians 1:2 
to the congregation of God that is in Corinth, to you who have been sanctified 
in union with Christ Jesus, called to be holy ones, together with all those 

everywhere who are calling on the name of our lord Jesus Christ .. {we know 
the holy ones are the annoited but he also added in, &quot;together with all 
those everywhere who are calling on the name of the Lord Jesus Christ&quot; 
so this is for everybody who calls on the name of the Lord Jesus Christ, this is 
who this letter is addressed to 

skip to 
1st Corinthians 6:10 
thieves, greedy people, drunkards, revilers, and extortioners WILL NOT 
INHERIT GOD'S KINGDOM(all servants of Jehovah will inherit God&#39;s 
Kingdom, that&#39;s our goal to get into that Kingdom) 

skip ahead to 
1st Corinthians 15:44 
lt is sown a physical body; it is raised up a spiritual body. If there is a physical Positive 

Positive 

Janie Miller Givens Sebree Solar Is taking fertile farmland and turning it into a 
field of metal and glass ... , They only thank the farmer to take over their land Ill Positive 
Peggy Johnson Shiver Williams Sebree Solar is taking fertile farmland and 
turning it Into a field of metal and glass .... They only thank the farmer to take 
over their land!!! Positive 
Sebree Solar you make up your 11facts1

' - with no basis in fact! You have found 
the money hungry local governments do not check the validity. 
Sweet for you - not so sweet the adjacent land owners who have to be the 
witness to these travesties, 
You are enclosing a pond "water source" for our wild life. 
For the love of money-you are destroying our county, For the love of money 
- our local government Is supporting your destruction I 
God forgive us! Positive 



10/1/2021 Karen Reynolds Waddell 
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10/1/2021 Teresa Hope Kloke 
10/1/2021 Janie Martin 
10/1/2021 Debbie Stapleton 

10/1/2021 Lewis Nick 
10/1/2021 Tina Thompson Farley 

10/1/2021 Kathy Youngblood 
10/1/2021 Matt Hensley 
10/1/2021 Laurie Bivins Wood 
10/1/2021 Bobbie West 
10/1/2021 James W Butts 
10/1/2021 Steve Deutsch 
10/1/2021 Chill WIii 
10/1/2021 Peggy Hall 
10/1/2021 Janet Rennaulds 
10/1/2021 Sebree Solar 
10/1/2021 Sebree Solar 
11/1/2021 Gailya Johnson 
11/1/2021 Gary Atherton 

11/1/2021 Mary Ann Pruitt 

11/1/2021 Bobbie Shelton 
11/1/2021 Audrey Hightower Antla 
11/1/2021 Monica Perry 
11/1/2021 Tonya Compton-M Iller 
11/1/2021 Lynn Carter 

11/1/2021 Sebree Solar 

11/1/2021 Sebree Solar 
11/1/2021 Pat Hallmark 
11/1/2021 Ramsie Griffin 
11/1/2021 Paul E Moore 
11/1/2021 Kathy Young 
11/1/2021 Susan Eckels 
11/1/2021 Pam Horn 
11/1/2021 Sonya Randolph 
11/1/2021 Mary Compton 
11/1/2021 Ernie Browder 
11/1/2021 Rita Whitledge 
11/1/2021 Donna Hardy DeMar 
11/1/2021 Vickie Murch 

Idea all buildings In downtown Henderson Ky need solar panels on them to 

help reduce the cost of electricity consumption @ Positive 
Thanks for your support, Joan! Please sign up for our newsletter to get 

Involved and stay up-to-date on the project: http://spr.ly/6180JHul4, Positive 

Dennis-Thanks for your support! We invite you to sign up for our newsletter 
to get involved and stay up-to-date on the project: http://spr.!y/6181JHulf. Positive 
The clean power industry creates good-paying American jobs in a thriving 
Industry. Over 415,000 Americans are employed in the clean energy 

workforce--and growing! We're proud to celebrate them with American Clean 

Power Association during #Amer!canCleanPowerWeek! 
Oh yes! Awesome! 

Love Rockhouse Pizza 
Corn nuggets are the best, 
w w IYIJ l\ll'IIUUUIYI tYlll'IIIJlf'\I rvn lYll UUU.JLIIUYMl I Ml'\IU.JLJUJ 

CHRIST~~ 

I know Jehovah witnesses have been taught a lie that heaven is meant for a 

144,000 people ... but the only place that there&#39;s a specific number 
mentioned of those who go to heaven is in Revelation and it gives a number 

cf 144000 to go to heaven for specific purpose to be Kings and priests for a 
1000 years(but notice 1st Corinthians comes before revelation we read the 

Bible from front to back not Back to front) ... 

JW&#39;s have been taught 1st Corinthians is only addressed to the 
144,000{or the annointed) but notice In 1st Corinthians 1 who Paul Is 

directing this letter to 

1st Corinthians 1:2 
to the congregation of God that [sin Corinth, to you who have been sanctified 

in union with Christ Jesus, called to be holy ones, together with all those 

everywhere who are calling on the name of cur Lord Jesus Christ .. {we know 
the holy ones are the annoited but he also added in, &quot;togetherwith all 

those everywhere who are calling on the name of the Lord Jesus Christ&quot; 
so this is for everybody who calls on the name of the Lord Jesus Christ, this Is 

who this letter is addressed to 

skip to 
1st Corinthians 6:10 

thieves, greedy people, drunkards, revilers, and extortioners WILL NOT 
INHERIT GOD'S KINGDOM(all servants of Jehovah will inherit God&#39;s 
Kingdom, that&#39;s our goal to get into that Kingdom) 

skip ahead to 
1st Corinthians 15:44 

Positive 

Positive 
Positive 

Positive 

It is sown a physical body; it is raised up a spiritual body, If there is a physical Positive 

You need to try their Stromboli @ Positive 
We get their deluxe pizza about twice a month it is one of the most delicious 

pizza's I think I've ever had. 
Rockhouse is a staple in ourfamily~C@Q 

Haven't been to that one but the one in Henderson is awesome I!! 
Love Rock House Pizza 
Good place to eat 

It's great! 

That&#39;s the best spot I Ill 
Love<;;' it 
Rockhouse pizza is the best! Henderson is where we go for pizza. 

Love It Haven&#39;t Been Since Cc-Vid. 

Good pizza 

Stromboli at the Robards location is second to none!! We Q Rockhouse[I 

Their Buffalo Chicken Pizza is one of our favorites, but they have a lot we 
love. Chicken strips, chicken bacon ranch stromboli&#39;s, salads and so 

much more, 
Love love love love love love love love 

We use to eat there after work back in the day@ 

Q 
Corn dogs are my favorite! 

#Throwback to the Kentucky State Fair. From the corn dogs to the ice cream, 
our team had a great time sampling all the delldous food at the falrl What is 

your must get food item when you go? 
The North South Cafe in Robards is a local gem! From the good food to 

friendly service, we can see why it's been part of the community for over 50 
years. Anyone else love their fried apples as much as we did? 

Thanks for your service &amp; sacrifice. 

Congratulations ~ ~ 
Thanks 
Thanks for your service 
Thanks for your sacrifice! 

Thank you for your service! 
Thank you 

Thank you for your serviceusususususus 
Thank you for your service. 

Thank you from the bottom of my heart Q 

Thank you for your service!! 
Thank you 

Positive 

Positive 
Positive 

Positive 
Positive 

Positive 

Positive 
Positive 

Positive 
Positive 

Positive 
Positive 

Positive 

Positive 

Positive 
Positive 

Positive 
Positive 

Positive 

Positive 

Positive 

Positive 
Positive 

Positive 

Positive 
Positive 

Positive 
Positive 

Positive 
Positive 

Positive 

Positive 
Positive 



11/1/2021 Freeda Morgan 
11/1/2021 Gail Day 
11/1/2021 Terry Emrick 
11/1/2021 Wanda Owen 
11/1/2021 Jill Cowan Samples 
11/1/2021 Lisa B, Fulkerson 
11/1/2021 Martha Pryor lacer 
11/1/2021 Janie Suddoth 
11/1/2021 Kathie Richardson 
11/1/2021 Debbie Grant 
11/1/2021 Danielle Cates 
11/1/2021 Helen Nelson 
11/1/2021 Kenneth Laughary 
11/1/2021 Evina Bell Bryan 
11/1/2021 Rosemary Ploss 
11/1/2021 Brenda Dunivan 

11/1/2021 Janet Canter 
11/1/2021 Patty Nance 

11/1/2021 Jean Campbell 
11/1/2021 Paula Hunt 
11/1/2021 Teresa Morgan 
11/1/2021 Rhonda Fulkerson 
11/1/2021 Mary Willett 
11/1/2021 Marilyn Polley Miller 
11/1/2021 Teresa Powell 
11/1/2021 Rebecca Walker Griffin 
11/1/2021 Joyce Sheffer 
11/1/2021 Jennifer Hanville Clary 
11/1/2021 Bill Casey 
11/1/2021 George-Carol Downs 

11/1/2021 Bekah Harris 
11/1/2021 Taina Powell 
11/1/2021 Jo Adkisson 
11/1/2021 Donna Reed 
11/1/2021 Chuck Davis 
11/1/2021 Pam Tanaka 
11/1/2021 Kay Brantley 
11/1/2021 Jennifer Stone 
11/1/2021 Jovade Wilson 
11/1/2021 Marcia Hamil Williams 
11/1/2021 Barbara Johnson 
11/1/2021 Crystal Jewell 
11/1/2021 Brenda Gibson Stanley 
11/1/2021 Scarlet Hill 
11/1/2021 Shirley Wright 
11/1/2021 Joy Whitledge Cleek 
11/1/2021 Paula Skaggs 
11/1/2021 Paul Stearman 
11/1/2021 Sheila McConnell 
11/1/2021 Gorgeanne Ray 
11/1/2021 Debi Michael 
11/1/2021 Karen Brank 
11/1/2021 Margaret Whitehouse Davis 
11/1/2021 Karen Byrne 
11/1/2021 Judy Beasley 
11/1/2021 Sue Windhaus Hagan 
11/1/2021 lavana Kay Duncan 
11/1/2021 Cheryl Prince Trice 
11/1/2021 Keith Snider 
11/1/2021 Stacy Erkfitz 
11/1/2021 Lana Parker Hagan 
11/1/2021 Linda Adkins 
11/1/2021 Kay Bryant 
11/1/2021 Brucie Farris 
11/1/2021 Margo Parm Otis 
11/1/2021 Brenda Ramsey 
11/1/2021 Horace Walker 
11/1/2021 Mary Sharp 
11/1/2021 Sherry Hoffman 
11/1/2021 Ruby Eikermann 
11/1/2021 James Wimsatt 
11/1/2021 Sebree Solar 

11/1/2021 Sebree Solar 
11/1/2021 Jean Campbell 
11/1/2021 Genelle Riley 

11/1/2021 Sebree Solar 
11/1/2021 Sebree Solar 
11/1/2021 Sebree Solar 
11/1/2021 Sebree Solar 

12/1/2021 Peggy Cooksey 

Thank for your service !II 
Thank you I 
Thank you for your service! 
Thank you for your service Ill 
Thank You I!! 
Thank you for your servlceususus 
Thank youl!I 
Thank you for you dedication for the USA!!! 
Thank you for your service to our country!\ lususus 
Thank you for your service 
Thank you for your service! 
Thank. you for your time spent in U.S. Marine Corps 
Thank you I 
Thank you for your service! 
Thank you for your service! ususus 
Happy Veterans Day! 
Thank,you for your sacrifice and service. 
#ProudAirForceMomWlfeSisterDaughter 
Thank You for your service. 

My grandfather was In WW1, 3 uncle&#39;s in the Navy, 1 grandson in the 
Marines and 2 grandsons were in the Army. Thank you to all veterans I 
Thank you sir 
Happy Veterans day 
Thank u &amp; all the others for what yall do 
Thank you I 
Thank you all for your service us 
Thank you for your service, 
Thank you for your service! 
Happy Veterans day 
Thank you for your service I 
Happy Birthday Marine and Semper Fil 
Thank You for your service. 

Positive 
Positive 
Positive 
Positive 
Positive 
Positive 
Positive 
Positive 
Positive 
Positive 
Positive 
Positive 
Positive 
Positive 
Positive 
Positive 

Positive 
Positive 

Positive 
Positive 
Positive 
Positive 
Positive 
Positive 
Positive 
Positive 
Positive 
Positive 
Positive 
Positive 

Thank you very much for your service, Also glad that you made it back safely. Positive 
Thank you for your service and welcome home! 
Thank you for your service to our country.us~ 
Thank you 
Thank you for serving our country and keeping us safe. 
Thanks for your service 
Thank you for your service. 
Thank you for your service 
Thank you for your service 
Thanks for your service us 
Thank you for your service 
Happy and Blessed Veterans Day! 
Thank you 
Thank you Joshi Thank you Sebree Solar! 
Thank you 
Thank you for your service to all vets 
Thank you for your service 11 
Happy veterans day and thank you for your service. 
Thank you for your service 
Thank you for serving 
Thank you for your service 
Thank you for your service. 
Thank you I 
Thank you for your service I God bless I&, Jib Jib Q 
Thank you 
Thank You 
Thank you for your service! 
Thank you for your service! 
Thank you for your service Josh!!! 
Thank y 
Thank you 
Thank you for your service I 
Thank you for your Service 
Thank you!I 
Thank you for your service 
Thank you and God Bless you. 
Thank you for your srevices. 
Happy Veterans Day 
Thank you for your service.us 
Thank you for your service 
Thank you sir 

Happy fall, y'all! Enjoying all the beautiful fall colors in Henderson County! 
Thank you 
Happy thanksgiving to you and your family too, 
Our Sebree Solar team wishes you and your family, a happy and healthy 
Thanksgiving. 

I absolutely love our library! l could live there and never get bored I I love 
history, suspense, mystery and Amish stories@ 
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Positive 
Positive 
Positive 
Positive 
Positive 
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Positive 
Positive 
Positive 

Positive 
Positive 
Positive 
Positive 

Positive 



12/1/2021 Tony Russell 
12/1/2021 Donald Wathen 
12/1/2021 Tonya Compton-Miller 

12/1/2021 Lewis Nick 
12/1/2021 Glenda Parker 
12/1/2021 Sebree Solar 
12/1/2021 Sebree Solar 
12/1/2021 Sebree Solar 

8/1/2021 Sebree Solar 
8/1/2021 Sebree Solar 
8/1/2021 Sebree Solar 
8/1/2021 Sebree Solar 
8/1/2021 Danny Blandford 
8/1/2021 Juanita Osborne 
8/1/2021 Sheila Basham 

8/1/2021 Rida Budde 
8/1/2021 Nancy Reitz 
8/1/2021 Nikki Vowels 
8/1/2021 Fred Gibson 
8/1/2021 Fred Gibson 
8/1/2021 Diana Barron 
8/1/2021 Genelle Riley 
8/1/2021 Gallya Johnson 
8/1/2021 Gailya Johnson 
8/1/2021 Faye Williams 
8/1/2021 Jenny Lewis Fambrough 

8/1/2021 Paula Hunt 
8/1/2021 Rhonda Daugherty 
8/1/2021 Pam Horn 
9/1/2021 Sebree Solar 
9/1/2021 Sebree Solar 
9/1/2021 Cynthia Pugh 

9/1/2021 Sebree Solar 

9/1/2021 Sebree Solar 
9/1/2021 Juanita Osborne 

9/1/2021 Cynthia Pugh 
9/1/2021 Cynthia Pugh 

9/1/2021 Cee Wilhite 
9/1/2021 Juanita Osborne 

9/1/2021 Sebree Solar 
9/1/2021 Sebree Solar 
9/1/2021 Sebree Solar 
9/1/2021 Sebree Solar 

9/1/2021 Judy Buckman Smith 
9/1/2021 Carol M Griffith 
9/1/2021 Barry Gish 

I love the library I ~ 
Love the HCPLI Especially the 1904 Carnegie Building I Q 
Q 
JP lJi!' IYtl l\lt'll\::IUVIYI IVlll'lll..:>lr.l rur. 1\1'11 UUUJL.IIUYMlll"\l'IIUJL,.JU..:> 

CHRIST## 

I know Jehovah witnesses have been taught a lie that heaven Is meant for a 
144,000 people ... but the only place that there&#39;s a specific number 
mentioned of those who go to heaven is in Revelation and it gives a number 
of 144000 to.go to heaven for specific purpose to be Kings and priests for a 
1000 years(but notice 1st Corinthians comes before revelation we read the 
Bible from front to back not Back to front) ... 

JW&#39;s have been taught 1st Corinthians Is only addressed to the 
1441000(orthe annointed) but notice in 1st Corinthians 1 who Paul is 
directing this letter to 

1st Corinthians 1:2 

to the congregation of God that is in Corinth, to you who have been sanctified 

in union with Christ Jesus, called to be holy ones, together with all those 

everywhere who are calling on the name of our Lord Jesus Christ .. (we know 

the holy ones are the annoited but he also added in, &quot;together with all 

those everywhere who are calling on the name of the Lord Jesus Christ&quot; 

so this is for everybody who calls on the name of the Lord Jesus Christ, this is 

who this letter is addressed to 

skip to 

1st Corinthians 6:10 

thieves, greedy people, drunkards, revilers, and extortioners WILL NOT 

INHERIT GOD'S KINGDOM(all servants of Jehovah will inherit God&#39;s 
Kingdom, that&#39;s our goal to get into that Kingdom) 

skip ahead to 

1st Corinthians 15:44 

lt is sown a physical body; it is raised up a spiritual body. lfthere is a physical 

Our Henderson library is beautiful place to visit. 

Sunset park. 

From my own back porch! 

In my back yard 

Beautiful photo of the Ohio River from the Audubon Park boat ramp off 

Water Street. 

BEAUTIFUL 
My backyard 
Where is this at 

It's Henderson I didn't reallze it at first 

From David's backyard 0 
The, riverfront of Henderson Ky, 

Sunset Over The River Downtown. 

Downtown Henderson riverfront! 

River front! 

Right there on the riverfront, sitting on the tailgate listening to that good ole 

country~ 
From my Back Sunroom or just inside! 

We would like to attend. 

Sebree Solar is destroying the beauty of our farmland I 

Get project updates straight to your inbox, Visit http://spr.ly/61B9y4XYx to 

get started, 

Get project updates straight to your in box, Visit http://spr.ly/61B9y4XYx to 

get started, 

Did not know that! 

Why will this site not let you share pictures of what Solar Farming really looks 

like???? Full disclosure- right??? 
And notice their 11data 11 comes from the Solar Industry Association f8j 
Juanita Osborne it's not true!!! 

lt&#39;s not true one iota. I live In Robards and they are turning the whole 

sweet town into a waste field thanks to farmers taking the money, They are 

Positive 

Positive 

Positive 

Positive 

Positive 

Positive 

Positive 

Positive 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

the only ones whose &quot;va]ues&quot; mean anything! Neutral 

Cee Wilhite sorry to hear that! Neutral 

Did you know solar is a cost-effective way to generate energy? Find out what 

other benefits it provides: http://spr.ly/6l87yNmlR Neutral 

Nancy do you have solar? I've thought about it but thought about the price. 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

That changed my mind. Neutral 

How much does it cost? Neutral 

~ ~-



9/1/2021 Barry Gish 
9/1/2021 Barry Gish 
9/1/2021 Peggy Cooksey 

9/1/2021 Sebree Solar 

9/1/2021 Phyllis Contasti 
9/1/2021 Sebree Solar 

9/1/2021 Cynthia Pugh 
9/1/2021 Sebree Solar 

9/1/2021 Emily Guier 

9/1/2021 Cynthia Pugh 

9/1/2021 Emily Guier 
10/1/2021 James Stokes 

10/1/2021 James Stokes 

10/1/2021 Cynthia Pugh 

10/1/2021 Cynthia Pugh 

10/1/2021 Cynthia Pugh 

10/1/2021 Cynthia Pugh 

10/1/2021 Sebree Solar 
10/1/2021 Peggy Johnson Shiver Williams 

10/1/2021 Jennifer Hanville Clary 

10/1/2021 Cynthia Pugh 

10/1/2021 Cynthia Pugh 

10/1/2021 Sebree Solar 
10/1/2021 Richard Justice 

gg 
gg 

Who wants to live next door to the solar farms? 

I agree 

People do not give a thumbs up to a company that is forcing its way into 

people's backyards! They are replacing the beauty of our rural countryside 

with metal, glass and barbed wire covered chainlink fences! 
They are an all-consuming cancer- invasive and deadly! 

Cynthia Pugh I agree, Are you attending the October 5th meeting? 

Emily Guier attend a virtual meeting where questions can only be asked to 
NextEra - and a moderator decides which questions can be asked??? 
Sebree Solar has canned responses to every question -from their own data, 

Info put out by their PR company not based on validity or truth!!! 
This has been going on behind our backs for two years - I just wish I had 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

known then so I could have planted trees earlier! Neutral 
Cynthia Pugh yes, it has been very under handed the way they are trying to 

slip this third solar farm under the radar. Lots of houses are around where 
they are wanting it built. Neutral 

Sebree Solar you are aware Sebree is not in Henderson County, right? Neutral 

Cynthia Pugh a solar array is no more damaging to wild life than a corn field 

and a hell cf a lot less damaging than the coal fire plant we already have. Neutral 

For example, large-scale solar PV arrays need space- a lot of it. If not cited on 
brownfield sites or in deserts, this may require the clearance of perfectly 

useful land (or indeed the use of water bodies such as reservoirs) to make 
room for the panels. This can directly Impact local ecosystems in the short 

term but could also have longer-term effects on the habitats of native plants 
and animals. 

Large-scale land clearance in preparation for a PV installation often results in 

soil compaction and an alteration of natural drainage channels. Wfth little to 
no significant vegetation allowed to grow around the panels {as this would 

obviously cast shadows over the panels), this can result in a significant 
increase in soil erosion and surface runoff. Much like deforestation, this can 

be disastrous for local ecosystems over the long run. 

For example, large-scale solar PV arrays need space - a lot of it. If not cited on 
brownfield sites or in deserts, this may require the clearance of perfectly 
useful land (or indeed the use of water bodies such as reservoirs) to make 

room for the panels, This can directly impact local ecosystems in the short 

term but could a!so have longer-term effects on the habitats of native plants 
and animals, 

Large-scale land clearance in preparation for a PV installatlon often results in 

soil compaction and an alteration of natural drainage channels, With little to 
no significant vegetation allowed to grow around the panels {as this would 

obviously cast shadows over the panels), this can result in a significant 
increase in soil erosion and surface runoff. Much like deforestation, this can 
be disastrous for local ecosystems over the long run, 

For example, large-scale solar PV arrays need space - a lot of It, !f not cited on 

brownfield sites or In deserts, this may require the clearance of perfectly 
useful land (or indeed the use of water bodies such as reservoirs) to make 

room for the panels, This can directly impact local ecosystems in the short 
term but could also have longer-term effects on the habitats of native plants 
and animals. 

Large-scale land clearance In preparation for a PV installation often results in 
soil compaction and an alteration of natural drainage channels. With little to 

no significant vegetation allowed to grow around the panels (as this would 
obviously cast shadows over the panels), thts can result In a significant 

increase In soil erosion and surface runoff, Much like deforestation, this can 

Neutral 

Neutral 

be disastrous for local ecosystems over the long run. Neutral 
https ://www .e nergya nd policy .org/nextera~ 

energy/?fbclid=lwAR2D7wJcbg_c4TKsgpaXSXoklTsb_fb0HBSxjhnolb_holzMg 

E1Zep3h214 Neutral 
Learn more about how renewable energy is helping bring jobs to Henderson 

County: http://spr.ly/6189JH4pt Neutral 
Where would we be with out them@ Neutral 

Scott Clary Neutral 
https://www ,energya ndpolicy .org/ nextera-

energy /?fbclid=lwAR207wJcbg_c4TKsgpaXSXoklT s b_fb0H BSxjhnolb_holzMg 
E1Zep3h214 Neutral 

When Farmers say, &quot;Green&quot; renewable energy: .... dirt, water, 
and seeds make plants. Plants breathe in carbon dioxide and produce oxygen, 

necessary for all life. We harvest crops and eat them or get fiber from them. 
Solar panels are toxic to make, require vast amounts of land to sit upon, 

don&#39;t clean the air, make climate warmer and make pollution when 

they have burned out their usefulness, Replacing farmland with solar is less 

than brilliant. Neutral 

Neutral 
No pollution? Where they getting the battery&#39;s, metal, wlre,etc. Neutral 



10/1/2021 Virgil Somers 

10/1/2021 Kristi Kae Scheller-Sanders 

10/1/2021 Bradley Schnelder 

10/1/2021 Joan Hoffman 

10/1/2021 Dennis Davis 

10/1/2021 Cynthia Pugh 

10/1/2021 Mary Nunn Davis 

10/1/2021 Richard Justice 

10/1/2021 Cynthia Pugh 

10/1/2021 cynthia Pugh 

10/1/2021 Cynthia Pugh 

10/1/2021 Cynthia Pugh 

I don&#39;t like any solar power system I pass one every time I go to 

Louisville looks like a dump Neutral 
This blowslllThe field I take my sunset pictures across,Will now have this shit 

on it.Thanks a fckn lot.. Neutral 
..... y,1L1!l<1. rUbll yuu 1..c1ic:11111y ll<'IVC i1rc llbll~ iu 111\C UI Ul~HI\C ::.u1a1 l<llllt~, a.,u~ I U 

!ike to address some of the accusations you keep making about county 

government, both in this thread and on your own Facebook page: 

1) County government did not (/purposefully" bring Nextera here. Nextera 

and the other solar companies locating in our county are here of their own 

volition, initially to have the chance to win solar power contracts offered by 
Big Rivers Electric and Henderson Municipal Power &amp; Light, Sebree Solar 

will be selling the power it generates to other customers. 

2) Once county government learned of the Interest of solar companies to 

locate here and in other Kentucky communities, we passed an ordinance 

regulating their local operations to help assure they'd be good neighbors. 

That was done in December of 2019 and was reported in The Gleaner

https://www.thegleaner.com/story /news/2019/12/23/compa nles-have

been-eyeing-henderson-county-solar-zo n ing-now-place/2735332001/ Every 

subsequent public proceeding with solar farms has been reported in local 

media. So the idea local government has been tryfng to "sneak by" anything 

without the public's knowledge is false. 

3, The new solar ordinance the County passed includes, among other things, 

requirements for setbacks to keep solar panels a reasonable distance from 

neighboring homes; the placement by the companies of trees or other 

vegetation for screening to help make backyard views more pleasing; the 

prohibition of barbed wire on top of any fencing used, Here is the ordinance: 

https://ecode360.com/HE3160/laws/LF1242372. pdf 

4) The exact location of solar farms In Henderson County is almost entirely 

about purchase or !ease agreements between the solar companies, which are 
private firms, and land owners, who have every right to use their ground for 

their own purposes, within the confines of the law, just as you do on your 

property. These deals were not orchestrated by local government. If you Neutral 

! support solar() Neutral 

I support solar Neutral 

What's next? Destruction of our farmland, wildlife and scenic views,., that's 

what's next lSJ Neutral 
I support Sebree Solar. Neutral 

Sebree Solar you are misinformed, Neutral 

On June S, 2019 a California Solar Farm that burned 1,127 acres, caught on 

fire because ofa BIRD, According to a California Fire Battalion Chief, the birds 

wings touch multiple electrical conductors at the same time and they turn 

into a "light bulb", 

Sebree Solar In late 20151 Brlghtsource released the results of the first full 

year monitoring bird and bat deaths at the !vanpah solar plant .... In 

September 2016, federal biologists said about 6,000 birds die from collisions 

or immolation annually while chasing flying insects around the facility&#39;s 
towers, 

AMERICA'S SOLAR FARMS have a bird problem. Utility companies have been 

finding bird carcasses littering the ground at their facilities for years, a 

strange and unexpected consequence of the national solar boom. No one 

was quite sure why this was happening, but it was clearly a problem for a 

type of energy that was billed as being environmentally frlendly. So in 2013, a 
group of utilities, academics, and environmental organizations came together 

to form the Avian Solar Working Group to develop strategies to mitigate 

avian deaths at solar facilities around the US. 

"There was very little research about the impacts of solar on birds," says 

Misti Sporer, the lead environmental scientist at Duke Energy, an electric 

utility in North Carolina, and member of the working group. "What does rt 
mean when you find a dead bird? Nobody really knew," But simply getting 

the data on avian deaths at solar facilities proved challenging. 

In 2016, a first-of-its~kind study estimated that the hundreds of utility-scale 
solar farms around the US may kill nearly 140,000 birds annually, That's less 

than one-tenth of one percent of the estimated number of birds killed by 

fossil~fuel power plants (through collisions, electrocution, and poisoning), but 

the researchers expected that number to nearly triple as planned solar farms 

come online. The link between solar facilities and bird deaths is still unclear. 

One leading theory suggests birds mistake the glare from solar panels for the 

surface of a lake and swoop in for a landing, with deadly results. "But that 
hypothesis is from a human perspective," says Sporer 

Nature Studies: For all the attractions of solar power, it shouldn't blight the 

countryside 

lt&#39;s a terrific energy source, but that doesn&#39;t mean it should ride 

roughshod over every other environmental consideration 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 
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10/1/2021 Jennifer Hanville Clary 
10/1/2021 Pat Speaks-Smith 
10/1/2021 David Fleeger 
10/1/2021 Juanita Osborne 
10/1/2021 Willie Rideout 

10/1/2021 Tommy Cobb 
10/1/2021 Terry Epley 

10/1/2021 Cynthia Pugh 
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10/1/2021 Sebree Solar 
11/1/2021 Annalee Calvert 

11/1/2021 Normamae Carol Robertson 
11/1/2021 Pat Hallmark 
11/1/2021 Monica Perry 
11/1/2021 Normamae Carol Robertson 
11/1/2021 Sebree Solar 
11/1/2021 Sebree Solar 
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Some 1,000 acres of rural land a month are earmarked for 'photovoltaic' 
panels and the miles of cabling that go with them. 

The Government admits that more than a fifth of our farmland will eventually 
be lost to 'green' initiatives such as these, 

Last week, The Mail on Sunday counted 270 solar farms under construction or 
waiting for planning permission around the country, 

Environmental lobbyists argue that solar energy is a crucial part of a 
sustainable future, but they talk less about the growing doubts raised by 
scientists and angry groups of residents, 

Because, apart from ruining the view, solar panels are also woefully 
Inefficient at their only Job-which is to generate electricity amid the cloud 
and rain of north-west Europe, 

Then there is the question of disposal. 

The materials the panels are made with have a life expectancy of less than 50 
years and are difficult and expensive to recycle, raising the prospect of 
discarded panel mountains leaking dangerous heavy metals. 

And with the majority of panels now made in China, there are fears-all too 
plausible-that some have been produced In forced labour camps, including 
those where members of the oppressed Uighur minority are imprisoned. 

1A power supply that is always both unpredictable and intermittent is not 
sensible,' says Christopher Darwin. 

Virgil Somers how would you like to have one in your backyard? 
Richard Justice they make up their own data ..... no need from truth! 
Joan Hoffman wish you had it in your backyard Instead of me! 

Isn't it ironic you are standing in a cornfield? 
A cornfield in which you are going to decimate and place your ugly solar 
panels. 
A field in which crops will never grow again. 
A field of green that will be a field of brown. 
A field in which erosion will rob this land of it's fertility and structure I 
How do you look in the mirror and live with the destruction of our scenic 

Neutral 
Neutral 
Neutral 
Neutral 
Neutral 
Neutral 

country views? Neutral 
https ://www .ene rgya ndpolicy .org/nextera-
energy /?fbclid•iwAR207wJcbg_c4TKsgpaXSXoklTsb_fb0HBSxjhnoLb_holzMg 
E1Zep3h214 Neutral 
When Farmers say, &quot;Green&quot; renewable energy: .... dirt, water, 
and seeds make plants, Plants breathe in carbon dioxide and produce oxygen, 
necessary for all life, We harvest crops and eat them or get fiber from them. 

Solar panels are toxic to make, require vast amounts of land to sit upon, 
don&#39;t clean the air, make climate warmer and make pollution when 
they have burned out their usefulness. Replacing farmland with solar Is less 
than brllliant. Neutral 

Cynthia Pugh 1&#39;m in the log home just past you and they are going to be 
adjoining my property also. I talked to a couple from Poseyville that has been 
fighting a solar farm wanting to locate there. They claim that adjacent 
properties lose 15 to 30% of their value, Another concern is noise. If the 
panels track the sun, one bank doesn&#39;t make too much noise but 
multiply that by hundreds, it could be a nuisance, 
Johnny Denton and they will track the sun ... we were told that! 
Thanks for your support, Maryl Please sign up for our newsletter to get 
involved and stay up-to-date on the project: http://spr.ly/6l87JKgOz 

Hey girl! 
Let&#39;s GO 
Yes only 3 miles away from me 
I do 
The original rockhousel 
Will probably draw lot of boos from the crowd I do not care much for their 
pizza or stromboll the best I can tell it is something about the sauce I 
don&#39;t like 
Where It at I come try it 
Yes -you'll be able to look out the front floor of Rockhouse and see a field or 
ugly solar panels. 
They pave paradise and put up a solar field@@ 

I went there when I could drive 
hadn&#39;t been to that one but if you&#39;re the same as Henderson yep 
as somebody said you&#39;re awesome 
Me 
Normamae Carol Robertson the one in Henderson is not as good. 
Monica Perry ck have to put them to the test tks 

Neutral 
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Neutral 
Neutral 
Neutral 
Neutral 
Neutral 
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Neutral 
Neutral 

Neutral 
Neutral 
Neutral 
Neutral 

Neutral 
Neutral 
Neutral 
Neutral 
Neutral 
Neutral 
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11/1/2021 Angela Anderson 
11/1/2021 Fay Brock 
11/1/2021 Darlene Powell 
11/1/2021 Normamae Carol Robertson 
11/1/2021 Andrea Marie Billings 
11/1/2021 Clifton L. Krahwinkel 
11/1/2021 Mary Willett 
11/1/2021 Pat Speaks-Smith 
11/1/2021 Jeanie Taylor 
11/1/2021 Nancy Reitz 
11/1/2021 Carol Gabbert 
11/1/2021 Mary Clary 
11/1/2021 Pamela Simmons Stone 
11/1/2021 Thelma Johnson 
11/1/2021 Sebree Solar 
11/1/2021 Sebree Solar 
11/1/2021 Cynthia Pugh 

11/1/2021 Karen Reynolds Waddell 

11/1/2021 Shirley Hagan 
11/1/2021 Carolyn Glenn 

11/1/2021 Cynthia Pugh 

11/1/2021 ChristinaGary Johnson 
11/1/2021 Chris Crowley 

11/1/2021 Jerry Reed 
11/1/2021 Chris Crowley 
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12/1/2021 Shaun Mcbride 
12/1/2021 Jean Campbell 

12/1/2021 Dustin Blanford 
12/1/2021 Chris Crowley 
12/1/2021 Chris Crowley 

Dad hi 

Does he have a last name? 

always remember U.S.A. 

SFMF 

Yeah for JOSH 

us 

Go home and destroy your own community and leave Kentucky alone I 

Why is it called Sebree Solar Project when it is in Henderson County?? Sebree 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 
Neutral 
Neutral 
Neutral 
Neutral 

Neutral 
Neutral 

Neutral 
Neutral 

Neutral 
Neutral 
Neutral 
Neutral 
Neutral 
Neutral 

Neutral 

is in Webster County, Neutral 

Lena if your going to talk about something in our communfty then you should 

know that Robards, Ky, Is spelled like this not Robert's,Ky. Just saying. Neutral 

Why do you have to be so rude with your comments? Neutral 
Electricity prices escalated quickly 

Minnesota's electricity prices used to be nearly 20 percent below the national 
average, giving energy-intensive industries in the state, like agriculture, 
manufacturing, and mining, an enormous competitive advantage relative to 
firms operating in other states. 

But that began to change when the NGEA was signed Into !aw because it 
forced electric companies to start spending billions of dollars building wind 
turbines and solar panels to meet arbitrary government mandates. Electricity 
companies like Xcel Energy then raised the price of electricity to pay for the 
wind turbines and solar panels, and they even made a government-approved 
profit on top of it. 

Since 2007, Minnesota's electricity prices increased by 45.7 percent, whereas 
the United States as a whole only saw prices increase by 16.76 percent, 
meaning Minnesota's electricity prices increased 2.72 times faster than the 
natlonal average, 

What compensation do the homeowners receive since instead of look at a 
beautiful field of food growing, we now have to look at these eyesores! 
Guess yall going to take all the farm land. 

Well if they do, It'd be a win, win situation, because it wou!d create 
competition in farming, thus less farms(because the bigger more profitable 
farms will close down the llttle guy farms) thus resulting in less herbicides 
polluting our local environment. Plus generating solar electricity helps keep 
the price of grid electricity down along with the following benefits: 

1. Less Glyphosate in our environment. 

2, Less Cancer. 

3, Less land for Large Scale pollution from Large Scale Agribusiness like Tyson 
Foods. 

4, Less land for the bigger local farming aristocrats, who stick It to the smaller 
farmers here locally. 

5. Less of my Tax dollars going to subsidize Big Agribusiness, and the Large 
Scale Welfare amongst all the local farmers receiving government subsidies, 

Our world is dying, Solar, Wind and Tldal energy generation are the 
compromise Mother Nature is offering, and nothing else. Pick your poison as 

Neutral 

Neutral 
Neutral 

they say, but a choice must be made nonetheless I Ill Neutral 
Always cut the little man Neutral 

Neutral 
Neutral 
Neutral 
Neutral 
Neutral 

Men my daughter were there today Neutral 
I like the presentations that are done monthly on interesting topics. Neutral 
Chris Crowley they&#39;re trying to and taking up more hunting ground, with 
the fences, wildlife won&#39;t be able to roam freely Neutral 
Dustin Blanford lets go brandon. Guess there made in china Neutral 
Sebree Solar Neutral 
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Chris Crowley No Bill Gates is buying up all the farmland! This is like 

everything else it all points to One world ruling! Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Can you imagine what it wtl\ be like when a tornado hits the solar field - that 
sits SO' from mY house @ Neutral 

Sebree Solar you have proven the ability of your lies .... I believe NONE of your 

PR bull!!! Neutral 
Neutral 

No it doesn't Negative 
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religion, or religious sects{Galatians 5:20) ( I Just serve Jehovah God.) .. ever 

since the elder body of &quot;JEHOVAH WITNESS&quot;( l&#39;m not one of 

them, and I have never been a Jehovah&#39;s witness or a member of the 
&quot;WATCHTOWER ORGANIZATION&quot; (I Am A &quot;SERVANT OF 

JEHOVAH&quot; or &quot;WITNESS FOR JEHOVAH&quot; @) Henderson ky 
congregation EXPELLED me from the kingdom Hall on January 16th 2021 for 
addressing a Bible teachings that we all go to heaven and not just a 144,000 
individuals(Reve[ation 7:9-14; Revelation 22:14) because it doesn&#39;t go 
along with the governing body teaches, so I realized they were just false 
religion(no difference than the RELIGIONS they preach about) ifthey&#39;re 
not going to go along with the Bible teachings, If they&#39;re going to go by 
what the governing body teaches rather than what the Bible teaches, and 
Brother Kregg woosley and brother Bruce Bally said they will escort me out 
of the kingdom Hall if I ever come back I am no longer welcome and my 
invitation is revoked(is that the mark • of love Jesus said his disciples would 
have, expelling your brother and friend(instead of addressing it and 

accepting it} for teaching Bible Truth@) 1'would also like to make clear I 
CONTACTED the WATCHTOWER ORGANIZATION in New York and talked to 
brothers about the message they was teaching being false and shared 
SCRIPTURES and told them to make sure the governing body received the 
message, but they still proceed to teach the lie, so I must shed light on the 
truth.(Luke 11:33} but like I said, I was never baptized as a Jehovah&#39;s 
witness, I got baptized outside of the organization, so l&#39;m not baptized 
into any religions or member of any church, so I just actually follow Jesus 
Christ, he is my only leader(Matthew 23:10) I don&#39;t do churches 
anymore, he&#39;s going to destroy all the religious sects, you don&#39;t 
want to be caught In those, no offense @(Revelation 18:4) but I love talking 
to everybody about the Bible anyway, I want everyone to follow Jesus Christ 
but I just don&#39;t want them to follow man, I Just want people to follow 
the Bible for what it says, quit giving to religious organizations or the church 
and their bus!ness(Jehovah&#39;s gift of everlasting life is free through faith Negative 
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religion, or religious sects(Galatians 5:20) { I just serve Jehovah God.) .. ever 
since the elder body of &quot;JEHOVAH WITNESS&quot;( 1&#39;m not one of 
them, and I have never been a Jehovah&#39;s witness or a member of the 
&quot;WATCHTOWER ORGANIZATION&quot; (I Am A &quot;SERVANT OF 

JEHOVAH&quot; or&quot;WITNESS FORJEHOVAH&quot; @) Henderson ky 
congregation EXPELLED me from the kingdom Hall on January 16th 2021 for 
addressing a Bible teachings that we al/ go to heaven and not just a 144,000 
individuals(Revelation 7:9-14; Revelation 22:14) because it doesn&#39;t go 
along with the governing body teaches, so I realized they were just false 
religion(no difference than the RELIGIONS they preach about) if they&#39;re 
not going to go along with the Bible teachings, if they&#39;re going to go by 
what the governing body teaches rather than what the Bible teaches, and 
Brother Kregg woosley and brother Bruce Bally said they will escort me out 
of the kingdom Hall if lever come back I am no longer welcome and my 
invitation is revoked(ls that the mark • of love Jesus said his disciples would 
have, expelling your brother and frlend(instead of addressing it and 

accepting it) for teaching Blble Truth@) I would also like to make clear I 
CONTACTED the WATCHTOWER ORGANIZATION in New York(l 84S-744-
6000) and talked to brothers about the message they was teaching being 
false and shared SCRIPTURES and told them to make sure the governing body 
received the message, but they still proceed to teach the lie, so I must shed 
light on the truth,(Luke 11:33) but like I said, 1 was never baptized as a 
Jehovah&#39;s witness, I got baptized outside of the organization, so 
1&#39;m not baptized into any religions or member of any church, so I just 
actually follow Jesus Christ, he is my only leader(Matthew 23:10) I don&#39;t 
do churches anymore, he&#39;s going to destroy all the religious sects, you 
don&#39;t want to be caught in those, no offense @(Revelation 18:4) but I 
love talking to everybody about the Bible anyway1 I want everyone to follow 
Jesus Christ but I just don&#39;t want them to follow man, l just want people 
to follow the Bible for what it says1 quit giving to rellgious organizations or 
the church and their business(Jehovah&#39;s gift of everlasting life is free 
It's in my backyard- I'll be happy to share the "ReaJU cost to our county[ I'm 
creating a video log of the destruction to our wildlife and beauty of county! 

Negative 

Won't be PR BS!!! Negative 

Sebree Solar I will no longer be able to look out my kitchen window and see 
green fields - turkey strutting or deer playing, All I will see is your ugly metal 
and glass, You're like a cancer taking over a body- Invasive and deadly. Negative 
Rick Coomes - these people are the devil putting their ugly solar panels 
behind my house - destroying the natural beauty of the rolling hills behind 
me, Hills where I watched turkey strut and deer play! Now all I will see is 
metal and glass - no green - no wildlife Negative 
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10/1/2021 Lewis Nick 
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10/1/2021 Richard Justice 

10/1/2021 Cynthia Pugh 

Tell me more lies! Would anyone want to live 100 ft from these ugly things? 

Would you buy a $300,000 home with them surrounding the house'? And 

don&#39;t think for one minute you will be connected to these 

&quot;sweet&quot; community improvement projects. The ONLY 

improvement is the pockets getting lined by this incidious project, The 

project director said when asked directly &quot;it should increase&quot;. 

When same lady was asked by one of the residents living next to the land if 
she would buy a house next to one her answer was &quot; l !Ive in 

FLORIDA&quot; Yea exactly the city officials, the solar company people 

aren&#39;t looking at these things while washing dishes instead of the rolling 

hills that used to bless our eyesight, Rezoning was done under the noses of us 

as well. These people tried farmers In IN and they kicked them off their 

property and got the 100 ft line moved to 500ft and all the sudden the !ands 

weren&#39;t good enough. This is not raising values. !twill look !Ike other 

ones with dead trees weeds and barbed wire for &quot;public safety&quot;. Negative 

It's time I chance my insurance company (g) Negative 

Destroying our farmland and beauty of our county for generations to come 

(g) Negative 

llke I said - a cancer-the only difference is our city/county government 

purposely introduced this cancer ..... but not in their backyards-just cur's@ Negative 

My house, my neighbors and many Robards residents I No one in our local 

government cares about us! Our own magistrate didn't ask one question 

during the hearings! Hearings we knew nothing about!!! 

This is an outright lie and you know itl The farmers and our local government 

are so focused on$$$ they don't care about the adjacent land owners and 

the loss of beauty of our county! 

How's my property value going to go up when my home Is surrounded with 

your ugliness - my land wlll be absorbed into the creek by erosion? I will have 

to witness the decimation and starvation of our local wildlife? 

Not your PR crap ... how? 

They think we Kentuckians are so stupid -we'll believe anything they say! 

They must be right - our Planning Commission ate It right up .... l!ke manna 

from heaven®· All they saw was$$$$ 

Keeping our environment clean is important for future generations. Solar 

energy helps contribute because It doesn't emit air or water pollution and 

creates no hazardous waste. Discover how: http://spr.ly/6180y4k26 
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religion, or religious sects(Galatians 5:20) ( I just serve Jehovah God and 

follow his Son and Heavenly King~ Jesus Christ; Matthew 23:10) .. ever 

since the e!der body of &quot;JEHOVAH WITNESS&quot;( 1&#39;m not one of 

them, and I have never been a Jehovah&#39;s witness or a member of the 

&quot;WATCHTOWER ORGANIZATION&quot; (I Am A &quot;SERVANT OF 
JEHOVAH&quot; or &quot;WITNESS FOR JEHOVAH&quot; lg)) Henderson ky 
congregation EXPELLED me from the kingdom Hall on January 16th 2021 for 

addressing a Bible teachings that we all go to heaven and not just a 144,000 

individuals(Revelation 7:9-14; Revelation 22:14) because it doesn&#39;t go 

along with the governing body teaches, so I realized they were just false 
religion(no difference than the RELIGIONS they preach about) ifthey&#39;re 

not going to go along with the Bible teachings, if they&#39;re going to go by 

what the governing body teaches rather than what the Bible teaches, and 

Brother Kregg woosley and brother Bruce Baily said they will escort me out 

of the kingdom Hall if lever come back I am no longer welcome and my 

invitation is revoked(is that the mark • of love Jesus said his disciples would 

have, expelling your brother and friend(instead of addressing it and 
accepting it) for teaching Bible Truth@) I would also like to make clear I 

CONTACTED the WATCHTOWER ORGANIZATION in New York(l 845-744-
6000) and talked to brothers about the message they was teaching being 

false and shared SCRIPTURES and told them to make sure the governing body 
received the message, but they still proceed to teach the He, so I must shed 

light on the truth,(Luke 11:33) but like 1 said, I was never baptized as a 

Jehovah&#39;s witness, I got baptized outside of the organization, so 

1&#39;m not baptized into any religions or member of any church, so 1 just 

actually follow Jesus Christ, he is my only leader(Matthew 23:10) I don&#39;t 

do churches anymore, he&#39;s going to destroy all the religious sects1 you 

don&#39;t want to be caught in those, no offense @(Revelation 18:4) but I 
love talking to everybody about the Bible anyway, I want everyone to follow 

Jesus Christ but! just don&#39;t want them to follow man, I just want people 

to follow the Bible for what it says, quit giving to religious organizations or 

Sebree Solar money talks doesn1t it-that is all you care about! 
Whc1s going to be around in 30 years1 and say, "wow, that wasn1t a great idea 

aftera11'1? 

You've already moved on to you next job - left this county ugly, wildlife dead 

and land eroded and lifeless, 

On to your next chapter .... 

Who Is going to save your soul? 

You can&#39;t possibly be that stupid and still breathing 

Dennis Davis! support solar- Just don't support it devouring our farmland -

ruining our countryside - killing our wildlife! Have it in your backyard - not 

mine] 

Negative 

Negative 

Negative 

Negative 

Negative 

Negative 

Negative 

Negative 

Negative 
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acclaimed green energy future - and they don't like what they see. 

Instead of the clean power they were promised, they are dealing with 
pollution - and Jots of It. 

Share the facts at CFACT,org: https://www.cfact.org/2021/10/21/irate
farmers-blast-environmental-harm-caused-by-solar-array/ 

Storm water runoff from Dominion Energy's Belcher Solar project has spilled 
into nearby Harris Creek, temporarily turning it into a raging river that has 
flooded land adjacent to the project causing widespread erosion, 

A month-long investigation by Richmond lV station WTVR documents the 
damage the project has caused. To construct the 11300-acre (just over two 
square miles) Industrial-scale Belcher Solar array, Dominion Energy clear-cut 
trees and other vegetation on a parcel that is slightly higher than the 
surrounding land. And when the area is hit by heavy rains, nearby property 
owners suffer the consequences, 

Bobby Marks, whose property has been in his family for four generations, is 
appalled by what has happened to his land. 

''If I had done something like this to someone else's property, then probably 
{Virginia] Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) and Louisa County 
would have me in jail or fine me/' Marks told the lV station. "This big 
company comes in and you can tear up creation and nobody does anything 
about it.1' 

Virginia's DEQ did slap Dominion with a $501000 fine, but that's chump 
change for the deep-pocketed, politically welkonnected utility. Company 
officials have also met with angry property owners in an effort to smooth 

Yes-this is another thing they say is not factual. My back yard literally will 
touch this crap. We will sit on our deck and never have a peaceful evening. 
Our local government threw us to the wolves, 
And, by the way - the only animal that is going to thrive are the coyotes@, 
The planning commission can only see$$$ -they refused to answer to us, 
Only offered up NextEra for their canned, PR crap. 
Go to the "Energy and Policy lnstitute'1 

- read their data on NextEra Energy, 
The lawsuits ... comparing them to thugs I Not a honorable company! 
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religion, or rel!gious sects(Galatians 5:20) ( I just serve Jehovah God and 
follow his Son and Heavenly King ~ Jesus Christ; Matthew 23:10} .. ever 
since the elder body of &quot;JEHOVAH WITNESS&quot;( !&#39;m not one of 
them, and I have never been a Jehovah&#39;s witness or a member of the 
&quot;WATCHTOWER ORGANl2ATION&quot; (I Am A &quot;SERVANT OF 

JEHOVAH&quot; or &quot;WITNESS FOR JEHOVAH&quot; @)) Henderson ky 
congregation EXPELLED me from the kingdom Hall on January 16th 2021 for 
addressing a Bible teachings that we al! go to heaven and not just a 144,000 
individuals(Revelation 7:9-14; Revelation 22:14) because it doesn&#39;t go 
along with the governing body teaches, so I realized they were just false 
religion{no difference than the RELIGIONS they preach about) if they&#39;re 
not going to go along with the Bible teachings, if they&#39;re going to go by 
what the governing body teaches rather than what the Bible teaches, and 
Brother Kregg woosley and brother Bruce Baily said they will escort me out 
of the kingdom Hall if I ever come back I am no longer welcome and my 
invitation is revoked(is that the mark • of love Jesus said his disciples would 
have, expelling your brother and frlend(instead of addressing It and 

accepting it) for teaching Bible Truth@) 1 would also like to make clear I 
CONTACTED the WATCHTOWER ORGANIZATION In New York(l 845-744-
6000) and talked to brothers about the message they was teaching being 
false and shared SCRIPTURES and told them to make sure the governing body 
received the message, but they still proceed to teach the lie, so I must shed 
light on the truth.(Luke 11:33) but like I said, I was never baptized as a 
Jehovah&#39;s witness, I got baptized outside of the organization, so 
1&#39;m not baptized Into any religions or member of any church1 so I just 
actually follow Jesus Christ, he is my only leader(Matthew 23:10) I don&tl39;t 
do churches anymore, he&#39;s going to destroy all the religious sects, you 
don&#39;t want to be caught in those, no offense @(Revelation 18:4) but l 
love talking to everybody about the Bible anyway, I want everyone to follow 
Jesus Christ but I just don&#39;t want them to follow man, I just want people 
to follow the Bible for what it says1 quit giving to religious organizations or 
Not Roberts, "ROBARDS"@ 
Jerry Reed no offense Jerry reed but who the hell's gonna feed you when 
there ain't no more farmers to grow the food for you no chicken no corn no 
beans no wheat no cows not only do these farmers depend on their 
livelihood to make a living but we also depend on their liveHhood to feed our 
families l'm not against seller power by no means but taking farmers land is 

Negative 

Negative 

Negative 
Negative 

not the way to do it Negative 



12/1/2021 Lewis Nick 

1/1/2022 Sebree Solar 

1/1/2022 Sebree Solar 

1/1/2022 Randy Clary 
1/1/2022 Tonya Compton-Miller 
1/1/2022 Joan Hoffman 

1/1/2022 Kara Melton 

1/1/2022 Lewis Nick 

religion, or religious sects{Galatians 5:20) ( I just serve Jehovah God and 

follow his Son and Heavenly King ~ Jesus Christ; Matthew 23:10) .. ever 
since the elder body of &quot;JEHOVAH WITNESS&quot;{ 1&#39;m not one of 
them, and I have never been a Jehovah&#39;s witness or a member of the 
&quot;WATCHTOWER ORGANIZATION&quot; (I Am A &quot;SERVANT OF 

JEHOVAH&quot; or &quot;WITNESS FORJEHOVAH&quot; 18)) Henderson ky 
congregation EXPELLED me from the kingdom Hall on January 16th 2021 for 
addressing a Bible teachings that we all go to heaven and not just a 1441000 
individuais(Revelation 7:9-14; Revelation 22:14) because it doesn&#39;t go 

along with the governing body teaches, so I realized they were just false 
religion(no difference than the RELIGIONS they preach about) if they&#39;re 

not going to go along with the Bible teachings, if they&#39;re going to go by 
what the governing body teaches rather than what the Bible teaches, and 

Brother Kregg woos[ey and brother Bruce Baily said they w!II escort me out 
of the kingdom Hall if I ever come back I am no longer welcome and my 

invitation is revoked(is that the mark • of love Jesus said his d!sdples would 
have, expelling your brother and friend{instead of addressing it and 

accepting it) for teaching Bible Truth@) I would also like to make clear I 
CONTACTED the WATCHTOWER ORGANIZATION in New York(l 845-744-
6000} and talked to brothers about the message they was teaching being 
false and shared SCRIPTURES and told them to make sure the governing body 

received the message, but they still proceed to teach the lie, so I must shed 
light on the truth.(Luke 11:33) but like I said, I was never baptized as a 

Jehovah&#39;s witness, I got baptized outside of the organization, so 
1&#39;m not baptized into any religions or member of any church, so I just 

actually follow Jesus Christ, he is my only leader(Matthew 23:10} I don&#39;t 
do churches anymore, he&#39;s going to destroy all the religious sects, you 

don&#39;t wantto be caught in those, no offense @(Revelation 18:4) but I 

!eve talking to everybody about the Bible anyway, I want everyone to follow 
Jesus Christ but I Just don&#39;t want them to follow man, I just want people 

to follow the Bible for what it says, quit giving to religious organizations or 
Energy that1s affordable, efficient and clean isn't just nice to have-it's a 

must-have, Agree? See how investments in solar power are helping to make 
sustainable energy a reality In our community: 

https://www.nexteraenergyresources.com/sebree-solar/project

overview.html 

Energy that&#39;s affordable, efficient and clean isn't just nice to have-it's a 

must-have. Agree? See how investments in solar power are helping to make 

Positive 

Positive 

sustainable energy a reality in our community: http://spr.ly/6187JhC6t Positive 
We are honored that NextEra Energy was recognized on Fortune's 2021 list of 
companies that "Change the World.11 Delivering value to our communities is 

at the core of how we do business, and we thank you for being a part of 

changing the world with us. 

BAD IDEAL 

Q 
i do care. Coal is buried sunlight. Why would we not want to use the energy 
made by Sun without sending miners underground facing dangers from cave

ins and breathing Issues. My grandfather died of black lung disease from 

working in coal mines from a young age, Solar panels can be on roofs, in 
deserts, many other places, certainly not limited to farmland. The cost for 

coal usage is high-in lives of workers and in the sulfurous effect on all ofus 
who live where power is produced from coal. !t's deadly, We know better 

and can do better, 

Thanks, power to heat up that delicious soup furnished by coal Industry. 

Positive 
Positive 

Positive 

Positive 

Positive 



1/1/2022 Carolyn WIison 
1/1/2022 Jim Rexrode 
1/1/2022 Pam Tucker Tapp 
1/1/2022 Tim Lutz 

1/1/2022 Tammy Brown 
1/1/2022 Sebree Solar 

1/1/2022 Sonya Randolph 
1/1/2022 Sebree Solar 

2/1/2022 Brenda Scott Fowler 
2/1/2022 Tonya Compton-Miller 
2/1/2022 Jerry Reed 
2/1/2022 Shirley Heintz 
2/1/2022 Carolyn Glenn 
2/1/2022 Karen Brank 
2/1/2022 Jimmy R Overfield 
2/1/2022 Donna Reed 
2/1/2022 Joan Hoffman 
2/1/2022 Paula J, Blue 
2/1/2022 Tina! Lewis 
2/1/2022 Greg Jeralds 
2/1/2022 Ettadene Eaden 
2/1/2022 Joan Hoffman 

2/1/2022 Tina! Lewis 
2/1/2022 Joan Hoffman 
2/1/2022 Sebree Solar 

2/1/2022 Sebree Solar 

2/1/2022 Lina Jensen 
2/1/2022 Lois Jeanie Pike 
2/1/2022 Tamara Walker Miller 
3/1/2022 Wil Mccloy 
3/1/2022 Tonya Compton-Miller 
3/1/2022 Jason Romani 
3/1/2022 Jule McClellan 
3/1/2022 Cj Jeff 
3/1/2022 Joshua Uhlenbrock 

5P 5P Pill I\IIIIULJVIYI IYlll'UJll'\I rv" IYII UVLJ.JL.l lVYMII Ml1LJ.JL.JUJ 

CHRISTiP iP 
0. Luke 6:32[\ 
"If you love only those who love you, why should you get credit for that? 
Even sinners love those who love them I 

Q 1John 4:19 Q 
We love1 because he first loved us. 

Jehovah has Invited us to join his spirtual family, This family is made up of 
those who have dedicated themselves to Jehovah God and Jesus Christ(these 
people come from all nationalities and originate from places all over the ~ 

and not just found in a man~made organization, these people Just follow 
Jesus Christ as their leader not any men {Matthew 23:10). Also this family is 
made up of those who have exercised faith In the Ransom of our heavenly 
King~ Jesus Christ. This spiritual family is happy family because they live by 
the law of love and all of us on ~ today desiring to be future citizens of this 
Kingdom will be practicing love to all people on ~, even if they don&#39;t 
believe like you do, even if they are a atheist you show love 0> and 
compassion to them. Those desiring to be future citizens of this Kingdom also 
preach accurate BlBLETRUTH(not half truths but complete truth) and they 
proclaim with their mouth to others about their faith in Jesus Christ when 
they have an opportunity or when the spirit moves them to do so. So all 
those putting faith in our heavenly King~ Jesus Christ enjoy a meaningful 
life now(not by pushing books or slaving for men and FOLLOWING 
MEN{Matthew 23:10; 1 Corinthians 7:23) making their organizations rich, 
whether that for the watchtower organization pushing their ~ as you go 
door to door preaching their lies® and putting money in their contribution 
boxes or the Catholic church and Baptist Church and other religious 
sects~{Galatians 5:20; revelation 18:4) that pass the plate and their 
preachers live in million dollar houses and mansions and drive $100,000 cars 
and their flock is suffering and yet their flock is taken care of them @) but by Positive 
My Tara&#39;s potatoe soup.The best 1&#39;ve EVER eaten I Positive 
Looks good I Positive 
Cheddar chowder Positive 
Did my duty today and had French Onion soup from Panera Bread to go! 
Great food I Positive 
Is it good never been there Positive 
Did you know January Is National Soup Month? Our Sebree Solar team 
warmed up with a delicious cup of chicken soup from The Famous Bistro, 
Share your favorite soup in the comments below! 
Kathy Suggs mine too~ 
Hi Keith, we are glad to see your support for solar. We evaluate the solar 
resource across the region and select interested landowners with available 
land that provides the greatest amount of solar energy, When the farmland 
cannot be used for crop production during the life of the project, solar 
projects still help preserve the land by allowing it to remain fallow and give a 
rest from fertilizer application, Then this may enhance its value for the 
landowner and local tax purposes, and its potential productivity for future 
farming, 
Good idea 

Q 
Welcome to the neighborhood, 
Welcome Young lady Q 
Congratulations I 
Congratulations 
Congratulations II 
Welcome 
Welcome to Henderson! 
Welcome! 
Welcome to HENDERSON,KENTUCKY)? 
Congratulations to a beautiful lady 
Welcome 
Sebree Solar I thank you!. We have to continue sharing this story and propel 
the truth about solar. Our community needs to realize the benefits to all of 
us AND to the environment! 
CONGRATULATIONS 
Sebree Solar, thanks for your informative response I 
Hi Karen, thank you for your questions. It's important to point out that 
there's a difference between the private solar Installations that you might 
install on your roof to generate electricity for your home, and the type of 
project we're proposing with Sebree Solar. This project will feed electricity to 
the larger electric grid and can power tens of thousands of homes, creating 
local economic benefits including jobs and additional tax revenue directly to 
Henderson County. Also, the projects may enhance the land value and its 
potential productivity for future farmlng by giving it a urest11 from fertilizer 
application. 

Thanks for your support, Brenda I Please sign up for our newsletter to get 
involved and stay up-to-date on the project: http://spr.ly/6180KMek4 
Beautiful family II 
Mary Clary Awesome. 
This is such an awesome picture! 
Love to just don&#39;t have much time to 

Q 
For real it&#39;s my favorite place.,. 
I walk the Riverfront every day weather permitting and not out of town. 
Nice 

Positive 
Positive 

Positive 
Positive 
Positive 
Positive 
Positive 
Positive 
Positive 
Positive 
Positive 
Positive 
Positive 
Positive 
Positive 
Positive 

Positive 
Positive 
Positive 

Positive 

Positive 
Positive 
Positive 
Positive 
Positive 
Positive 
Positive 
Positive 
Positive 



3/1/2022 Joan Hoffman 

3/1/2022 Nick Lewis 

3/1/2022 Tramp Lawing 

3/1/2022 Christopher Bray 

3/1/2022 Thomason1s Barbecue 

3/1/2022 Newman Larue 

3/1/2022 Shannon Sandefur Martin 

3/1/2022 Jeff Duncan 

3/1/2022 Sebree Solar 

3/1/2022 Juanita Osborne 

3/1/2022 Jeff Duncan 

3/1/2022 Sebree Solar 

3/1/2022 Joan Hoffman 

3/1/2022 Joshua Uhlenbrock 

3/1/2022 Patsy Griggs 

3/1/2022 William Osborne Lloyd 

3/1/2022 Tina[ Lewis 

3/1/2022 Kim Snow-Abshagen 

3/1/2022 Jeff Duncan 

3/1/2022 Sebree Solar 

3/1/2022 Sebree Solar 

3/1/2022 Sebree Solar 

3/1/2022 Sebree Solar 
3/1/2022 Sebree Solar 

3/1/2022 Sebree Solar 

3/1/2022 Sebree Solar 

3/1/2022 Sebree Solar 

3/1/2022 Sebree Solar 

Awesome. I love solar energy ~ 

Love our riverfront and parks! 
1JP JP !VII 1'.ll'f\;;JL/UlVI IVlll'U.Jt r\l ru" IVII \.:IUU Jl-l!UVnll M1,u JI-..JU.J 

CHRISTiffe iffe 

I know Jehovah witnesses have been taught a lie that heaven is meant for a 

144,000 people ... but the only place that there&#39;s a specific number 

mentioned of those who go to heaven is in Revelation and it gives a number 

of 144000 to go to heaven for specific purpose to be Kings and priests for a 

1000 years(but notice 1st Corinthians comes before revelation we read the 

Bible from front to back not Back to front) ... 

JW&#39;s have been taught 1st Corinthians is only addressed to the 

144,000{orthe annointed) but notice in 1st Corinthians 1 who Paul is 

directing this letter to 

1st Corinthians 1:2 

to the congregation of God that is in Corinth, to you who have been sanctified 

in union with Christ Jesus, called to be holy ones1 together with all those 

everywhere who are calling on the name of our Lord Jesus Christ .. (we know 

the holy ones are the annoited but he also added in, &quot;togetherwith all 

those everywhere who are calling on the name of the Lord Jesus Christ&quot; 

so this is for everybody who calls on the name of the Lord Jesus Christ, this is 

who this letter is addressed to 

skip to 

1st Corinthians 6:10 

thieves1 greedy people1 drunkards, revilers1 and extortioners W!LL NOT 

INHERIT GOD'S KINGDOM(all servants of Jehovah will inherit God&#39;s 

Kingdom, that&#39;s our goal to get into that Kingdom) 

skip ahead to 

1st Corinthians lS:44 

Positive 
Positive 

!tis sown a physical body; it is raised up a spiritual body. If there Is a physical Positive 

Sebree Solar ok thank you! Positive 

Thomason&#39;s Barbecue you definitely have to try them. Best In 

Henderson Positive 

We love to have you visit and enjoy our BBQ and our mouthwatering BBQ 

Baked Beans! 

www.thomasonsbbq.com 

1&#39;m 100 percent solar energy and it has already paid for its self Q it 

J),J),J), 
Brent&#39;s in Uniontown Ky is very good ~ 

Meet the team Monday! We want to introduce you to Chelsey, one of our 
new Sebree Solar team members. Before joining the team, she spent several 

years in the healthcare industry working with hospitals in Western Kentucky. 

On a day-to-day basis, she communicates with local leaders and community 

members and manages project development activities, 

She enjoys hiking and trying new BBQ places In her free time, so please share 

any recommendations In the comments below! 

Malcolm Moore Thanks 

Sebree Solar Thompson BBQ The beans are the best!! 

Thanks for your support, Joshua! Please sign up for our newsletter to get 

involved and stay up-to-date on the project: http://spr.ly/6184KSQ34 

Thank you, Sebree Solar! 
I love my KENTUCKY GIRLS[ 

ThankyouQ. 
Congratulations 

Thank You Sebree SolarQ ® '( 
Congratulations I I 

Red cross X [I] helped us through the 2009 Tornado 'l:) a GOD SEND/II 

March is Red Cross Month, a national tradition that began nearly 80 years 

ago. We're proud to support the Kentucky Red Cross and bring awareness to 

their lifesaving mission. 

We believe In being there for our communities from contributions to 

volunteering time. Thank you to the Kentucky Red Cross for your immediate 

response to recent disasters and to the countless people you help every day. 

Positive 

Positive 

Positive 

Positive 

Positive 
Positive 

Positive 

Positive 

Positive 

Positive 

Positive 

Positive 

Positive 

Positive 

Positive 

#KentuckyStrong Positive 

Thanks for letting us know\ Positive 
Thank you for your support, Joan I Positive 

Thanks, William! Positive 

Thank you for your support, Tina]! Positive 

The Henderson Juice Co &amp; Kitchen is a must-visit! Our Sebree Solar team 

recently stopped in for lunch1 and they also got to enjoy local music and take 

part in a delicious juice tasting. What is your favorite juice? 

Thank you, Maryl We appreciate it! 

Thank you for your support in solar, Newman I Feel free to sign up for our 

newsletter to get involved and stay up-to-date on the project: 

http://spr.ly/6184Kqtgs 

Positive 

Positive 

Positive 



3/1/2022 Sebree Solar 

3/1/2022 Sebree Solar 

4/1/2022 Radiant Sun Boutique 

4/1/2022 Sue Niswonger Woodard 
4/1/2022 Jennifer Hanville Clary 

4/1/2022 Connie Bassett Di Zinno 
4/1/2022 Lori Davis Meacham 

4/1/2022 Sebree Solar 

4/1/2022 Sebree Solar 

4/1/2022 Sebree Solar 

4/1/2022 Sebree Solar 

4/1/2022 Sebree Solar 

5/1/2022 Tom Adams 

5/1/2022 Nick Lewis 

5/1/2022 Nick Lewis 

Hi Larry, our developers will be happy to answer your question at 

sebreesolar@nexteraenergy.com, Our website is also a great resource for 
any other questions you may have: http://spr.ly/61B7KqvkZ 

Thanks, Kim I 
Thanks for the recommendation, Jeff! 

Thank you so much for thinking of us! We're so happy you loved RSBQ 

Ha-Ophelia Anniversary I 111 Q Q Q 
Sooooo glad you went! That is my Neice's boutique!! Thank you for 

supporting! 

I love this adorable boutique I 

The ladies there, are my favorite part of shopping there, but I also love the 

clothes I've purchased, as well. @ As a matter of fact, 1
1ll be getting my next 

piece as soon as I can get in next week! @ The place is adorable and the 

people who work there always make my day I Q Q Q 
Our Sebree Solar team recently discovered this local gem while shopping in 

downtown Henderson, Radiant Sun Boutique is such a cute shop, and our 

team picked up some fabulous earrings and candles. What&#39;s your 

Positive 

Positive 
Positive 

Positive 

Positive 

Positive 

Positive 

Positive 

favorite find? Positive 

Thank you for having us1 we loved !ti Positive 

Thanks, Jennifer! It was adorable! Positive 

That&#39;s awesome, Lori! Thanks for sharing. Positive 

Renewable energy means a cleaner environment for the future. Find out why 

investing in solar Is Important: http://spr.ly/6182zBzC[ Positive 

You should build a beautiful solar house Positive 
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CHRISTffesfo' 

I know Jehovah witnesses have been taught a lie that heaven is meant for a 

1441000 people .. , but the only place that there&#39;s a specific number 

mentioned of those who go to heaven is in Revelation and it gives a number 

of 144000 to go to heaven for specific purpose to be Kings and priests for a 

1000 years(but notice 1st Corinthians comes before revelation we read the 

Bible from front to back not Back to front) ... 

JW&#39;s have been taught 1st Corinthians is only addressed to the 

144,000(or the annointed) but notice in 1st Corinthians 1 who Paul is 

directing this letter to 

1st Corinthians 1:2 

to the congregation of God that is in Corinth, to you who have been sanctified 

in union with Christ Jesus, called to be holy ones, together with all those 

everywhere who are calling on the name of our Lord Jesus Christ .. (we know 

the holy ones are the annoited but he also added in, &quot;together with all 

those everywhere who are calling on the name of the lord Jesus Christ&quot; 

so this !s for everybody who calls on the name of the Lord Jesus Christ, this is 

who this letter Is addressed to 

skip to 

1st Corinthians 6:10 

thieves, greedy people, drunkards, revilers, and extortioners WILL NOT 

INHERIT GOD'S KINGDOM(all servants of Jehovah will inherit God&#39;s 

Kingdom, that&#39;s our goal to get into that Kingdom) 

skip ahead to 

1st Corinthians 15:44 

It is sown a physical body; it is raised up a spiritual body, lfthere is a physical Positive 



5/1/2022 Nick Lewis 
5/1/2022 Nick Lewis 

5/1/2022 Charles Cameron 
5/1/2022 Sebree Solar 

5/1/2022 Sebree Solar 

5/1/2022 Jennifer Hanville Clary 
5/1/2022 Nick Lewis 
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CHRISTI!!,' a,' 

I know Jehovah witnesses have been taught a lie that heaven is meant for a 
144,000 people ... but the only place that there&#39;s a specific number 
mentioned of those who go to heaven is in Revelation and it gives a number 
of 144000 to go to heaven for specific purpose to be Kings and priests for a 
1000 years{but notice 1st Corinthians comes before revelation we read the 
Bible from front to back not Back to front) ... 

JW&#39;s have been taught 1st Corinthians is only addressed to the 
144,000{orthe annointed) but notice in 1st Corinthians 1 who Paul is 
directing this letter to 

1st Corinthians 1:2 
to the congregation of God that Is in Corinth, to you who have been sanctified 
in union with Christ Jesus, called to be holy ones, together with all those 

everywhere who are calling on the name of our Lord Jesus Christ .. {we know 
the holy ones are the annoited but he also added in, &quot;together with all 
those everywhere who are calling on the name of the Lord Jesus Christ&quot; 
so this is for everybody who calls on the name of the Lord Jesus Christ, this is 
who this letter is addressed to 

skip to 
1st Corinthians 6:10 
thieves, greedy people, drunkards, revllers, and extortioners WILL NOT 
INHERIT GOD'S KINGDOM(all servants of Jehovah will inherit God&#39;s 
Kingdom, that&#39;s our goal to get Into that Kingdom) 

skip ahead to 
1st Corinthians 15:44 
lt is sown a physical body; it is raised up a spiritual body. If there is a physical Positive 
D.j. Peach ~ Positive 
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CHRISTI!!,' ifo' 

I know Jehovah witnesses have been taught a lie that heaven is meant for a 
144,000 people ... but the only place that there&#39;s a specific number 
mentioned of those who go to heaven is in Revelation and it gives a number 
of 144000 to go to heaven for specific purpose to be Kings and priests for a 
1000 years{but notice 1st Corinthians comes before revelation we read the 
Bible from front to back not Back to front) ... 

JW&#39;s have been taught 1st Corinthians is only addressed to the 
144,000{or the annointed) but notice in 1st Corinthians 1 who Paul is 
directing this letter to 

1st Corinthians 1:2 
to the congregation of God that Is in Corinth, to you who have been sanctified 
in union with Christ Jesus, called to be holy ones, together with all those 

everywhere who are calHng on the name of our Lord Jesus Christ .. (we know 
the holy ones are the annoited but he also added in, &quot;togetherwith all 
those everywhere who are calling on the name of the lord Jesus Christ&quot; 
so this is for everybody who calls on the name of the Lord Jesus Christ, this is 
who this letter is addressed to 

skip to 
1st Corinthians 6:10 
thieves, greedy people, drunkards, revilers, and extortioners WILL NOT 
INHERIT GOD'S KINGDOM(all servants of Jehovah will inherit God&#39;s 
Kingdom, that&#39;s our goal to get into that Kingdom) 

skip ahead to 
1st Corinthians 1S:44 
It is sown a physical body; it is raised up a spiritual body. If there is a physical Positive 
Great Positive 
Our Sebree Solarteam loved grabbing lunch at Drane's Kurve Inn. Our team 
can&#39;t wait to go back for the tasty food and wonderful experience, What 
menu item do you recommend we try next7 
Thanks to the Kentucky Chamber of Commerce Foundation for the 
opportunity to participate in the recent Bus to Business 
#WorkforceWednesday program. Our Sebree Solar team had a great time 
connecting with students and sharing more about potential renewable 
energy career pathways, and Kentucky's energy future. We're excited for 
what their futures hold I 
Awesome! 

Positive 

Positive 
Positive 



5/1/2022 Sebree Solar 

6/1/2022 Sebree Solar 

6/1/2022 Nick Lewis 

6/1/2022 Sue Baker 
6/1/2022 Sebree Solar 

6/1/2022 Sebree Solar 

1/1/2022 Cynthia Pugh 

1/1/2022 Sebree Solar 

1/1/2022 Keith Michalski 

1/1/2022 Billy H Williams 
1/1/2022 Kara Melton 

1/1/2022 Sebree Solar 
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CHRIST"'"' 

I know Jehovah witnesses have been taught a lie that heaven is meant for a 
144,000 people ... but the only place that there&#39;s a specific number 
mentioned of those who go to heaven is in Revelation and it gives a number 
of 144000 to go to heaven for specific purpose to be Kings and priests for a 
1000 years{but notice 1st Corinthians comes before revelation we read the 
Bible from front to back not Back to front) ... 

JW&#39;s have been taught 1st Corinthians !sonly addressed to the 
144,000(or the annointed) but notice in 1st Corinthians 1 who Paul is 
directing this letter to 

1st Corinthians 1:2 
to the congregation of God that is in Corinth, to you who have been sanctified 
in union with Christ Jesus, called to be holy ones, together wfth all those 

everywhere who are calling on the name of our Lord Jesus Christ .. {we know 
the holy ones are the annoited but he also added in, &quot;together with all 
those everywhere who are calling on the name of the Lord Jesus Christ&quot; 
so this is for everybody who calls on the name of the Lord Jesus Christ, this Is 
who this letter is addressed to 

skip to 
1st Corinthians 6:10 
thieves, greedy people, drunkards, revilers, and extortioners WILL NOT 
INHERIT GOD'S KINGDOM(all servants of Jehovah will inherit God&#39;s 
Kingdom, that&#39;s our goal to get into that Kingdom) 

skip ahead to 
1st Corinthians 15:44 
It is sown a physical body; it is raised up a spiritual body. If there is a physical Positive 
Honoring America1s heroes. We salute and remember our brave men and 
women who made the ultimate sacrifice, 
To all the wondeliul mothers in our community, and on our NextEra Energy 
Resources team, we wish you a happy Mothers Day! Thank you for making 

Positive 

every day a little brighter. Positive 
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CHRIST#"' 

1 know Jehovah witnesses have been taught a lie that heaven is meant for a 
144,000 people ... but the only place that there&#39;s a specific number 
mentioned of those who go to heaven is in Revelation and It gives a number 
of 144000 to go to heaven for specific purpose to be Kings and priests for a 
1000 years{but notice 1st Corinthians comes before revelation we read the 
Bible from front to back not Back to front), .. 

JW&#39js have been taught 1st Corinthians is only addressed to the 
144,000{or the annointed} but notice in 1st Corinthians 1 who Paul is 
directing this letter to 

1st Corinthians 1:2 
to the congregation of God that is in Corinth, to you who have been sanctified 
In union with Christ Jesus, called to be holy ones, together with all those 

everywhere who are calling on the name of our Lord Jesus Chrtst .. (we know 
the holy ones are the annoited but he also added in, &quot;together with all 
those everywhere who are calling on the name of the Lord Jesus Chr!st&quot; 
so this is for everybody who calls on the name of the Lord Jesus Christ, this is 
who this letter is addressed to 

skip to 
1st Corinthians 6:10 
thieves, greedy people, drunkards, revilers, and extortioners WILL NOT 
INHERIT GOD'S KINGDOM(all servants of Jehovah will inherit God&#39;s 
Kingdom, that&#39;s our goal to get into that Kingdom) 

skip ahead to 
1st Corinthians 15:44 
It is sown a physical body; it is raised up a spiritual body. If there Is a physical Positive 
Good to know! Positive 
We were humbled and inspired to see this incredible sight as Henderson 
County honored the fallen on Memorial Day weekend. Thanks for your 
service! 
To all the wonderful fathers in our community and on our NextEra Energy 
Resources team, we wish you a Happy Father's Day[ 
There is, and will be, no accountability on your part I You are the definition of 
destruction and evil! 
Curious how solar energy is created? There are several key parts including the 
panels that collect the sunlight, a racking system, and power Inverters that 
make the energy useful for residents like you, Learn more here: 
http://spr.ly/61B1KEmOW 
All for solar but lets keep it off prime farm ground. Please explore options on 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

reclaimed mine land. Neutral 
You're right not good idea Neutral 

Somehow someone fixed It so you can't view ALL the comments, suspicious! Neutral 



1/1/2022 Cynthia Pugh 

1/1/2022 Kara Melton 
1/1/2022 Scott Brackett 

1/1/2022 Kara Melton 

1/1/2022 Cynthia Pugh 
1/1/2022 Mike Lawrence 

1/1/2022 Tamara Lacer Denton 

1/1/2022 Kathy Suggs 
1/1/2022 Jean Campbell 
1/1/2022 Linda Blake Sheppard 
1/1/2022 Terrie Meredith 
1/1/2022 Marcia Milam 
1/1/2022 Ruth Buckmaster 
1/1/2022 Margaret Blanford 
1/1/2022 Gail Simpson 
1/1/2022 Donna Sue Hicks 
1/1/2022 Faith Echols 
1/1/2022 Pat Speaks-Smith 
1/1/2022 Linda Burton 
1/1/2022 Amber Gilbert 
1/1/2022 Kathy Creasey 
1/1/2022 Shirley Wright 
1/1/2022 Rhonda Daugherty 
1/1/2022 Patricia Tyler 
1/1/2022 Kaleb Merritt 
1/1/2022 Tim Lutz 

2/1/2022 Joan Hoffman 

2/1/2022 Karen Reynolds Waddell 

2/1/2022 Wes Hutton 
2/1/2022 Karen Reynolds Waddell 

2/1/2022 Karen Reynolds Waddell 

2/1/2022 Paul Hopper 

2/1/2022 Kara Melton 
2/1/2022 Karen Reynolds Waddell 

2/1/2022 Kara Melton 
2/1/2022 Joan Hoffman 
2/1/2022 William Mortis 

2/1/2022 Sebree Solar 

Our Kentucky Development team met with leaders of Elizabethtown 
Community &amp; Technical College to discuss pathways for career 

development in solar and renewable energy. Look forward to collaborating In 
the months ahead! Neutral 

Joan Hoffman you follow the liberal agenda perfectly- regurgitate the 

mantra. 
The tiny amount of energy produced from those metal and glass panels will 
one one day be mountains of hazardous garbage. 
But we'll both be dead and we can have pass that on to our grandkids@, 
Sebree Solar And you expect people to believe that? 
Joan Hoffman if you substitute the materials used to make solar panels with 
the word coal you come out about the same I! 

Joan Hoffman coal mining is safer than ever, comparing coal mining today to 
coal mines your grandfather worked in 75 years ago !s no comparison. Just 

Neutral 
Neutral 

Neutral 

another liberal talking point Neutral 
Sebree Solar we are not the sheep you think we are! Neutral 

Cynthia Pugh Tell me again about the hazards of solar. 
https://www.natlonalgeographic.com/environment/artic/e/coa[-other-dark-

side-toxic-ash Neutral 
Kara Melton I noticed you can&#39;t see the replies now!! Just ltke the 

government censorship!! 
Chuck potato soup with cheese and Bacon@ 

Homemade chili 
Homemade vegetable soup, 

Mushroom 
Homemade vegetable beef soup 

Ham and Northern Bean 
Homemade vegetable soup, 

Homemade vegetable beef soup and homemade chicken noodle 

Vegetable soup or chili 
Oh heck I Hke all and any kind of soup. 

Chili 
Veg.soup with crackers and cheese 

Vegetable Soup like it thick@ 
Taco soup 

Yummy 

Lentil I 
Vegetable beef soup/crackers/grilled cheese 
Why did some dude named Randy give this the anger react lmao 

Kaleb Merritt Because there's one in every group! I am fixing homemade 

chill today I J;) 

We have responsibility to take care of the earth. Twenty years ago we were 

warned by Al Gore that if we do nothing to capture the sunlight and, also, if 
we continue using fossil fuel for our energy needs, the Earth and its resources 

will in jeopardy, We are essentially there. Thankfully there are many who 
see this as real and truthful and are making changes in the way they work, 

drive, farm and heat/cool their homes and businesses. May we see these as 
critical times, Surely we are willing to make necessary changes order to make 

environment livable and productive for those who follow us. 

livable for future generations?? When you take farmland up to place solar 

panels that takes the place of growing crops to produce food, How are future 
generations to eatr? If the City, County, and State Government want solar 

energy then have it placed on every building and house, The space is readily 
available and does not take from farmland that produces food. 

Needs to be changed back a few decades 
Well a lot of comments this month on doubled January utility bills will this 

solar farm bring the utilities back down?? 

Sebree Solar hi it wasn't a question it was a statement. Resident will not see 

any reduction in their utilities, Jobs will be for short term Installation of the 
solar farm and a handful or less to maintain. If everyone residential and City 

and County had solar installed and fed into the grid. That would double or 
triple the amount of being fed Into the grid. Free the farmland up for growing 

food and also put money back to everyone with lower utilities and not just 
money into the pockets of the leased farmland and elected officials and 

Sebree Solar which is in Henderson County not Union County nice way to 

come in off the radar so people wouldn1t know. 
Karen Reynolds Waddell valid point. How many acres of roof could be used 

for solar panels at Walmart, Lowe&#39;s, Henderson schools, municipal 
buildings. How about water wheels on the river at every bridge to generate 

power? 
We do need to get away from coal. The fly ash mountains are Also taking up 

hundreds of acres of land. 

Bottom line, balance of all options & 
Sebree Solar your spreading the fertilizer 

Sebree Solar then why was a representative when notifying residents around 
the area, some who are on well water, the statement to them, 11you might 

want to get on county water.11 That statement right there tells me Solar is 
going to contaminate the soil and water. 

Noticed how SS changed the wording if there statement 
WIiiiam, absolutely, and we're running on a tight time schedule! 

Joan Hoffman yes and I worry that politicians in the State and Federal 
government that won&#39;t act quickly enough to save the planet. 

Neutral 
Neutral 

Neutral 
Neutral 

Neutral 
Neutral 

Neutral 
Neutral 

Neutral 
Neutral 

Neutral 
Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 
Neutral 

Neutral 
Neutral 

Neutral 
Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 
Neutral 

Neutral 



2/1/2022 Sebree Solar 

2/1/2022 Sebree Solar 

2/1/2022 Paul E Moore 

2/1/2022 Linda Yackle Tramill 
2/1/2022 Joan Hoffman 

2/1/2022 Craig Abbott 

2/1/2022 Craig Abbott 

2/1/2022 Tamara Lacer Denton 

2/1/2022 Tamara Lacer Denton 

2/1/2022 Tamara Lacer Denton 

2/1/2022 Tamara Lacer Denton 

2/1/2022 Tamara Lacer Denton 

2/1/2022 Joan Hoffman 
2/1/2022 Tamara Lacer Denton 

2/1/2022 Tamara Lacer Denton 

2/1/2022 Craig Abbott 

2/1/2022 Sebree Solar 

2/1/2022 Craig Abbott 

2/1/2022 Craig Abbott 

2/1/2022 Craig Abbott 

2/1/2022 Craig Abbott 

2/1/2022 Craig Abbott 

Ever wonder how a universal-scale solar project creates energy? Check out 

this graphic for the details l Neutral 

Want to be more involved with Sebree Solar? Sign up for our email 
newsletter and get the latest news delivered straight to your in box! 

http://spr.ly/6184KELMO 
Want to be more involved with Sebree Solar? Sign up for our email 

newsletter and get the latest news delivered straight to your in box! 

http://spr.ly/6184KELMO 
Welcome, but if I was a waiter I would definitely card you ® 

Craig Abbott Craig Abbott, I am so hoping you will become more informed 
about solar energy. Misinformation is dangerous. 

Joan Hoffman it's not about solar energy. It's about guthrie solar wrapping 

700 acres of solar around the town of new Bloomfield missouri. The solar 
energy provides no benefit to the community. It goes elsewhere. They are 

Neutral 

Neutral 
Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

wrapping our city and school. You support that? Not us! Neutral 

Joan Hoffman tel! me about how your Sebree Solar project helps your host 
town and schools. Does it wrap your city like Guthrie Solar will? Neutral 

Craig Abbott we live in Robards and they are getting ready to put a huge solar 
farm behind us and into the next county. I dint understand why they 

can&#39;t put those farms in the bottins where there are no houses around. 
Some of our neighbors wlll be surrounded by 3 sides of nothing but solar 

panels. Or put them in front of the so called politicians or big shots in the 
towns and see how they like being surrounded by them II 

Craig Abbott we have read some articles about solar. Hopefully those 

batteries will not leak like they have in other places because they are toxic!! 
Plus they tell you your home will not depreciate but from what we have read 
it is about 15%. 

Craig Abbott that is going to lock you all in. Sad. 

Craig Abbott we have a big power plant like 5 miles from us. Doesn&#39;t 
matter how close it is all the same price. 

Sebree Solar thanks but I do not believe you. I have researched and read 
several articles that contradict you. 
Tamara, can you give me the source of your information? 

Joan Hoffman would love to share, There are several online and I Just 
don&#39;t rely on the data from Sebree Solar. 

11ln addition, toxic chemicals are needed to process lithium. ''The release of 
such chemicals through leaching, spills or air emissions can harm 

communities, ecosystems and food production. 11 Moreover, lithium 
extraction inevitably harms the soil and also causes air contaminatlon."Oct 
14, 2019 

https://www .nse nergybusineshttps ://storymaps,a rcgis,com/ stories/e387e4e 
70bfc4f63a3d0cd20c777e89cs,com > 

https ://www, wired,co,uk/a rticle/lithium-batteries-environment-impact 

https://www.instituteforenergyresearch.org/renewa ble/the-environmental-

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 
Neutral 

impact-of-lithium-batteries/?amp=l Neutral 
Joan Hoffman property value articles, 

https://a mp. providencejou rna l.com/amp/114176156 

https://maysville-online,com/letters/189515/property-va lues-impacted-near
sola r-installatlons/a mp 

https://www. westbridge,energy /too-close-to-home-the-realities-of-living

next-to-a-solar-energy-field/ 

Does Sidewalk Cafe support Sebree Solar and Guthrie Solar wrapping solar 

Neutral 

around a small town at Its city limits and school preventing it from expanding? Neutral 

Hi Karen, people have been safely living and working around solar panels for 
decades. Solar energy emits no pollutlon and the overall impact of solar on 

human health is overwhelmingly positive. Modern solar panels are made of 
materials typical of those found in electronic equipment and are encased, so 

they do not pose a concern for the water supply or public health. 

It ls if you are trying to wrap solar like Guthrie Solar around a small rural 
town of 500 preventing the town and school from growing. Surely the 
Henderson co Henderson KY Chamber of Commerce doesn't support that do 

Neutral 

they, Neutral 

Does Henderson KY Henderson KY Chamber of Commerce support your 

companies wrapping solar around small towns at their city limit and schools 
preventing them from expanding? That's what Guthrie Solar Sebree Solar 

and Florida Power &amp; Light are doing to guthrie missouril! 
Mary Clary, Tell our community about you project In Kentucky? 

Madison Clary Mary Clary can you show us your map and tell us about your 

project? Does your community see energy benefits from the Sebree Solar 
project? Do your schools benefit or it it just a financial gain to the 

participating landowners? We would love to hear your story!! 

Neutral 
Neutral 

Neutral 



2/1/2022 Mary Clary 
2/1/2022 Mary Clary 

2/1/2022 Mary Clary 
2/1/2022 Mary Clary 

2/1/2022 Trey Campbell 
2/1/2022 Craig Abbott 

2/1/2022 Madison Clary 
2/1/2022 Sebree Solar 

2/1/2022 Sebree Solar 
2/1/2022 Sebree Solar 

2/1/2022 Sebree Solar 
2/1/2022 Craig Abbott 

2/1/2022 Sebree Solar 

3/1/2022 Tramp Lawing 

3/1/2022 Craig Abbott 

3/1/2022 Craig Abbott 

3/1/2022 Todd Sellers 

3/1/2022 Craig Abbott 

3/1/2022 Craig Abbott 

3/1/2022 Craig Abbott 

3/1/2022 Craig Abbott 

3/1/2022 Craig Abbott 

Guthrie Solar of course you do, Did Mary Clary allow you to put solar on her 
property at the city limits of a rural community preventing growth. You don't 

dispute my claim in one single post because you know it's true I Come on 
guthrie Sebree Solar. Florida Power &amp; Light 
Sarah Clary 
Lois Jeanie Pike 
Madison Clary 

Lind.a Fox 
Jason Skaggs 

Mary Clary Madison Clary can you tell us about your Sebree Solar projects for 

the Guthrie solar fo!ks? Does your solar benefit your local communities? 
Does it benefit your school? Guthrie solar will wrap our town and school at it 

Neutral 
Neutral 
Neutral 
Neutral 
Neutral 
Neutral 

city limits and prevent growth, The solar benefits won't benefit our towns! I Neutral 
Mary Clary can I share this? Neutral 

Or chose to wrap solar around small towns and schools like you are doing 
with the Guthrie Solar project in new Bloomfield missouri with no energy 
benefit to anyone around here, Our so!ar light in our town square provides 
more benefit to our community that this project. That's a correct statement 

Neutral 
Neutral 
Neutral 
Neutral 

Florida Power &amp; Light, Guthrie solar, Sebree Solar? Neutral 
Hi Tamara, we want you to know that used l!thlum-ion batteries are NOT 
considered hazardous waste by the EPA, and many of the battery 
manufacturers we work with offer to reclaim their lithium-ion batteries as 
many of the component parts can be recycled from spent batteries and used 
in new products, Numerous addit!onal property value assessments have also 
found no evidence of decreased property values after construction of a solar 
farm, and report solar projects may increase property value and 
marketability. What's more, Sebree Solar will generate approximately 250 
megawatts of clean, renewable energy. We invite you to learn more about 
the project: http://spr.ly/6188KZGt2 
Are you hiring at Sebree Solar? 

Guthrie Solar can you talk about your violations? #Florida power and light. 

35 mill!on in violations sure seems like a lot of money which includes 
environmental/OSHA and time and wage vlolatlons. Can you help the citizens 
of Guthrie and New Bloomfield Missouri understand this? 

https :/ /viola tiontra c ke r .g oodj o bsfi rst. o rg/ pa rent/ nexte ra-e n e rgy 

Guthrie Solar can you talk about your violations? #Florida power and light, 

35 million in violations sure seems like a lot of money which includes 
environ mental/OSHA and time and wage violations. Can you help the citizens 
of Guthrie and New Bloomfield Missouri understand this? 

Neutral 
Neutral 

Neutral 

https :/ /vie la tic n trac ke r. goodJo bsfi rst. o rg/ pa rent/ nexte ra-e n e rgy Neu tra I 
Loi, all! see are Hes to mask your scheme with sexual appeasement! Neutral 
Mary Clary can you share with me the land that you've pledged to the Sebree 
Solar project? Folks I'm new Bloomfield missouri Guthrie Solar would like to 
see your solar map? Does your project benefit your community or school 
either with energy or financial! Madison Clary? 

Guthrie Solar can you talk about your violations? #Florida power and light. 

35 million In vlo!ations sure seems like a lot of money which includes 
environmental/OSHA and time and wage violations. Can you help the citizens 
of Guthrie and New Bloomfield Missouri understand this? 

Neutral 

https://violationtracker.goodjobsfirst,org/pa re nt/nexte ra-e nergy Neutral 
Mary Clary Guthrie Solar can you talk about your violations? #Florida power 
and light. 

35 million in violations sure seems like a lot of money which Includes 
environmental/OSHA and time and wage violations, Can you help the citizens 
of Guthrie and New Bloomfield Missouri understand this? 

https:/ /vie latio n tra eke r .good jobsfi rst. o rg/ pa re n t/ nexte ra-e n e rgy 
Lois Jeanie Pike Guthrie Solar can you talk about your violations? #Florida 
power and light. 

35 million in violations sure seems like a lot of money which includes 
environmental/OSHA and time and wage violations. Can you help the citizens 
of Guthrie and New Bloomfield Missouri understand this? 

https :/ /v iolationt rac ke r. goodjo bsfi rst. o rg/ pa rent/ nexte ra-e n e rgy 

Neutral 

Neutral 
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3/1/2022 Todd Sellers 
3/1/2022 Tramp Lawing 
3/1/2022 Teresa Vizy 
3/1/2022 Gladys White 
3/1/2022 Craig Abbott 

3/1/2022 Terrill Dixon 
3/1/2022 Greg Davis 
3/1/2022 Craig Abbott 

3/1/2022 Edna Elizabeth Wall 
3/1/2022 Carol Damme Yates 
3/1/2022 Danny Blandford 
3/1/2022 Christopher Bray 

3/1/2022 Tonya Nehring 
3/1/2022 Sebree Solar 
3/1/2022 Sebree Solar 
3/1/2022 Larry Berning 

3/1/2022 Juanita Osborne 
3/1/2022 Todd Sellers 
3/1/2022 Christopher Bray 

3/1/2022 Tamara Lacer Denton 

3/1/2022 Mary Clary 
3/1/2022 Malcolm Moore 

3/1/2022 Rob Kanipe 
3/1/2022 Malcolm Moore 
3/1/2022 Brandon Hortin 

3/1/2022 Sebree Solar 

3/1/2022 Todd Sellers 

3/1/2022 Sebree Solar 

3/1/2022 Sebree Solar 

3/1/2022 Philip Blanford 

3/1/2022 Sebree Solar 
3/1/2022 Sebree Solar 
3/1/2022 Sebree Solar 

3/1/2022 Peggy Johnson Shiver Williams 
3/1/2022 Juanita Osborne 
3/1/2022 Wendy Mattingly 
3/1/2022 Sebree Solar 

4/1/2022 Sebree Solar 

Mary Clary Guthrie Solar can you talk about your violations? #Florida power 

and light. 

35 million in violations sure seems like a lot of money which includes 
environmental/OSHA and time and wage violations. Can you help the citizens 

of Guthrie and New Bloomfield Missouri understand this? 

https://violationtracker,goodjobsfirst,org/parent/nextera-energy Ne utra! 
From your non reply I'll assume there is no benefit to your community or 

school. Sebree Solar Guthrie Solar Florida Power &amp; Light. Does the clary 

solar farm benefit this community? Neutral 

Guthrie Solar can you talk about your violations? #Florida power and light. 

35 million in violations sure seems like a lot of money which includes 
environmental/OSHA and time and wage violations. Can you help the citizens 

of Guthrie and New Bloomfield Missouri understand this? 

https :/ /violation t racker ,good j o bsfi rst. org/ pa rent/ nexte ra-e ne rgy 
Bullshit! 
Is Sebree Solar hiring? 
I did just this past Monday ... 

I do 
So they support surrounding a town and school like your Guthrie Solar project 

is doing in new Bloomfield missouri? 
Me 
Here 

Guthrie Solar can you talk about your violations? #Florida power and light. 

35 million in violations sure seems like a lot of money which includes 
environmental/OSHA and time and wage vtolations. Can you help the citizens 

of Guthrie and New Bloomfield Missouri understand this? 

htt ps :/ /violatio ntra c ke r, goodjo bsfi rst. o rg/ pa re nt/ nexte ra-e ne rgy 
I do 
Me 
Wedo, ... 

They should check out Audubon park and museum once the birds and tress 

Neutral 

Neutral 
Neutral 

Neutral 
Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 
Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 
Neutral 

Neutral 

start blooming. Neutral 

Wil Mccloy we&#39;11 have to one day doll Neutral 

Neutral 
Neutral 

How many homes can 250 megawatts of solar power supply with electricity? Neutral 

Hi Chelsey Neutral 
More bullshit lies! Neutral 
Thomason&#39;s Barbecue definitely get the baked beans and take a pie 

home, !ol Neutral 
Larry Berning never!! Neutral 

Sebree Solar Thomason's BBQ BEANS are a must have ! Neutral 
Juanita Osborne I was going to suggest you tryThomasons BBQ but thats 

covered II II I Neutral 
Thomason&#39;s Barbecue Try Homers in Henderson Neutral 

You need to try their smoked turkey Neutral 
Christopher Bray where i agree they are good, the beans are anyway. 

Chefwhat has them beat, hands down. Just my opinion though, Neutral 

Hi Tramp, thank you for your interest, We always seek to hire as many people 
as possible from the project area. If you or someone you know is Interested in 

learning more about job opportunities, please contact the project's developer 
by emailing sebreesolar@nexteraenergy.com. You can also stay up-to-date 

on the Sebree Solar Project, by signing up for our newsletter here: 

http://spr.ly/6186Kdjhp 
Its not safe or clean it takes many other products to produce a cell, and on 
top of that it takes coal to produce them 

We&#39;ve made it easy for you to receive updates on Sebree Solar, Register 
for our email newsletter and get the latest news delivered straight to your 

inbox: http://spr.ly/6184Kq1DM 
We&#39jve made it easy for you to receive updates on Sebree Solar. Register 

for our email newsletter and get the latest news delivered straight to your 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

lnbox: http://spr.ly/6184Kq1DM Neutral 

Ain&#39;t no more Kentucky basketball Duke&#39;s going to go all the way Neutral 

Across the country, communities are using the sun to fuel the next era of 
energy. Learn more about the plans for solar energy in Henderson County: 

http://spr.ly/6182 KQ24u 
What is Sebree Solar team? 

Where are you located? 
We&#39;ve got the Beets!! 

Hi Juanita, thank you for your Interest! This project is planned for Henderson 

County, Kentucky, You can stay up-to-date on the Sebree Solar Project by 
signing up for our newsletter here: http://spr.ly/6186KQpzQ 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 
Neutral 

Neutral 
Neutral 

Neutral 
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S/1/2022 Kaye Adams 
5/1/2022 Kaye Adams 

5/1/2022 Nick Lewis 

5/1/2022 Kaye Adams 
5/1/2022 Kaye Adams 

5/1/2022 Steven Harrington 

5/1/2022 Steven Harrington 

5/1/2022 Steven Harrington 

5/1/2022 Kaye Adams 

5/1/2022 Kaye Adams 

5/1/2022 Kaye Adams 
5/1/2022 Sebree Solar 

5/1/2022 Sebree Solar 

5/1/2022 Newman Larue 

5/1/2022 Kathy Lawson 

5/1/2022 Sebree Solar 

5/1/2022 D,j, Peach 

5/1/2022 Carol M Griffith 
5/1/2022 Peggy Johnson Shiver Williams 

5/1/2022 Sebree Solar 

Solar energy has a positive impact on human health and can offset emissions 

from other forms of power generation, Learn how here: 

http://spr.ly/61BOKLOH8 
Where is it located 
It's so pretty!! I'll have to go, 

Where is it at 
Where downtown 

Why does Sebree Solar remind me of the movie Promised land?? 
Sebree Solar 

Did you know solar panels do not produce glare? In fact, panels are designed 
specifically to absorb as much sunlight as possible, rather than reflect 

Neutral 
Neutral 

Neutral 
Neutral 

Neutral 
Neutral 

Neutral 

sunlight, Here&#39;s how: http://spr.ly/6187K2WNJ Neutral 
Hi Bernie, the shop is on N Main Street. You can click through to their 

Face book page from the link in the post, Neutral 
The amount of power harnessed from the sun is growing every year. Find out 

what this means for you: http://spr.ly/6184Kfups Neutral 
Hi Judy! Radiant Sun Boutique is located in downtown Henderson, we have 

tagged the page so you can find more information I 
On Earth Day and every day, we celebrate the planet's natural resources and 

remain committed to developing clean, renewable energy for generations to 

Neutral 

come. #EarthDay52 Neutral 
You make our property values go down I'll see you in court Neutral 

Steven Harrington sounds like your worried I'll tell all the coal miners what 
your saying Neutral 
IOlrtJ;:J,111 !VU I a JLI !UYMI I VV! l lVL..,..,, I UUltOlrtJ;:J1L uu UI uc11<::v1:: Ill uq;;atut.cu 

religion, or religious sects{Galatians 5:20) ( I just serve Jehovah God and 

follow his Son and Heavenly King ~ Jesus Christi Matthew 23:10) .. ever 
since the elder body of &quotjJEHOVAH WITNESS&quot;( 1&#39;m not one of 

them, and I have never been a Jehovah&#39;s witness or a member of the 
&quot;WATCHTOWER ORGANIZATION&quot; (I Am A &quot;SERVANTOF 

JEHOVAH&quot; or &quot;WITNESS FOR JEHOVAH&quot; @) Henderson ky 
congregation EXPELLED me from the kingdom Hall on January 16th 2021 for 

addressing a Bible teachings that we all go to heaven and not just a 144,000 
individuals(Revelat!on 7:9-14; Revelation 22:14) because it doesn&#39;t go 

along with the governing body teaches, so I realized they were just false 
relig!on(no difference than the RELIGIONS they preach about) ifthey&#39jre 

not going to go along with the Bible teachings, if they&#39;re going to go by 
what the governing body teaches rather than what the Bible teaches, and 

Brother Kregg woosley and brother Bruce Baily said they will escort me out 
of the kingdom Hall if! ever come back I am no longer welcome and my 

invitation is revoked(is that the mark • of love Jesus said his disciples would 
have, expelling your brother and friend(instead of addressing It and 

accepting it) for teaching Bible Truth@) I would also like to make clear I 

CONTACTED the WATCHTOWER ORGANIZATION in New York(l 845-744-
6000) and talked to brothers about the message they was teaching being 

false and shared SCRIPTURES and told them to make sure the governing body 
received the message, but they still proceed to teach the Be, so I must shed 

light on the truth,(Luke 11:33) but like I said, I was never baptized as a 
Jehovah&#39;s witness, I got baptized outside of the organization, so 

1&#39;m not baptized into any religions or member of any church, so I just 
actually follow Jesus Christ, he is my only !eader(Matthew 23:10) I don&#39;t 

do churches anymore, he&#39;s going to destroy all the religious sects, you 
don&#39;t want to be caught in those, no offense @(Revelation 18:4) but I 

love talking to everybody about the Bible anyway, I want everyone to follow 
Jesus Christ but I just don&#39;t want them to follow man,! just want people 

to follow the Bible for what it says, quit giving to religfous organizations or Neutral 
Matthew Casey can't wait Neutral 

Steven Harrington it ain't your !and Neutral 

Kaye Adams lol are you kidding me. The housing market is crazy right now, Neutral 

Kaye Adams pardon me, but if you don't own your surrounding land your up a 
creek. Neutral 

Kaye Adams maybe a coal plant would be a better view, They could pump the 
exhaust right towards you. Neutral 

Steven Harrington nope your messing my view up Neutral 
Steven Harrington look I have farm fields around me I like it that way. Stop I 

don't know you and I don't want to know you,! mean what I said Neutral 

Steven Harrington see you in court Neutral 
Curious how solar energy is created? There are several key parts including the 

panels that collect the sunlight, a racking system, and power Inverters that 
make the energy useful for residents like you. Learn more here: 

http://spr.ly/618Sz1dsP 
Curious how solar energy is created? There are several key parts including the 

panels that collect the sunlight, a racking system, and power inverters that 
make the energy useful for residents like you, Learn more here: 

http://spr.ly/6185z1dsP 

Wondering when work will begin on installing solar farm in Robards area 

Can you recommend any so!ar panel specialists for residential installation in 
the area of Henderson? 

Worried solar panels will negatively affect your property's value? According 
to market database research, there is no negative impact on properties 

adjacent to or in proximity to a solar farm. Read the full study here: 

http://spr.ly/6186zJ9m6 
Nick Lewis Attention Admins .... this person is a spammer! 

Hardinsburgh is kind offarfrom Sebree 
What kind of business is this? 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 
Neutral 

Neutral 
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Want to learn more about Sebree Solar? Get the latest email newsletters 
delivered straight to your inbox, Sign up here: http://spr.ly/6186z349Q 

Want to learn more about Sebree Solar'? Get the latest email newsletters 
delivered straight to your inbox, Sign up here: http://spr.ly/6186z349Q 

Did you know solar farms benefit our community in more ways than just by 
providing clean energy? The state and local taxes we pay to the community 
can help support police and fire departments, and help improve roads and 
other local services. 
Do I get to plug my house In for free? @ I would have gladly welcomed a 

solar farm by me during the 09 ice storm ... I was living in a motel to keep 
warm, 
It takes a while for the toxic run-off from the solar panels to start showing up 
in animal and human health. 
Yeah rightll 
Who did the study to determine this 
Sebree Solar Manufacturing the cells and recycling the cells are where most 
of the toxins are released to the environment. But the cells also degrade in 
use and leach some of the toxic materials into the water and the soil. Lead, 
cadmium, arsenic, hexavalent chromium, selenium, tin, silicon tetrachloride, 
cadmium telluride, copper indium selenfde, cadmium gallium (di)selenide, 
copper indium gallium, etc, 
Sebree Solar Manufacturing the cells and recycling the cells are where most 
of the toxins are released to the environment, But the cells also degrade in 
use and [each some of the toxic materials into the water and the sot!. Lead, 
cadmium, arsenic, hexavalent chromium, selenium, tin, silicon tetrachloride, 
cadmium telluride, copper indium selen!de, cadmium gallium (dl)selen!de, 
copper indium gallium, etc, 
https ://sciencing.com/effects-chlorofluoroca rbons-humans-7053. html 
Tamara Lacer Denton I asked folks and they always gave me the same 
&quot;a study showed it dldn&#39;t depreciate the va[ue&quot; 1&#39;m 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 
Neutral 
Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

going to have one across from my house soon, Neutral 
Suzanne Stagg now THIS is genius, Espec!ally if they offer free charging to 
ev&#39;s while they shop, With the goon in office, 1&#39;11 be forced to get 
an ev or ride my bike. Neutral 
Wouldn&#39;t it make more sense to put the solarfarm in an urban area, say 
like a Walmart parking lot?'?? I know 1&#39;d be happy during hot weather to 
park under shade. 1&#39;ve done so at the Cincinnati Zoo, 
https://cincinnatizoo.org/news-releases/largest-publicly-accessible-urban-
solar-array/ 
Sandra Lynn Thompson from what I have researched it depreciates your 
property by 15%. 
Suzanne Stagg or put them in the river bottoms where there are not many 

Neutral 

Neutral 

houses. Neutral 
Sandra Lynn Thompson yes it is going to be right behind us on 283, It does 
decrease your value. I have researched several articles on it, They just will not 
admit it that it does. Neutral 

Meet Rick, economic development director for a town in Georgia that hosts 
the Cool Springs Solar project. Rick explains how beneficial solar Is to his 
community, not only for the environment but also for the economy. 

Hi Gary, modern, photovoltaic (PV) solar panels are made of materials typical 
of those found in electronic equipment and are encased, so as not to pose a 
concern for the water supply or public health. People have been safely living 
and working around solar panels for decades. Solar energy emits no pollution 
and the overall impact of solar on human health is overwhelmingly positive, 
In fact, studies have shown that health-related air quality benefits from solar 
energy are worth even more than the electricity itself. 

Sebree Solar since when did God die and leave you in charge? If a tornado 
can pull up a tree out of the ground and spin It thru the air, what makes you 
think it can't do itto solar panels? Duhl We are not a dumb bunch of 

Neutral 
Neutral 
Neutral 

Negative 

Negative 

hillbillies. God created this land and you are destroying itl Shame on you! Negative 
Changing our world alright- devouring our farmland, killing our wildlife and 
destroying the beauty of our county I @ Negative 
Yes -the next generation will love to learn how to trade farmland for Solar 
Industrial Facilities. Trade lush, fertile, crop growing fields for acres of wildlife 
destroying, ugly fields of metal and glass (g), 
As long as our planning commission has no members or family who live next 
to this destruction .... Nothing to see here @ Negative 
Trolls ... Change me no like change! Negative 
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CHRIST~~ 
[BMEMORIAL SEASON~ 

OMatthew 260 
As they continued eating, Jesus took a loaf, &amp; after saying a blessing, he 
broke it, &amp; giving it to the disciples, he said: ''TAKE, EAT, This means my 

body." 27 &amp; taking a cup, he offered thanks &amp; gave It to them, 
saying: "DRINK OUT OF !T, ALL OF YOU, 28 for this means my 'blood of the 

covenant,' which is to be poured out in behalf of many for forgiveness ofsins 

0 Revelation 180 
&amp; I heard another voice out of heaven say: "GET OUT OF HER, MY 

PEOPLE, IF YOU DO NOT WANT TO SHARE WITH HER IN HER SINS, &amp; IF 
YOU DO NOT WANT TO RECEIVE PART OF HER PLAGUES .• &quot; 

All right first off 1&#39;m going to start off by saying the final plague is Q, 
total destruction because FALSE RELIGION is going to be tossed into the lake 
offire{Revelation 20:10), so I want to clear that up out the gate, that is the 

penalty for what 1&#39;m about to say if you&#39;re still in false religion, or 
saying you belong to any religious sect, &amp; not just claiming to belong to 

Jesus Christ &amp; Jehovah God or the FATHER. WORSHIP JEHOVAH GOD & 
amp; FOLLOW JESUS CHRIST OUR HEAVENLY KING l!'l!i AS 
NON-DENOMINATION CHRISTIAN IN THE HOME, (I KNOW I TALK ABOUTTHIS 
A LOT! GET OUT OF DENOMINATION CHURCHES I All OF THEMI) 

Now starting with JW (WATCHTOWER ORGANIZATION) Jesus commanded us 
to take the bread &amp; EAT (nowhere does it say Jesus said &quot;pass the 

bread&quot;, JESUS TOLD HIS DISCIPLES BEFORE ANYONE WAS EVEN 
ANOINTED WITH HOLY SPIRIT (AT PENTECOST) TO EAT, NOT PASS THE BREAD, 
all baptized believers &amp; followers of Jesus Christ, who BELIEVE JESUS 
DIED FOR THEIR SINS &amp; THEY BELIEVE THEY ARE WORTHY OF 

Sebree Solar did you even read his comment! He said keep it off farmland -

there are hundreds of sites coming up to discuss Solar killing our farmland. 

You Just don't care Ill It's not your job to care$$$$ 
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religion, or religious sects(Galatians 5:20) ( I just serve Jehovah God and 

follow his Son and Heavenly King~ Jesus Christ; Matthew 23:10) .. ever 
since the elder body of &quot;JEHOVAH WITNESS&quot;{ 1&#39;m not one of 

them, and I have never been a Jehovah&#39;s witness or a member of the 

&quot;WATCHTOWER ORGANIZATION&quot; (I Am A &quot;SERVANT OF 
JEHOVAH&quot; or &quot;WITNESS FORJEHOVAH&quot; (g)) Henderson ky 
congregation EXPELLED me from the kingdom Hall on January 16th 2021 for 
addressing a Bible teachings that we all go to heaven and not just a 144,000 

individuals(Revelation 7:9~14; Revelation 22:14} because it doesn&#39;t go 
along with the governing body teaches, so! realized they were just false 

religion(no difference than the RELIGIONS they preach about) ifthey&#39;re 
not going to go along with the Bible teachings, if they&#39;re going to go by 

what the governing body teaches rather than what the Bible teaches, and 
Brother Kregg woosley and brother Bruce Baily said they will escort me out 

of the kingdom Hall if I ever come back I am no longer welcome and my 
invitation Is revoked(is that the mark • of love Jesus said his disciples would 

have, expelling your brother and friend(instead of addressing it and 
accepting It} for teaching Bible Truth©) I would also like to make clear I 

CONTACTED the WATCHTOWER ORGANIZATION in New York(l 845-744-
6000) and talked to brothers about the message they was teaching being 

false and shared SCRIPTURES and told them to make sure the governing body 

received the message, but they still proceed to teach the Ile, so I must shed 
light on the truth.{Luke 11:33) but like I said, 1 was never baptized as a 

Jehovah&#39;s witness, I got baptized outside of the organization, so 
1&#39;m not baptized into any religions or member of any church, so 1 just 

actually follow Jesus Christ, he is my only leader(Matthew 23:10) I don&#39;t 
do churches anymore, he&#39;s going to destroy all the religious sects, you 

don&#39;t want to be caught in those, no offense @(Revelation 18:4) but I 
love talking to everybody about the Bible anyway, I want everyone to follow 

Jesus Christ but I just don&#39;t want them to follow man,! just want people 
to follow the Bible for what it says, quit giving to religious organizations or 

Cynthia Pugh Cynthia, there are those who do care for farmland AND our 

need to use renewable energy sources, If we do not do what we can to 
control climate change, the damage to our land will increase. There are 

alternative ways to grow food, but no alternative if atmosphere and growing 

Negative 

Negative 

Negative 

seasons are destroyed, Negative 

Cynthia Pugh having clean energy coming from the roof of your house is not 
a liberal idea, It's common since. And yes I think Joe Biden is a dumbass. Do 

you think farmers don't put toxic shit everywhere? Negative 
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religion, or rellgious sects(Galatians 5:20) ( I just serve Jehovah God and 

follow his Son and Heavenly King ~ Jesus Christ; Matthew 23:10) .. ever 

since the elder body of &quot;JEHOVAH WITNESS&quot;( 1&#39;m not one of 
them, and I have never been a Jehovah&#39;s witness or a member of the 
&quot;WATCHTOWER ORGANIZATION&quot; (I Am A &quot;SERVANT OF 

JEHOVAH&quot; or &quot;WITNESS FORJEHOVAH&quot; {g)) Henderson ky 
congregation EXPELLED me from the kingdom Hall on January 16th 2021 for 

addressing a Bible teachings that we all go to heaven and not just a 144,000 
individuals(Revelatlon 7:9~14; Revelation 22:14) because it doesn&#39;t go 

along with the governing body teaches, so I realized they were just false 

religion(no difference than the RELIGIONS they preach about) ifthey&#39;re 

not going to go along with the Bible teachings, ifthey&#39jre going to go by 

what the governing body teaches rather than what the Bible teaches, and 

Brother Kregg woosley and brother Bruce Baily said they will escort me out 

of the kingdom Hall if I ever come back I am no longer welcome and my 

invitation is revoked(ls that the mark • of love Jesus said his disciples would 
have, expelling your brother and friend{instead of addressing it and 

accepting It) for teaching Bible Truth@) I would also like to make clear I 
CONTACTED the WATCHTOWER ORGANIZATION in New York(l 845-744-
6000) and talked to brothers about the message they was teaching being 

false and shared SCRIPTURES and told them to make sure the governing body 

received the message, but they still proceed to teach the lie, so I must shed 

light on the truth,(Luke 11:33) but like I said, I was never baptized as a 

Jehovah&#39;s witness, I got baptized outside of the organization, so 

1&#39;m not baptized into any religions or member of any church, so I just 

actually follow Jesus Christ, he is my only leader(Matthew 23:10) I don&#39;t 

do churches anymore, he&#39;s going to destroy all the religious sects, you 

don&#39;t want to be caught in those, no offense @(Revelation 18:4) but I 

love talking to everybody about the Bible anyway, I want everyone to follow 

Jesus Christ but I just don&#39;t want them to follow man, I Just want people 

to follow the Bible for what it says, quit giving to religious organizations or 
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CHRIST~~ 
IIJMEMORIAL SEASON!:! 

[\Matthew 26[\ 
As they continued eating, Jesus took a loaf, &amp; after saying a blessing, he 

broke it, &amp; giving it to the disciples, he said: "TAKE, EAT. This means my 
body.11 27 &amp; taking a cup, he offered thanks &amp; gave it to them, 

saying: 11DRINK OUT OF lT1 All OF YOU, 28 for this means my 'blood of the 

covenant,' which is to be poured out in behalf of many for forgiveness of sins 

[\Revelation 18[\ 

&amp; I heard another voice out of heaven say: 11GET OUT OF HER, MY 

PEOPLE, IF YOU DO NOT WANT TO SHARE WITH HER IN HER SINS, &amp; IF 
YOU DO NOT WANT TO RECEIVE PART OF HER PLAGUES .. &quot; 

All right first off l&#39;m going to start off by saying the final plague is Q, 
total destruction because FALSE RELIGION is going to be tossed into the lake 

offire(Revelation 20:10), so I want to clear that up out the gate, that Is the 

penalty for what l&#39;m about to say if you&#39;re still in false religion, or 
saying you belong to any religious sect, &amp; not just claiming to belong to 

Jesus Christ &amp; Jehovah God or the FATHER. WORSHIP JEHOVAH GOD & 
amp; FOLLOW JESUS CHRIST OUR HEAVENLY KING i!I'!) AS 
NON-DENOMINATION CHRISTIAN IN THE HOME, (I KNOW I TALK ABOUTTHIS 
A LOT! GET OUT OF DENOMINATION CHURCHES! ALL OF THEM I) 

Now starting with JW (WATCHTOWER ORGANIZATION) Jesus commanded us 
to take the bread &amp; EAT (nowhere does it say Jesus said &quot;pass the 

bread&quot;, JESUS TOLD HIS DISCIPLES BEFORE ANYONE WAS EVEN 
ANOINTED WITH HOLY SPIRIT (AT PENTECOSTI TO EAT, NOT PASS THE BREAD, 
all baptized believers &amp; followers of Jesus Christ, who BELIEVE JESUS 
DIED FOR THEIR SINS &amp; THEY BELIEVE THEY ARE WORTHY OF 

If you think your view is going to be degraded by a Solar Farm, and less 

concerned that a mass extinction event is currently underway from getting 

power in current ways your either selfish, or foolish, either way you really 

don't own anything on this earth, Mother Nature will solve your worries, with 
the same disregard of your feelings, as you believe are being trampled on 

right now. Mother Nature will kill off the virulence infecting it eventually 

because it doesn1t care about feelings and who owns what property, it heals 

Negative 

Negative 

by making itself uninhabitable for species that don't respect its rules, Negative 

It doesn&#39;t do any good for American people to worry clean air! Other 

parts of the world don&#39jt care! Al Gore is not worried either he&#39;s 

stuffing his pockets &ampj taking big planes all over the world telling others 

to walk! Money &amp; power 12 sets of rules, one for rich &amp; another 

for the rest of of us I (Q) Negative 
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religion, or relfgious sects(Galatlans 5:20} ( I just serve Jehovah God and 
follow his Son and Heavenly King ~ Jesus Christ; Matthew 23:10) .. ever 

since the elder body of &quot;JEHOVAH WITNESS&quot;( 1&#39;m not one of 
them, and I have never been a Jehovah&#39;s witness or a member of the 

&quot;WATCHTOWER ORGANIZATION&quot; [I Am A &quot;SERVANT OF 
JEHOVAH&quot; or &quot;WITNESS FOR JEHOVAH&quot; @) Henderson ky 
congregation EXPELLED me from the kingdom Hall on January 16th 2021 for 
addressing a Bible teachings that we all go to heaven and not just a 144,000 

individuals(Reve!ation 7:9-14; Revelation 22:14) because it doesn&#39;t go 
along with the governing body teaches, so I realized they were just false 

religion(no difference than the RELIGIONS they preach about) if they&#39;re 
not going to go along with the Bible teachings, if they&#39;re going to go by 

what the governing body teaches rather than what the Bible teaches, and 

Brother Kregg woosley and brother Bruce Baily said they will escort me out 
of the kingdom Hall if I ever come back I am no longer welcome and my 

Invitation is revoked(is that the mark • of love Jesus said his disciples would 
have, expelling your brother and friend(instead of addressing it and 

accepting It) for teaching Bible Truth@) 1 would also like to make clear I 
CONTACTED the WATCHTOWER ORGANl2ATION in New York[l 845-744-
6000) and talked to brothers about the message they was teaching being 
false and shared SCRIPTURES and told them to make sure the governing body 

received the message, but they still proceed to teach the lie, so I must shed 
light on the truth,(Luke 11:33) but like I said,! was never baptized as a 

Jehovah&#39;s witness, I got baptized outside of the organization, so 
1&#39;m not baptized into any religions or member of any church, so I Just 

actually follow Jesus Christ, he is my only leader{Matthew 23:10) I don&#39;t 
do churches anymore, he&#39;s going to destroy al! the religious sects, you 

don&#39;t wantto be caught in those, no offense @(Revelation 18:4) but I 
love talking to everybody about the Btble anyway, I want everyone to follow 

Jesus Christ but I just don&#39;t want them to follow man, I just want people 
to follow the Bible for what It says, quit giving to religious organizations or 

Sebree Solar please explain this: The pro-solar website EnergySage writes: 

There are some chemicals used in the manufacturing process to prepare 

silicon and make the wafers for monocrystalline and polycrystalline panels. 
One of the mosttoxic chemicals created as a byproduct of this process is 

silicon tetrachloride. This chemical, if not handled and disposed of properly, 
can lead to burns on your skin, harmful air pollutants that increase lung 

disease, and if exposed to water can release hydrochloric acid, which is a 
corrosive substance bad for human and environmental health, 

For any user of solar panels, this is not an Immediate risk as It only affects 

manufacturers and recyclers. More disconcerting, however, is the 
environmental impact of these chemicals. Based on installed capacity and 

power-related weight, we can estimate that by 2016, photovoltaics had 
spread about 11,000 tons of lead and about 800 tons of cadmium. A hazard 

summary of cadmium compounds produced by the EPA points out that 
exposure to cadmium can lead to serious lung irritation and long-lasting 

impairment of pulmonary functions. Exposure to lead hardly needs further 
explanation. 

Joan Hoffman this Is exactly, right. I think that we are running out of time. 

We1 all of us1 have to try to do things to take the carbons out of the air and 
stop polluting our waters. 

Look at their Guthrie Solar project and how this company is wrapping a town 
and school in missouri with solar preventing future growth. I hope you all are 

better off with these people than we are, Oh and the local rural town of 
guthrie and new Bloomfield see no electrical or economic benefit. The solar 

Negative 

Negative 

Negative 

light on our flag at city hall benefits us more than their 700 acres of solar. ~ Negative 

Sebree Solar oh myl What a terrible response. Negative 
Tamara Lacer Denton and they lie about how it's going to benefit your 

community! Guthrie Solar has not told the truth since day 1. 
Tamara Lacer Denton in our situation with Guthrie Solar 

they plan to wrap our school and town. No energy benefit to our town of 500. 
Wrap the town and school and prevent us from expanding. They say it will 

help our caterers and hotels. We have one gas station ... No stoplight in our 
town! 

Tamara Lacer Denton look at new Bloomfield missouri map. The farmland 
north on the property line of school and west at the city limits. It's gonna lock 

is in. Oh and we see no energy benefits. We have a nuclear power plant 15 

miles north of us on the Missouri River. Preying on small rural towns with no 
county zoning is what they seek! 

Guthrie Solar solar show us the map of Sebree Solar. We've been asking 
about a guthrie solar map for months and you won't tell people you are 

wrapping a small rural town. You are DIRTY!! 
Nol 

Negative 

Negative 

Negative 

Negative 
Negative 
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So did they chose to wrap their town and school from any growth like your 

Guthrie Solar 
project in new Bloomfield and Guthrie mlssourl? What kind of company 

preys on small rural towns and wraps them with solar that doesn't even 
benefit the community, You all promote this crap like you all are doing the 

best thing ever. Our solar light from wal mart provides more benefit to our 
community than your future 700 acre solar farm around our city, Why do you 

cover up that you are actually tied to Florida Power &amp; Light? Next era I 

Sebree Solar? Guthrie solar? ~ ~ ~ Negative 

Mary Clary So did they chose to wrap their town and school from any growth 

like your Guthrie Solar 
project in new Bloomfield and Guthrie missouri? What kind of company 
preys on small rural towns and wraps them with solar that doesn't even 

benefit the community, You all promote this crap like you al! are doing the 
best thing ever. Our solar llght from wal mart provides more benefit to our 

community than your future 700 acre solar farm around our city. Why do you 
cover up that you are actually tied to Florida Power &amp; Light? Next era! 

Sebree Solar( Guthrie solar? ~ ~ ~ Negative 
Mary Clary check out guthrle solar and see whatthey are doing to our town 

and school. Did you wrap your town and school w[th solar that wtll provide 
NO benefit to your community and school? 

NO 

No 
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religion, or religious sects(Galatlans 5:20) ( I just serve Jehovah God and 

follow his Son and Heavenly King WI Jesus Christ; Matthew 23:10) .. ever 
since the elder body of &quot;JEHOVAH WITNESS&quot;( \&#39;m not one of 

them, and! have never been a Jehovah&#39;s witness or a member of the 
&quot;WATCHTDWER ORGANIZATION&quot; (I Am A &quot;SERVANT OF 

JEHOVAH&quot; or &quot;WITNESS FOR JEHOVAH&quot; @) Henderson ky 
congregation EXPELLED me from the kingdom Hall on January 16th 2021 for 

addressing a Bible teachings that we al! go to heaven and not just a 144,000 
individuals(Revelation 7:9-14; Revelation 22:14) because it doesn&#39;t go 

along with the governing body teaches, so I realized they were Just false 
religion(no difference than the RELIGIONS they preach about) if they&#39;re 

not going to go along with the Bible teachings, if they&#39;re going to go by 
what the governing body teaches rather than what the Bible teaches, and 

Brother Kregg woosley and brother Bruce Baily said they will escort me out 
of the kingdom Hall if I ever come back I am no longer welcome and my 

invitation Is revoked(is that the mark • of love Jesus said his disc/pies would 
have, expelling your brother and frlend(instead of addressing it and 

accepting it) for teaching Bible Truth@) 1 would also like to make clear I 
CONTACTED the WATCHTOWER ORGANIZATION in New York(l 845-744-

6000) and talked to brothers about the message they was teaching being 
false and shared SCRIPTURES and told them to make sure the governing body 

received the message, but they still proceed to teach the lie, so I must shed 
light on the truth.(Luke 11:33) but like I said, I was never baptized as a 

Jehovah&#39;s witness, I got baptized outside of the organization, so 
1&#39;m not baptized into any religions or member of any church, sol just 

actually follow Jesus Christ, he is my only leader(Matthew 23:10) I don&#39;t 
do churches anymore, he&#39;s going to destroy all the religious sects, you 

don&#39jt want to be caught in those, no offense @(Revelation 18:4) but I 
love talking to everybody about the Bible anyway, I want everyone to follow 

Jesus Christ but I just don&#39;t want them to follow man, I Just want people 
to follow the Bible for what it says, quit giving to religious organizations or 

Sebree solar why is Guthrie Solar wrapping new Bloomfield missouri and new 

Bloomfield school with Solar preventing growth of a rural town and school? 
This clean energy doesn't even benefit the town. You all are shady! Our 5$ 

light on our city flag benefits our community more than 700 acres of solar! 

Fuck you 
BS 

Sebree solar why is Guthrie Solar wrapping new Bloomfield missouri and new 
Bloomfield school with Solar preventing growth of a rural town and school? 

This dean energy doesn't even benefit the town. You all are shady! Our 5$ 
light on our city flag benefits our community more than 700 acres of solar! 

Sebree solar why is Guthrie Solar wrapping new Bloomfield missouri and new 

Bloomfield school with Solar preventing growth of a rural town and school? 
This clean energy doesn1t even benefit the town. You all are shady! Our 5$ 

light on our city flag benefits our community more than 700 acres of solar! 

No 

Kaye Adams get over it and get with the times, Stop complaining about 
literally looking at nothing. And sure I'll see you and court and watch as you 

Negative 

Negative 
Negative 

Negative 

Negative 
Negative 

Negative 

Negative 

Negative 
Negative 

get laughed out@@@ Negative 

Kaye Adams I bet you can't. Sounds like you just love to complain and moan 

about stuff. Get over it. There is to much fun to be had then to worry about 
something stupid that you have no control over and will get laughed at, 

Seriously grow up and get with the times and stop acting like my 3 year old 

who whines when she doesn't get her way. 
Kaye Adams Tell ever one of them. Tell them you have no rights on other 

peoples land. 

Negative 

Negative 



5/1/2022 Kaye Adams 

5/1/2022 Nick Lewis 

5/1/2022 Virgil Somers 

5/1/2022 Nick Lewis 

5/1/2022 Nick Lewis 

Kaye, I'm sorry the solar industry has ruined yourview ... and I mean I'm truly 
sorry. However, ifwe do not begin to change the way we get power, our 
atmosphere will be more of a problem to you - and all of us -than your view. 
Right now we have harmful particles in our air and these will increase the 
longer we burn coal and not use the energy that comes directly from our Sun. 
Check out the science, please, 

Joan Hoffman it doesn't effect you in your nice house in town. Put them 
somewhere else where it doesn't effect the families that have to see that 

ugly site 
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religion, or religious sects(Galatians 5:20) ( I just serve Jehovah God and 

follow his Son and Heavenly King ~ Jesus Christ; Matthew 23:10) .. ever 
since the elder body of &quot;JEHOVAH WITNESS&quot;( l&#39;m not one of 
them, and I have never been a Jehovah&#39;s witness or a member of the 
&quot;WATCHTOWER ORGANl2ATION&quot; (I Am A &quot;SERVANT OF 

JEHOVAH&quot; or&quot;WITNESS FORJEHOVAH&quot; @) Henderson ky 
congregation EXPELLED me from the kingdom Hall on Janua,y 16th 2021 for 
addressing a Bible teachings that we all go to heaven and not just a 144,000 
individuals(Revelation 7:9-14j Revelation 22:14) because it doesn&#39;t go 
along with the governing body teaches, so I realized they were just false 
re!lgion(no difference than the RELIGIONS they preach about) lfthey&#39;re 
not going to go along with the Bible teachings, ifthey&#39;re going to go by 
what the governing body teaches rather than what the Bible teaches, and 
Brother Kregg Woosley and brother Bruce Baily said they will escort me out 
of the kingdom Hall if I ever come back I am no longer welcome and my 
invitation is revoked{ls that the mark • of love Jesus said h!s dlsciples would 
have, expelling your brother and friend{instead of addressing it and 

accepting it) for teaching Bible Truth@) I would also like to make clear I 
CONTACTED the WATCHTOWER ORGANl2ATION in New York(l 845-744-

6000) and talked to brothers about the message they was teaching being 
false and shared SCRIPTURES and told them to make sure the governing body 
received the message, but they still proceed to teach the lie, so I must shed 
light on the truth.(Luke 11:33) but like l said, I was never baptized as a 
Jehovah&#39;s witness, I got baptized outside of the organization, so 
l&#39;m not baptized into any religions or member of any church, so I just 
actually follow Jesus Christ, he is my only leader(Matthew 23:10) I don&#39;t 
do churches anymore, he&#39;s going to destroy all the religious sects, you 
don&#39;t want to be caught in those, no offense @(Revelation 18:4) but I 
love talking to eve,ybody about the Bible anyway, I want eve,yone to follow 
Jesus Christ but I Just don&#39;t want them to follow man, I Just want people 

Negative 

Negative 

to follow the Bible for what it says, quit giving to religtous organizations or Negative 

Hope yall don&#39;t freeze to death in the winter. I hate solar farms &amp; 
don&#39;t like wind power either they k!II to many birds Joe Biden don&#39;t 
like fossil fuel but the bastard likes flying on air force one Negative 
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religion, or religious sects(Galatians 5:20) { I just serve Jehovah God and 
follow his Son and Heavenly King~ Jesus Christ; Matthew 23:10) .. ever 
since the elder body of &quot;JEHOVAH WITNESS&quot;( 1&#39;m not one of 
them, and I have never been a Jehovah&#39;s witness or a member of the 
&quot;WATCHTOWER ORGANl2ATION&quot; (I Am A &quot;SERVANT OF 

JEHOVAH&quot; or&quot;WITNES5 FORJEHOVAH&quot; @) Henderson ky 

congregation EXPELLED me from the kingdom Hall on Janua,y 16th 2021 for 
addressing a Bible teachings that we all go to heaven and not just a 1441000 
individuals{Revelation 7:9-14; Revelation 22:14) because it doesn&#39jt go 
along with the governing body teaches, so I realized they were just false 
religion(no difference than the RELIGIONS they preach about) ifthey&#39;re 
not going to go along with the Bible teachings, lfthey&#39;re going to go by 
what the governing body teaches rather than what the Bible teaches, and 
Brother Kregg Woosley and brother Bruce Baily said they will escort me out 
of the kingdom Hall if I ever come back I am no longer welcome and my 
invitation is revoked{is that the mark • of love Jesus said his disciples would 
have, expelling your brother and friend(instead of addressing it and 

accepting it) for teaching Bible Truth@) I would also like to make clear I 
CONTACTED the WATCHTOWER ORGANl2ATION In New York(l 845-744-

6000) and talked to brothers about the message they was teaching befng 
false and shared SCRIPTURES and told them to make sure the governing body 
received the message, but they still proceed to teach the lie, so I must shed 
light on the truth.(Luke 11:33) but like I said, I was never baptized as a 
Jehovah&#39;s witness, I got baptized outside of the organization, so 
l&#39;m not baptized into any religions or member of any church, so 1 just 
actually follow Jesus Christ, he is my only [eader(Matthew 23:10) I don&#39;t 
do churches anymore, he&#39;s going to destroy all the religious sects, you 
don&#39;t want to be caught in those, no offense @(Revelation 18:4) but I 
love talking to eve,ybody about the Bible anyway, I want eve,yone to follow 
Jesus Christ but I just don&#39jt want them to follow man, I just want people 
to follow the Bible for what it says, quit giving to religious organizations or Negative 



6/1/2022 Margaret Petitgout Fidler 

6/1/2022 Nick Lewis 

7/1/2022 Craig Abbott 

7/1/2022 Craig Abbott 
7/1/2022 Rhonda Daugherty 

7/1/2022 Craig Abbott 

7/1/2022 Beatrice Goldsberry 

7/1/2022 Richard Littrell 
7/1/2022 Sebree Solar 

7/1/2022 Sebree Solar 

8/1/2022 Sebree Solar 

8/1/2022 Sebree Solar 

8/1/2022 Scott WIison 

B/1/2022 Sebree Solar 

8/1/2022 Sebree Solar 

8/1/2022 Sebree Solar 

9/1/2022 Sebree Solar 

9/1/2022 Sebree Solar 

9/1/2022 Sebree Solar 

A MEMBER OF THE &quot;WATCHTOWER ORGANIZATION OF FALSE 
RELIG!ON&quot;) and I am not against vaccination but wtth that being said, I 
wrl! not be willing or voluntarily taking your vaccine anytime soon{ I wifl stick 

to other drugs that a more tested to my liking, never buy or trust a product 
when rt first comes out because of the bugs} a~er all! thought herd immunity 
was 70% ( we are over 70%) so why do I need it now? Because if the vaccine 
works why does It matter if another person gets vaccinated or not? because a 

vaccinated person can still spread the virus so why do I need to be 
vaccinated? Because fet&#39;s be honest even lf a 100% of the people get 
vaccinated, this virus fs not going anywhere because animals are carrying the 
virus, so you&#39;U cohtinue to get mutated strains of thls virus because 
they&#39;re always going to become reslstant to the vaccine and you&#39;11 
continually need booster shots(I know I haven&#39;t needed a booster shot 

for the polio, smallpox, or rneasles vaccines, and unless they&#39;re going to 
vaccinate all animals {good luck with that@) we&#39;re always going to 

need these booster shots} I personally do not want to spend the rest of my 
fleshly llfe being a human pln cushion and lab rat for the government and 

scientist to experiment on me to see how their vaccines affect me •. l mean I 
have no problem with you taking-all the precautions you can, but lf my 

immune system is working fine, I don&#39;t need to be vaccinated with a 
booster shot or anything, l do not need to put a foreign substance into my 
body because my body is fighting it off pretty well obviously, so 1 personally 

don&#39;t want the vaccine, although I have nothing against the vaccine as 
well, I guess I fee!, if the virus does beat me, it just beats me, because if I die 

in the flesh, I will become alive In the spirit (1 Corinthians 15:44,50; Matthew 
22:30) so I will still survive, I will Just be alive In a different form when 

1&#39jm resurrected .. but stlU living and existing even if 6,000 years pass 
before l&#39;m resurrected, It wllf only feel Hke a blink of an eye, because 

when I die my braihjUst cuts off# and my braln won&#39;t cut back on until 
Jehovah God brings me back to llfe, because the Bible teaches there&#39;s 

no consciousness in death {Ecclesiastes 9:5,10} so If a person has faith in 
Not super happy about this ~@ 
You all are awesome, Keep wrapping rural schools and towns. Great business 

model like Guthrie Solar In new Bloomfield missourn 
You all are awesome, Keep wrapping rural schools and towns. Great business 

model Uke guthr!e solar in new Bloomfield missouri 
I Will Trust GOO for my Future, He made all things Visible and Invisible! 

You aU are awesome. Keep wrapping rural schools and towns. Great business 
model like you are doing In new Bloomfield missouri! Nope. 

Happy Birthday Terri labhart Clark Ill 111 Wishing you A Great Blrthdayllll 
Sherri Taulbee Wow! That is so expensive! 

Thanks for your support of solar1 Richard I 

We are grateful to the Brain Injury Adventure Camp and its Director, Tim, for 
sharing more about their mlssfon and giving us a tour of their fantastic 

facility. BIAC specializes in helping everyone achieve their goals and 
customizes outdoor adventure camps for individuals with 1:1!! abilitfes. 

Negative 
Negative 

Positive 

Positive 
Positive 

Positive 

Positive 

Positive 

Positive 

We look forward to opportunities to partner in the future! Positive 
We're committed to investing in the future of Henderson. Thank you to 

Henderson Economic Development (HED) for recognizing Sebree Solar and its 
posltlve: impact at the first Annual Investor Dfnner. The future of our 

community looks bright! Positive 
Around the country, sofar energy is giving farms like Greg's a new life. As a 
partlclpating landowner for the Cool Springs Solar project in Georgia1 Greg 

sees solar energy as a win--win, Watch to learn why: Positive 

Chelsey Cook so,so TRUE Positive 
We helped set an American record! Aprfl hit a record level in the amount of 

electridty generated by renewable sources, showing the incredible Impact 
clean energy Is making In the US, Read more from USA TODAY: 

http://spr,ly/618SMDQaW Positive 
Happy #NationalDogDay! Meet Ellie, the furry friend of our Sebree Solar team 
member Chelsey. A big high paw to all the pups out there. How are you 

celebrating? Positive 
Hi Suzanne1 it's important to point out that there's: a difference between the 

private solar installations that you might install on your roof to generate 
electricity for your home {or In a parking lot to power a loca! z.00)1 and the 

type of project we1re proposing with Sebree Solar. This project will feed 
electricity to the larger electr!c grid and can power tens of thousands of 
homes., creating local economic benefits Including jobs and additional tax 

revenue directly to Henderson County. You can learn more here; 

http://spr.ly/6186MD2XA 
#Throwb;:;ickThursday to the 58th Annual Country Ham Breakfast hosted by 
the Kentucky Farm Bureau. The event raised a record~breaking $5 mtllion for 

charities across the shlte, Our team had a great tfme seeing so many new and 

Positive 

famiUar faces! Positive 

Meet Marlene1 a part!cipatlng landowner with the proposed Cass County 

Solar project In Nebraska. Marlene and her husband have lived on their farm 
for over 50 years. Solar energy !s helping them keep their land fn the family 

and produce something wonderful for future generations. Hear more: Positive 
We held office hours in Robards earlier this month to discuss the proposed 
second phase of our Sebree Solar project, We enjoyed meeting neighbors, 

sharing information, and answering questions about the Project. Thanks to 

everyone who stoppe.d by! Positive 



10/1/2022 Sebree Solar 

10/1/2022 Nick Lewis 
10/1/2022 William Osborne Lloyd 
10/1/2022 Joan Hoffman 

10/1/2022 Sebree Solar 

10/1/2022 Sebree Solar 

11/1/2022 Sebree Solar 

11/1/2022 Sebree Solar 

11/1/2022 Sebree Solar 

11/1/2022 Nick Lewis 

Did you know? Solar shines bright by employing more than 250,000 hard

working Americans across all SD states, 
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CHRIST# t$' 
0 Luke 6:320 
11lf you love only those who love you, why should you get credit for that? 

Even sinners love those who love them! 

Ouohn4:19 0 
We love, because he first loved us, 

Jehovah has invited us to join his spirtual family, This family is made up of 

those who have dedicated themselves to Jehovah God and Jesus Chrlst(these 
people come from all nationalities and originate from places all over the ~ 

and not just found In a man-made organization, these people Just follow 

Jesus Christ as their leader not any men (Matthew 23:10). Also this family is 

made up of those who have exercised faith in the Ransom of our heavenly 

King~ Jesus Christ. This spiritual family is happy family because they live by 

the law of love and all of us on ~ today desiring to be future citizens of this 

Kingdom will be practicing love to all people on ~, even if they don&#39;t 

believe like you do, even if they are a atheist you show love OJ and 

compassion to them, Those desiring to be future citizens of this Kingdom also 

preach accurate BIBLE TRUTH(not half truths but complete truth) and they 

proclafm with their mouth to others about their faith in Jesus Christ when 

they have an opportunity or when the spirit moves them to do so, So all 

those putting faith in our heavenly King~ Jesus Christ enjoy a meaningful 

life now(not by pushing books or slaving for men and FOLLOWING 

MEN(Matthew 23:10; 1 Corinthians 7:23) making their organizations rich, 

whether that for the watchtower organization pushing their{§ as you go 

door to door preaching their lies® and putting money In their contribution 

boxes or the Catholic church and Baptist Church and other religious 

sectsf!!t (Galatians 5:20; revelatlon 18:4) that pass the plate and their 

preachers live in million dollar houses and mansions and drive $100,000 cars 

Positive 

and their flock is suffering and yet their flock is taken care of them @) but by Positive 

Great job Positive 

Thank you Ill Positive 

Absolutely,Joanl Thank you for your continued support of renewable energy, Positive 

Today is National First Responders Day! We want to thank all the 

hardworking men and women who serve our communities every day. 

#NationalFirstRespondersDay 

Wind, solar and energy storage provide Americans with reHable, good-paying 

jobs throughout the country, Hear why clean power workers believe updating 

Positive 

our nation's infrastructure will continue to bring more jobs and opportunities: Positive 

What form of electricity is both energy efficient and less costly to the 

consumer? Solar power! Learn why Steve, a participating landowner from the 

Cass County Solar project In Nebraska, thinks so highly of solar energy: 

At NextEra Energy we are proud to employ nearly 2,000 veterans. In fact, as a 

whole, the United States solar industry employs America's veterans at a rate 

Positive 

33% above the national average. Learn more: http://spr.ly/61BBMQxzK Positive 
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CHRIST## 

I know Jehovah witnesses have been taught a lie that heaven is meant for a 

144,000 people .. , but the only place that there&#39;s a specific number 

mentioned of those who go to heaven is in Revelation and it gives a number 

of 144000 to go to heaven for specific purpose to be Kings and priests for a 

1000 years{but notice 1st Corinthians comes before revelation we read the 

Bible from front to back not Back to front) ... 

JW&#39;s have been taught 1st Corinthians Is only addressed to the 

144,000(orthe annointed) but notice in 1st Corinthians 1 who Paul is 

directing this letter to 

1st Corinthians 1:2 

to the congregation of God that is in Corinth, to you who have been sanctified 

in union with Christ Jesus, called to be holy ones, together with all those 

everywhere who are calling on the name of our Lord Jesus Christ .. (we know 

the holy ones are the annoited but he also added in, &quot;together with all 

those everywhere who are calling on the name of the Lord Jesus Chrlst&quot; 

so this is for everybody who calls on the name of the Lord Jesus Christ, this is 

who this letter is addressed to 

skip to 

1st Corinthians 6:10 

thieves, greedy people, drunkards, revilers, and extortioners WILL NOT 

INHERIT GOD'S KINGDOM(all servants of Jehovah wlll Inherit God&#39;s 
Kingdom, that&#39;s our goal to get into that Kingdom) 

skip ahead to 

1st Corinthians 15:44 

It is sown a physical body; it is raised up a spiritual body. If there is a physical Positive 
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11/1/2022 Sebree Solar 
11/1/2022 Sebree Solar 

11/1/2022 Sebree Solar 
11/1/2022 Sebree Solar 
11/1/2022 Sebree Solar 
12/1/2022 Sebree Solar 
12/1/2022 Sebree Solar 
12/1/2022 Sebree Solar 

12/1/2022 Sebree Solar 

7/1/2022 Craig Abbott 
7/1/2022 Kara Melton 

7/1/2022 Jerry Cummings 
7/1/2022 Randy Clary 
7/1/2022 Sebree Solar 

7/1/2022 Sebree Solar 

7/1/2022 Richard Littrell 
7/1/2022 Roland Coffman 

7/1/2022 Sebree Solar 

7/1/2022 SherriTaulbee 

7/1/2022 Sebree Solar 
7/1/2022 Sebree Solar 
7/1/2022 Sebree Solar 

7/1/2022 Sebree Solar 

7/1/2022 Sebree Solar 

7/1/2022 Sebree Solar 
7/1/2022 Sebree Solar 
7/1/2022 Sebree Solar 
7/1/2022 Sebree Solar 

7/1/2022 Sebree Solar 
7/1/2022 Sebree Solar 
7/1/2022 Sebree Solar 
7/1/2022 Sebree Solar 
7/1/2022 Sebree Solar 
8/1/2022 Allen Wayne Butler 

8/1/2022 Suzanne Stagg 

8/1/2022 Chelsey Cook 

8/1/2022 Michael Gibson 

It Is a beautiful, public re a!rfield. Open to anyone who wants to come out and 

enjoy our fun and wonderful hobby, No club membership or affiliation 
required. Open to any and everyone. So glad the state of KY, and henderson 

County did this for our hobby, Everyone welcome!!! Positive 

It is a beauttful park Positive 
Awesome Positive 
lt&#39;s the season of giving thanks and giving back, and we&#39;re happy 

to support our friends at the Henderson Radio Control Model Airplane Club, 

Our Sebree Solar team recently stopped by their new Sandy Lee Watkins Park 

location and presented the group with a donation to help further their 

mission. 
Thanks to the Henderson Radio Control Model Airplane Club for putting on a 

flight demonstration, Check out this plane in action! 

We agree, Burk. Thank you for your support! 

That is awesome, David!~ Maybe our team will see you at the park 
sometime! 

Thanks, Sherry! We appreciate your support. 

Wishing everyone a happy and healthy Thanksgiving! 

We appreciate your continuous support, Joan! @ 
Wishing everyone a happy and healthy holiday season! 

Happy New Year! Looking forward to seeing what 2023 brings! 
Best wishes this holiday season and In the coming year from Chelsey and the 

rest of the Sebree Solar tea ml 

You all are awesome. Keep wrapping rural schools and towns. Great business 

model like Guthrie Solar 
in new Bloomfield missouri 

Sandra Lynn Thompson the people who sell solar panels 

Positive 

Positive 

Positive 

Positive 

Positive 

Positive 

Positive 

Positive 

Positive 

Positive 

Neutral 

Neutral 

What is the life of a solar panel? What happens to them when that time is up? Neutral 

BS Neutral 

Wishing everyone a safe and happy 4th of July! Neutral 

Did you know if you bottled all of the sun's energy on Earth for an hour and a 

half, you could meet all the energy needs of humanity for an entire year? 
That's a lot of natural energy! See how much Sebree Solar is capable of 

generating for Henderson County: http://spr.ly/6182z1Llq Neutral 

I hope to have solar panels and batteries to store the energy they produce, Neutral 

Helpful for those who only use electricity in the daytime. Neutral 

Helping the environment and creating economic opportunities go hand-in-

hand when it comes to solar energy. Learn how It will help Henderson 

County: http://spr.ly/6184zo7uC 
Richard Uttrel11 1&#39jve checked it out here In California. The solar panels 

are cheap, The rest of the stuff Is very expensive, Averages $10,000 per 

Neutral 

house. Neutral 

Renewable energy Is rapidly becoming a more crucial part of our economy, 

and is helping our environment. Find out why here: http://spr.ly/6181zso2Z Neutral 

Looking for something that brings high value at a low impact to the 
environment? That's solar energy! Solar energy is affordable, and it doesn't 

Neutral 

Neutral 

cause the release of greenhouse gases, Here's how: http://spr.ly/6187zxiBB Neutral 

Hi Jerry, thanks for your questions, Modern solar projects are designed to 

operate for at least 25-30 years, during which time they are carefully 

managed and maintained, We often replace aging solar panels with newer, 

more efficient technology to extend their useful lives, However, should there 

no longer be a demand for the project after 30 years, we will decommission 

it. This process typically includes removing and disposing of all above-ground 

infrastructure including solar arrays, inverters, concrete foundations and 

pads, and fences. You can find more information here: 

http://spr.ly/6182zaa WM 
Join us tomorrow to learn more about the second phase of our Sebree Solar 

project, We hope to see you there l 

Did you know that the potential to harness solar power was discovered back 

ln 1839? It was discovered by the French physicist Edmond Becquerel. 

#FunFactFriday 

So you have to advertise one mans decision to diversify. 

Put the Solar Farms in parking lots!! It's space that is everywhere and would 
keep cars cooler In the summer. The Cincinnati Zoo did it and it makes good 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 
Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

use of the land, Neutral 

If solar was more affordable, more people would be interested. The Initial set 

up and cost of everything can be a bit overwhelming. 

Sebree Solar, I am all for rooftop solar. But I am completely against solar 

farms, You should be transparent and report all data but like most money 

hungry corporations, you hide the importance facts and only disclose what 

looks good. 

Neutral 

Neutral 
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9/1/2022 Sebree Solar 
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9/1/2022 Sebree Solar 

9/1/2022 Sebree Solar 
9/1/2022 Sebree Solar 
9/1/2022 Sebree Solar 

10/1/2022 Sebree Solar 

10/1/2022 Sebree Solar 

10/1/2022 Michael James Stanley 
10/1/2022 Levi Brown 

10/1/2022 Sebree Solar 
10/1/2022 Jim Garrett 

10/1/2022 Sebree Solar 

10/1/2022 Jim Garrett 

Sebree Solar, you are correct in one aspect. It has zero emissions after install, 

But stop trying to hide the true environmental impact made during 

production. Even worse is the battery manufacturing process and 

maintenance required to have power after sunset! 

That&#39;s like saying all cars have zero em[sslons then omit the fact that 

your fi dings are based on cars not being operated, 

Dfd you know solar panels were first used in outer space? Some of the 

earliest forms of solar technology were used to power satellites. Talk about 

Neutral 

Neutral 

being solar! #FunFactFriday Neutral 
Meet Pete, a leader in the community that hosts the Cool Springs Solar 

Energy Center In Georgia. Learn why he feels solar brings a beneficial 

outcome for everyone in the county, from the school systems to the hospitals 

and beyond: Neutral 
Happy American Clean Power Weeki We are celebrating with the American 

Clean Power Association, taking notice of the nationwide celebration of dean 

energy and the good-paying jobs the industry creates for all Americans across 

the country. #ACPW22 Neutral 

Hi Chelsey, today, new renewable energy sources are less expensive than the 

operating costs of older, inefficient coal, fossil and nuclear generation units. 

The cost of large, universal solar power installations has dropped significantly 

in recent years due to advances in technology and design of so!ar panels. It 

has reached parity with natural gas in certain regional markets. 

Hi Michael, despite what you may have heard, solar energy causes one of the 

lowest impacts as it emits no air or water pollution. It's Important to point 

out that there's a difference between the private solar installations that you 

might install on your roof to generate electricity for your home, and the type 

of project we're proposing with Sebree Solar. This project will feed electricity 

to the larger electric grid and can power tens of thousands of homes, creating 

local economic benefits including jobs and additional tax revenue directly to 

Henderson County. You can learn more here; http://spr.ly/6180M8ucm 

Did you know? Solar energy can offset emissions from other forms of power 

generation, which positively impacts your health. Learn more here: 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

http://spr.ly/6180M3KVg Neutral 
Using a photovoltaic system, solar panels use inverters to convert the sun's 

rays into power, allowing the electricity generated to feed the grid safely and 

efficiently, Learn more here: http://spr.ly/6l88MVMWO Neutral 

Did you know? 85 million metric tons of carbon dioxide emissions are avoided 
in the United States annually thanks to utility-scale solar energy. To compare, 

this would be like taking 18 million cars off the road. #FunFactFriday Neutral 

Stop by tomorrow to learn more about the second phase of our Sebree Solar 

project. Neutral 

Americans are already using solar to fuel the next era of energy for our 

Neutral 

Neutral 

nation. Learn how solar can help your community: http://spr.ly/6185MoQsU Neutral 

A clean energy future creates new American jobs, Find out how the Sebree 

Solar project will bring jobs to Henderson County: http://spr.ly/6189Mdahh Neutral 

!s this an approved facility? How many jobs would it bring to the western 

Kentucky area? Neutral 

Sebree Solar will you be holding another office hours meeting? Neutral 

Hi Michael, the Sebree Solar project will create local employment 

opportunities in Henderson County, including up to 300 jobs to construct the 
project. We have additional information available on our website. You can 

also sign up for our newsletter to get involved and stay up-to-date on the 

project: http://spr.ly/6l83MdxVU 
When will the solar panels begin producing electricity? 

Scott and Jennifer's family have raised livestock and grown crops in 
Henderson County, Kentucky for years. Now, they've found another way to 

generate income from the land by harvesting a new crop: homegrown solar 
energy. The added income will help keep their farm in the family and bring in 

new tax revenue to the community, 

Sebree Solar I need to reframe my question, When will the construction 

project be complete and solar panels be operating commercially? 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 
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11/1/2022 Greg Stone 

11/1/2022 David Byrd 
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religion, or religlous sects(Galatians 5:20) ( I just serve Jehovah God and 

follow his Son and Heavenly King ~ Jesus Christ; Matthew 23:10) .. ever 

since the elder body of &quot;JEHOVAH WITNESS&quot;{ 1&#39;m not one of 

them, and l have never been a Jehovah&#39;s witness or a member of the 

&quot;WATCHTOWER ORGANIZATION&quot; (I Am A &quot;SERVANT OF 

JEHOVAH&quot; or &quot;WITNESS FOR JEHOVAH&quot; @) Henderson ky 
congregation EXPELLED me from the kingdom Hall on January 16th 2021 for 

addressing a Bible teachings that we all go to heaven and not just a 144,000 
individuals(Revelation 7;9-14; Revelation 22:14} because It doesn&#39;t go 

along with the governing body teaches, so I realized they were just false 
religion{no difference than the RELIGIONS they preach about) ifthey&#39;re 

not going to go along with the Bible teachings, if they&#39;re going to go by 

what the governing body teaches rather than what the Bible teaches, and 

Brother Kregg woosley and brother Bruce Baily said they will escort me out 

of the kingdom Hall if I ever come back I am no longer welcome and my 

invitation is revoked(is that the mark • of love Jesus said his disciples would 

have, expelling your brother and friend(instead of addressing it and 

accepting it) for teaching Blble Truth@) I would also like to make clear I 

CONTACTED the WATCHTOWER ORGANIZATION in New York(l 845-744-

6000) and talked to brothers about the message they was teaching being 

false and shared SCRIPTURES and told them to make sure the governing body 

received the message, but they still proceed to teach the lie, so I must shed 

light on the truth,(Luke 11:33) but like I said, l was never baptized as a 

Jehovah&#39;s witness, I got baptized outside of the organization, so 

1&#39;m not baptized into any religions or member of any church, so I just 

actually follow Jesus Christ, he is my only leader(Matthew 23:10) I don&#39;t 

do churches anymore, he&#39;s going to destroy all the religious sects, you 

don&#39;t want to be caught In those, no offense @(Revelation 18:4) but I 

love talking to everybody about the Bible anyway, I want everyone to follow 

Jesus Christ but I just don&#39;t want them to follow man, I Just want people 

to follow the Bible for what it says, quit giving to religious organizations or 

Hi Levi, at this time we do not have any immediate plans for another office 

hours meeting, however, we would be happy to hear from you! Please feel 

Neutral 

free to reach out to us directly at SebreeSolar@nexteraenergy.com Neutral 

Neutral 

Cover photos Neutral 

Profile pictures Neutral 

Timeline photos Neutral 

Neutral 

My favorite color is October. What's yours? Neutral 

Our developers recently spent an afternoon visiting the unofficial birthplace 

of bird watching at John James Audubon State Park, There is a museum on 

the grounds and this park also features a lush nature preserve with hiking, 

camping, golfing and fishing, 

Thanks for your support, William! If you haven&#39;t already, please sign up 

for our newsletter to get Involved and stay up-to-date on the project: 

http://spr.ly/6186M USVM 

Hi Jim, great question, As soon as light hits the solar panels, the solar energy 

Is absorbed and converted into e!ectrlcity. You can see the full process of how 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

solar works on our website here: http://spr.ly/6l80MUONO Neutral 

Mark is a U.S. Army veteran and director of development for Iowa and 

Minnesota, At a recent conference, he shared how renewable energy 

projects help veterans like himself continue their service and bring powerful 

benefits to local communities, Hear more about what it means to him 

personally: 

MYTH: Solar panels produce glare. FACT: Our solar panels are made with non

reflective coatings that are designed specifically to absorb as much sunlight 

as possible to maximize power generation, rather than reflect sunlight. 

You may wonder what happens to a solar site once a project reaches its end 

of life. In some cases, we replace panels with newer technology, In others, we 

begin the decommissioning process to return the land to its original 

condition, which includes removing above-ground infrastructure, Hke solar 

arrays and inverters, 

Sebree Solar look forward to seeing you there 

David Byrd where is this? 

David Byrd you still flying? 
Greg Stone I decided 1&#39;d like to fly again, shopped around a bit1 rejoined 

the AMA, .. then poof!, .. I own 7 planes!! 

Greg Stone just getting back into it 

David Byrd kinda got my interest peaked too 

sandy lee watkins park, out in hebbardsville. out 351 on the right. Its a state 

owned, public park. they put us a public r/c airfield out there, has paved and 

smooth grass runways, up on top of a hill, no tree lines near it for a long way 

off. its a public field, so, no need to be a member of any clubs, no need for 

permissioin from anyone, unless the field Is reserved for an 

&quot;event&quot;. which has to be done 90 days in advance, and can only 

be for a certain number of hours at a time. AMA card is of course a safe 

requirement, but, you can go out anytime from dawn till dark and fly all you 

want, spread the news!!!! 
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Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 
Neutral 
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12/1/2022 Jon Skipworth 

7/1/2022 Craig Abbott 

8/1/2022 Randy Clary 

8/1/2022 Michael Gibson 

11/1/2022 Nick Lewis 
12/1/2022 Cary McGarrh 

1/2/2023 Eugene Hyde 
1/9/2023 Sebree Solar 

1/16/2023 Linda Calvert 
1/16/2023 Sandy Pickett 

1/16/2023 Sebree Solar 
1/16/2023 Debbie Butler 

If the concept is well founded and meets performance guidelines I wonder 

why the technology is not updated to become a perpetual system .... , 
Can you provide a Gantt chart for the project implementation cycle? Many 

communities are experiencing the solar and wind power hype but 
implementation seems to be missing in the processes. 

Thank you in advance[ 
There is more to a solar farm than just putting up panels, There are other 
aspects put In place to ensure safety. We have a state~of-the~art diagnostic 
center that monitors solar operations 24/7 and can identify and address 
Issues before they become an operational problem. 

If the concept is well founded and meets performance guidelines I wonder 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

why the technology is not updated to become a perpetual system..... Neutral 
Sounds to good to be true, it probably is. Big oil and coal has always said they 

same. Bankruptcy changes things, Neutral 

Hello Neutral 
I can only think of the johnny fang song, lie to me, Neutral 

That is the funniest gaslfghting post l&#39;ve seen in a long while. In the real 
world, none of that is happening. Only in the minds of those who belfeve the 

lies. Neutral 

Did you know? Once a solar project's lifecycle has ended, the equipment is 
then reconditioned, resourced elsewhere and recycled where possible. The 

project land is also tilled to break the vegetative growth, enhancing the 
topsoil and helping return the land to its original condition. 

Our community and world can only get better and brighter with projects like 

this. 
Have you signed up to receive the latest news from Sebree Solar? Register 

Neutral 

Neutral 

Neutral 

now to get the latest project updates. Neutral 

Joan Hoffman I hope It doesnt work out 11111 Neutral 
Come to new Bloomfield missouri and I'll show you how this company plans 

to wrap a rural town and school in 700 acres of Guthrie Solar! ~ Negative 

NO Negative 

Solar farms strip our lands of needed vegetation, causing increases in co2 

levels, and cost massive amounts of energy to manufacture. A better solution 
would be to require all commercial and industrial facilities to shift to roof 

mounted solar just to provide power for lighting within building. It would 
drastically relieve stress on the power grid. It would also prevent clearcutting 

what little vegetation is left in the US, Solar is feasible but only in the right 
applications and installations. STOP warming the planet with Solar farms. 

Haven&#39;t we seen enough damage to our lands from only sharing one 
side of the issue] 
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religion, or religious sects(Galatians 5:20) ( I just serve Jehovah God and 

follow his Son and Heavenly King ~ Jesus Christ; Matthew 23:10) .. ever 
since the elder body of &quot;JEHOVAH WITNESS&quot;( 1&#39;m not one of 

them, and I have never been a Jehovah&#39;s witness or a member of the 
&quot;WATCHTOWER ORGANIZATION&quot; (I Am A &quot;SERVANT OF 

JEHOVAH&quot; or &quot;WITNESS FOR JEHOVAH&quot; lg)) Henderson ky 
congregation EXPELLED me from the kingdom Hall on January 16th 2021 for 
addressing a Bible teachings that we all go to heaven and not Just a 144,000 

individuals(Revelation 7:9-14; Revelation 22:14) because it doesn&#39;t go 
along with the governing body teaches, so I reaHzed they were Just false 

religion{no difference than the RELIGIONS they preach about) ifthey&#39;re 
not going to go along with the B!ble teachings, if they&#39;re going to go by 

what the governing body teaches rather than what the Bible teaches, and 
Brother Kregg woosley and brother Bruce Baily said they wlll escort me out 

of the kingdom Hall if I ever come back I am no longer welcome and my 

invitation is revoked(is that the mark • of love Jesus said his disciples would 
have, expelling your brother and friend{instead of addressing It and 

accepting it) for teaching Bible Truth@) I would also like to make clear I 
CONTACTED the WATCHTOWER ORGANIZATION in New York{l 845-744-

6000) and talked to brothers about the message they was teaching being 
false and shared SCRIPTURES and told them to make sure the governing body 

received the message, but they still proceed to teach the lie, so I must shed 

light on the truth.{Luke 11:33) but like I said, I was never baptized as a 
Jehovah&#39;s witness, I got baptized outside of the organization, so 

1&#39;m not baptized into any religions or member of any church, so I just 
actually follow Jesus Christ, he is my only leader(Matthew 23:10) I don&#39;t 

do churches anymore, he&#39;s going to destroy all the religious sects, you 
don&#39;t want to be caught in those, no offense @(Revelation 18:4) but I 

love talking to everybody about the Bible anyway, I want everyone to follow 

Jesus Christ but I Just don&#39;t want them to follow man, I just want people 
to follow the Bible for what it says, quit giving to religious organizations or 

Bull shit 

Good morning di), RB. 
Gary Coffman That&#39;s a very good question, 
Winter is here! Believe it or not, colder weather improves solar panel 

efficiency! 
Good ideal 
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Stan, I understand your concern and agree about taking farm land, would 

love to see more and more solar put on reclaimed mines - and more mines 

shut down. Thank you! Positive 

Positive 

Thanks, Debbie! We appreciate your support! @ Positive 
Got perfect solution build bridge from New York to China and put solar panels 

on top of bridge to shade electric cars driving to China on the bridge perfect 

no college needed Positive 
Positive 

Good morning BIiiy Positive 

So glad that this vast respurce is being utilized now here in Western 

Kentucky. Hire me!!! Positive 

Positive 
Positive 

Sebree Solar It was good crop land. Positive 
Yep don't worry about eating no crops In fields but you'll have shiny panels to 

admire 

This is amazing I! Thank you Sebree Solar! 

Sebree Solar 1&#39;ve lived on this farm most of my life, I don&#39;t want to 

look at solar panels for the rest of my life. 1t&#39;s beautiful country. Put 

them somewhere else 11111! 

Thank you for all the ways you serve our community, especially this gift to our 

Education Foundation! 

Thank you for your generous donation 

Thanks for your continuous support, Jennifer! We are happy to give back to 

the community @ 

Of course, Sherryl We enjoy giving back and supporting the communities we 

serve\@ 
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I know Jehovah witnesses have been taught a lie that heaven is meant for a 

144,000 people .. , but the only place that there&#39;s a specific number 

mentioned of those who go to heaven is in Revelation and it gives a number 

of 144000 to go to heaven for specific purpose to be Kings and priests for a 

1000 years(but notice 1st Corinthians comes before revelation we read the 

Bible from front to back not Back to front) ... 

JW&#39;s have been taught 1st Corinthians Is only addressed to the 
144,000(or the annointed) but notice in 1st Corinthians 1 who Paul is 

directing this letter to 

1st Corinthians 1:2 

to the congregation of God that is in Corinth, to you who have been sanctified 

in union with Christ Jesus, called to be holy ones, together with all those 

everywhere who are calling on the name of our lord Jesus Christ.,(we know 

the holy ones are the annoited but he also added in, &quot;together with all 

those everywhere who are calling on the name of the Lord Jesus Christ&quot; 

so this Is for everybody who calls on the name of the Lord Jesus Christ, this is 
who this letter Is addressed to 

skip to 

1st Corinthians 6:10 
thieves, greedy people, drunkards, revilers1 and extortioners WILL NOT 

INHERIT GOD'S KINGDOM(all servants of Jehovah will inherit God&#39;s 
Kingdom, that&#39;s our goal to get Into that Kingdom) 

skip ahead to 

1st Corinthians 15:44 
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Neutral 

It is sown a physical body; it is raised up a spiritual body, If there is a physical Neutral 

Hello my friend Neutral 
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1/9/2023 AJ Newman Author 
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religion, or religious sects(Galatians 5:20) ( I just serve Jehovah God and 

follow his Son and Heavenly King ~ Jesus Christ; Matthew 23:10) .. ever 

since the elder body of &quot;JEHOVAH WITNESS&quot;( !&#39;m not one of 

them, and! have never been a Jehovah&#39;s witness or a member of the 
&quot;WATCHTOWER ORGANIZATION&quot; (I Am A &quot;SERVANT OF 

JEHOVAH&quot; or &quot;WITNESS FORJEHOVAH&quot; @) Henderson ky 
congregation EXPELLED me from the kingdom Hall on January 16th 2021 for 

addressing a Bible teachings that we all go to heaven and not just a 144,000 

individua!s{Reve!ation 7:9-14; Revelation 22:14) because it doesn&#39;t go 

along with the governing body teaches, so I realized they were Just false 

religion(no difference than the RELIGIONS they preach about} ifthey&#39;re 

not going to go along with the Bible teachings, ifthey&#39;re going to go by 

what the governing body teaches rather than what the Bible teaches, and 

Brother Kregg woosley and brother Bruce Baily said they will escort me out 

of the kingdom Hall ifl ever come back I am no longer welcome and my 

invitation is revoked{is that the mark • of love Jesus said his disciples would 
have, expelling your brother and friend{instead of addressing it and 

accepting tt}forteaching Bible Truth@) I would also like to make clear I 

CONTACTED the WATCHTOWER ORGANIZATION In New York(l 845-744-

6000) and talked to brothers about the message they was teaching being 

false and shared SCRIPTURES and told them to make sure the governing body 

received the message, but they still proceed to teach the lie, so I must shed 

light on the truth.{Luke 11:33) but like I said, I was never baptized as a 

Jehovah&#39;s witness,! got baptized outside of the organization, so 

1&#39;m not baptized Into any religions or member of any church, so I just 

actually follow Jesus Christ, he is my only leader{Matthew 23:10} I don&#39;t 
do churches anymore, he&#39;s going to destroy all the religious sects, you 

don&#39;t want to be caught in those, no offense @{Revelation 18:4) but I 

love talking to everybody about the Bible anyway, I want everyone to follow 

Jesus Christ but I just don&#39;t want them to follow man, I just want people 

to follow the Bible for what it says, quit giving to religious organizations or 

Joan Hoffman solar power is a good idea if you were to place the panels on 

reclaimed coal mine ground, but to place it on productive farm ground is a 

poor decision in my opinion. The reason they want to put It in the proposed 

site Is the Infrastructure is already there as far as Powerlines, If we keep using 

Neutral 

up good farmland for these purposes we one day will go hungry. Neutral 

What herbicides are you using to prevent trees, brush, and kudzu from 
strangling your solar farm? 

Sebree Solar not when you take[@] perfectly[@~ood farm land put them on 

~Jnone productive land hills and old coal mine ground it may not be easter 

for you but one day when we can't feed are selfs and that was not to far off 

just look a Covid and the panic it caused most of the people pushing the solar 

panels live In the cities and have no idea how to feed themselves if something 

shut down supper markets quit using good land for for projects that can be 

put on land no one can make a crop on it is just wrong!!!! 

Is this for sebree ky 

AJ Newman Author, and what's your thoughts on government farming 

subsidies? 

Sebree Solar everyone cannot have solar as a sole source of energy. 

Sebree Solar I don&#39;t want to look at the eye sore. 1&#39jVe lived on this 

farm most of my Hfe. It will be almost in my front yard. 

AJ Newman Author AJ we all have a different opinion i know for sure when 

cities-in India change law to have CNG power vehicle only for public 

transportation air got cleaner now puss for electric vehicles as I do use solar 
for my business on 41 strip I can vouch its all for bettering the life will their be 

after effect yes as everything else how to dispose solar panels that be new 

bussiness we can start @ 
What do you eat? 

Hugh Haire So you eat a lot of soybeans and field corn? 

And what about deducting from that $609 mlllion what you charge your 
customers for electricity. 

Mike Lawrence 1 prefer my soybeans and field corn processed via hogs and 

beef cattle, which I certainly do eat. But for the aliens from the planet Vega, 

have you heard of tofu? 

Hello Billy g'JJ 
??????? 

Sebree Solar???????? 

Mike Lawrence sounds like you won&#39;t have to look at the panels in your 

front yard. 

Sebree Solar right! 

Our world will only get darker, colder and dumber as people fall for these 

long con scams. 
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1/16/2023 Jon Roland 

1/23/2023 Ralph Beard 

2/13/2023 AJ Newman Author 

2/20/2023 Jon Skipworth 

2/20/2023 Sebree Solar 

2/27/2023 Gary Coffman 

3/6/2023 Jon Skipworth 

3/6/2023 Eugene Hyde 

Sebree Solar yet you don't exist without government subsidies. Solar and 

wind are only supplemental power sources at best. If they were really viable 

no government subsidies would be needed and the scam artists in our 

government wouldn't have to ban cos] and natural gas. The cheaper price of 

solar and wind would be the largest reason to make the change, Solar and 

wind cost more and most equipment and storage batteries are made with 

lithium and other rare earths from China. Our government won't allow 

mining on a large scale for those minerals. Plus we can'tvuse disposable child 

labor to mine them like other countries do. Solindra and slave labor all over 

again. 
I think it is going to be everyone's worst nightmare using good farm ground is 

the worst possfble option all of these people pushing solar panels do not have 

to live with them shove them at the end of the county out of sight out of 

mind for most people pushing them. 

Selling the climate lie 

D.j. Peach in general the government shouldn1t give out any as in zero money

to anyone, PERIOD. To give out money they have to take money from 

another. Raising taxes on business is stupid and only fools ignorant people, 

NO Company PAYS TAXES. Their customers pay the tax when the government 

taxes them. That means the increase hit the mid Income to high end poo 

people, The government is not anyone's daddy, 

Sebree Solar Lived here most my life and know I get to look at them for the 

rest ofit 11 HATE ITll!III 

Sounds expensive, 

B0000000 the eye soar practically in my front yard I!! I hate it ® 
Going to be the scourge of the landl You ever heard of leach fields? Bad for 

the Comunity and his future, Money isn't everything Sebree cellular I promise 

you 
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